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Summary   

  
Splicing  of  nuclear  introns  is  catalysed  by  the  spliceosome,  one  of  the  most  complex  macromolecular                 
machines  currently  known.  Even  though  the  canonical  splicing  signals  that  drive  the  precise               
recognition  of  splice  sites  are  well-characterised,  recent  advances  in  transcriptome  profiling             
technologies  and  computational  method  development  have  enabled  widespread  identification  of            
non-canonical  splicing  features.  Non-canonical  splicing  is  highly  associated  with  dynamic  splicing             
regulation,  and  occurs  most  prevalently  in  neuronal  tissues.  In  this  present  work,  I  have  investigated                 
two  types  of  non-canonical  features  that  are  related  to  atypical  exon-intron  structures  and  DNA/RNA                
conformations.   

First,  I  studied  a  group  of  extremely  small  exons,  known  as  microexons  (≤30  nucleotides),  which  were                  
shown  to  be  part  of  an  evolutionarily  conserved  network  of  neuronal  alternative  splicing  events  that                 
play  essential  roles  in  neuronal  development.  Since  standard  RNA-seq  tools  cannot  efficiently  detect               
microexon  splice  sites,  I  developed  MicroExonator,  a  novel  pipeline  for  reproducible  de  novo               
discovery  and  quantification  of  microexons.  As  a  proof  of  principle,  I  analysed  microexon  alternative                
inclusion  patterns  across  289  RNA-seq  samples  coming  from  eighteen  different  tissues  across  a  wide                
range  of  mouse  embryonic  and  adult  stages.  I  detected  2,938  microexons,  343  of  which  are                 
differentially  spliced  throughout  mouse  embryonic  development,  including  35  that  are  not  present  in               
mouse  transcript  annotation  databases.  Unsupervised  clustering  of  microexons  alone  segregates            
brain  tissues  by  developmental  time  and  further  analysis  suggest  a  key  function  for  microexon                
inclusion  in  axon  growth  and  synapse  formation.  Moreover,  I  developed  a  module  to  adapt                
MicroExonator  splicing  analysis  to  single-cell  RNA-seq  samples  that  I  used  to  analyse  data  from  the                 
mouse  visual  cortex.  As  a  result,  I  found  39  microexons  that  are  differentially  included  between                 
glutamatergic  and  gabaergic  neurons,  fifteen  of  which  are  found  in  genes  that  encode  synaptic                
proteins.   

The  second  type  of  non-canonical  features  that  I  studied  are  sequences  associated  with  non-B  DNA                 
structures  and  possibly  atypical  RNA  conformations.  I  analysed  the  enrichment  of  different  non-B               
DNA  motifs  across  splice  site  sequences.  The  strongest  and  most  consistent  enrichments  were  found                
for  G-quadruplex  motifs,  which   are  enriched  ~3-fold  both  upstream  and  downstream  of  splice               
junctions.  Further  analysis  of  G4-seq  experiments  corroborated  the  enriched  motifs  detected  at  splice               
sites  leads  to   in-vitro  G-quadruplex  formation.  Moreover,  enrichment  analyses  of  G-quadruplex  motifs              
and  G4-seq  experiments  across  multiple  species  suggest  that  the  association  of  G-quadruples  to               
splice  sites  is  a  property  restricted  to  mammals  and  birds.  Interestingly,  I  found  stronger  enrichment  of                  
G-quadruplexes  associated  with  weak  splice  sites,  suggesting  that  they  could  function  as              
cis-regulatory   elements   of   alternative   splicing   events.   

Finally,  to  explore  if  microexons  and  exons  flanked  by  intronic  G-quadruplexes  were  involved  in                
dynamic  splicing  changes,  I  analyse  alternative  splicing  events  induced  by  depolarisation  treatments              
in  human  and  mouse  neurons.  I  found  a  widespread  cassette  exon  skipping  response  after  neuronal                 
depolarization,  which  was  particularly  enriched  in  microexons  and  exons  flanked  by  G-quadruplexes              
motifs.  Taken  together,  these  results  suggest  that  non-canonical  splicing  features  are  an  important              
regulatory  mechanism  of  alternative  splicing.  Further  characterisation  of  non-canonical  splicing  might             
provide  a  better  understanding  of  fine-tuned  alternative  splicing  mechanisms,  in  particular  in  the               
context   of   neuronal   development   and   heterogeneity.     
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1 Chapter: Introduction 

DNA stores two predominant classes of information; (1) The sequences that serve            

as template strand to transcribe diverse types of functional RNAs, including mRNAs            

that are later translated into proteins; (2) Regulatory instructions to determine when            

and where RNAs are transcribed (Hood and Galas, 2003). The heredity units of this              

genetic information are called genes, and in complex multicellular organisms, they           

have variable expression patterns that largely define the molecular environment of           

different cell-types, enabling the definition of specialized cellular phenotypes with a           

single genome.  

In eukaryotes, gene expression is a multi-step process which can be regulated at             

different levels. It begins with activation of promoter and enhancer sequences that            

control the transcription of a particular gene. Then, transcription initiation complexes           

bind to the gene promoters, recruiting transcript elongation factors that initiate the            

transcription. While the nascent transcripts are forming, there are a series of            

co-transcriptional events that occur before RNA synthesis is complete. For most           

genes, these pre-mRNA processing events include 5′ capping, splicing and 3′           

polyadenylation. After these processes, mature mRNA molecules are ready to be           

exported to the cytoplasm, to become a template for protein synthesis, or to directly              

perform their roles as non-coding RNAs.  

Both mRNA capping and polyadenylation correspond to pre-mRNA end processing          

events that are essential to produce mature mRNA molecules. During mRNA           

capping a guanosine residue is added to the 5’ mRNA end, forming an atypical 5′-5′               

triphosphate bound (different from the regular 3’- 5’ triphosphate bond present           

between other mRNA nucleotides). Methylation of this guanosine residue at its N 7            

position leads to the formation of a minimal CAP 5’ structure (CAP0), but in higher               

eukaryotes further 2’-O-methylation methylations of the first and second transcribed          

nucleotides can give rise to extended CAP structures known as CAP1 and CAP2             

(Leung and Amarasinghe, 2016; Wei et al., 1975). On the other hand, the process of               
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polyadenylation takes place at the 3′ end of the nascent pre-mRNA transcripts.            

Polyadenylation factors first cleave pre-mRNA transcripts and then synthesise a          

poly(A) tail. Both CAP and poly(A) tails are bound by proteins that promote the              

circularization and stability of mRNAs and therefore regulation of these pre-mRNA           

processing steps can have a deep impact on gene expression (Wells et al., 1998;              

Wilusz et al., 2001). While long poly(A) tails (>25 nt) promote mRNA stabilization,             

short poly(A) tails are often targets for uridylation, which triggers decapping and            

mRNA decay by 5′ exonuclease activity (Chang et al., 2014; Morgan et al., 2017;              

Rissland and Norbury, 2009).  

In the pre-mRNA, non-coding RNA sequences (introns) are excised while the           

remaining RNA sequences (exons) are re-joined through a two-step         

transesterification reaction. This process is known as splicing, and it has a major             

determinant role of the mature mRNA sequence composition. The presence of           

introns can be detected in bacteria or eukaryotic organelles, however, they are most             

commonly present in eukaryotic nuclei. In both bacteria and eukaryotes, splicing is            

enabled by RNA structures that catalyze the two consecutive transesterification          

reactions. However, nuclear pre-mRNA splicing is carried out by the spliceosome, a            

large ribonucleoprotein complex which orchestrates the exon excision of all introns           

across the transcriptome, as opposed to bacterial introns that have their own            

catalytic activity which enables their removal from pre-mRNA transcripts.  

The information contained in the resultant mRNA sequence highly depends on           

pre-mRNA processing regulation. Alternative polyadenylation can lead to mRNAs         

with different 3′ UTR length, which can have a direct repercussion over mRNA             

stability (Tian and Manley, 2017). At the same time, 5′ decapping and recapping             

cycles have been observed and their regulation could lead to fine control of             

transcriptome diversity (Trotman and Schoenberg, 2019). However, the majority of          

pre-mRNA sequence re-arrangements occurs during splicing, which can be         

regulated to generate a different selection of exonic sequences, having an enormous            

potential to regulate the sequences that are going to remain as mature mRNA             

sequences.  
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1.1 Splicing; a pivotal step of eukaryotic RNA-processing 

Higher eukaryotic pre-mRNA often contains non-coding sequences known as         

introns. These are precisely removed during RNA splicing, which consists of two            

consecutive transesterification reactions ( Fig 1 .1). During the first transesterification         

reaction, a 2′ hydroxyl group (OH) from an adenosine residue, known as the branch              

point, performs a nucleophilic attack over the phosphate group from 3′-5′           

phosphodiester bonds that connect 5′ exon-intron junctions. This initiates a          

bimolecular nucleophilic substitution (SN2), in which 3′-5′ phosphodiester bonds at          

the 5′ss are broken while 2′-5′ phosphodiester bonds are formed between the branch             

point and the 3′ intronic ends, generating a lariat intermediary. During the second             

transesterification reaction, the same type of nucleophilic substitution (SN2) takes          

place, forming new 3′-5′ phosphodiester bonds between 5′ and 3′ exons while            

breaking the 3′-5′ phosphodiester bond that connects 3′ intron-exon junctions. Thus,           

secondary product lariats are released, and these are thought to subsequently be            

rapidly degraded.  

 

 
Figure 1.1: Splicing mechanism. Splicing occurs through two consecutive SN2          
transesterification reactions that lead to the branching and exon ligation. Br.A           
indicates the branch site. Yellow arrows represent electron movement during the           
nucleophilic attack, showing the corresponding intermediate state and highlighting         
the leaving group in red. Schematic was taken from (Lee and Rio, 2015)  
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1.1.1 Spliceosomal machineries 

Introns are thought to have emerged during evolution through the invasion of mobile             

genetic elements in bacterial genes, which originally gave rise to a class of             

self-catalytic introns, known as Group II introns (Novikova and Belfort, 2017;           

Papasaikas and Valcárcel, 2016). Group II introns are still present in bacterial and             

eukaryotic organelle genes, but their presence has not been detected in the            

eukaryotic nucleus (Lambowitz and Zimmerly, 2011). Instead, nuclear eukaryotic         

splicing is enabled by spliceosomes. Both self-catalytic and spliceosomal splicing          

occur through analogue chemical mechanisms that involve two transesterification         

reactions. Since the catalytic RNA-structures that are present in Group II and            

spliceosomal introns are remarkably similar, self-catalytic splicing is thought to be           

the evolutionary ancestor of spliceosomal splicing.  

Spliceosomes are some of the most complex molecular machines in eukaryotic cells            

and they are formed by more than a hundred proteins (~350 in human cells) and five                

small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs). Eukaryotic cells often have two active          

parallel spliceosomal complexes, which differ mainly in their abundance and          

molecular composition. The most abundant spliceosome is known as the major           

spliceosome, while the less abundant is known as the minor spliceosome. Even            

though most of the protein components are shared between major and minor            

spliceosomes, U5 is the only snRNP shared between the two spliceosomes; U1, U2,             

U3 and U6 are exclusively part of major spliceosomes, while U11, U12, U4atac and              

U6atac are specific to minor spliceosomes.  

Spliceosomal snRNPs are key components for splicing catalysis because they          

mediate RNA-RNA interaction between pre-mRNA and spliceosomes to allow for the           

precise recognition and processing of splice junctions. Due to differences in           

sequence composition between major and minor spliceosomal snRNPs, different         

types of splicing signals are processed by the two spliceosomes. Since minor            

spliceosome snRNPs are about 100-fold less abundant than the major snRNPs,           

introns that are processed by the major spliceosome (U2-type introns) are more            
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abundant and more efficiently removed than introns removed from the minor           

spliceosome (U12-type introns). Computational analyses of U2 and U12-type introns          

have shown that the loss of the minor spliceosome has occurred on several             

occasions through eukaryotic evolution (Bartschat and Samuelsson, 2010; Lin et al.,           

2010).  

1.1.2 Canonical nuclear eukaryotic splicing 

The precise recognition of splice sites relies on early spliceosome assembly over            

pre-mRNA intron-exon boundaries, which is primarily driven by RNA-RNA         

interactions between spliceosomal snRNPs and specific pre-mRNA consensus        

sequences. Among the core sequences that drive splice site recognition are 5′/3′            

consensus sequences (sometimes referred to as splice donor and acceptor sites),           

branch sites and polypyrimidine tracts. Given that gene architecture can be very            

different across eukaryotic species, different spliceosomal mechanisms have        

evolved to adapt the spliceosome assembly over exon/intron junctions (De Conti et            

al., 2013). Moreover, splice site recognition can be influenced by the presence of             

RNA cis-acting sequence elements that are often bound by proteins that promote or             

inhibit spliceosomal assembly, having a direct impact on splicing efficiency (Matlin et            

al., 2005). 

1.1.3 Core spliceosomal splicing signals 

Precise intron removal relies on the recognition of consensus splice site sequences            

located at exon/intron junctions ( Fig 1.2a). Within splice site consensus sequences,           

the 5′ and 3′ intronic ends are the most conserved regions. In U2-type intron, nearly               

all 5′ and 3′ intronic ends (~99%) correspond to GT-AG dinucleotides (Burset, 2000;             

Parada et al., 2014). In contrast, U12-type introns can be efficiently processed            

having GT-AG or AT-AC as terminal dinucleotides, and their splice site’s consensus            

motifs have higher information content than U2-type introns, evidencing the          

relevance of splicing dinucleotide context for U12-type introns (Burge et al., 1999). 
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Figure 1.2: Spliceosomal core signals and assembly. A. Splicing consensus core           
signals of U2 and U12-dependent introns. Size of the letters is proportional to the               
positional frequency of nucleotides across 5′/3′ splice sites and branch sites. Notice            
that while U2-dependent introns have GT-AG dinucleotides, U12-dependent introns         
can have either AT-AC or GT-AG dinucleotides. Schematic taken from (Padgett,           
2012) B. Co-transcriptional spliceosomal snRNPs assembly leads to the formation of           
different complexes. Initial recognition of splice sites results in the assembly of            
Complex E, which only through several re-arrangements and snRNP exchanges          
forms an activated complex B* that in turn catalyzes the first transesterification            
reaction. Further structural rearrangements lead to the formation of complex C,           
which catalyzes the second transesterification reaction that results in the formation of            
a post-spliceosomal complex (complex P) that is disassembled and to release the            
splicing products and recycle the snRNPs. Additional proteins that are involved           
during this process were omitted. Schematic was adapted from (Matera and Wang,            
2014).   
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Branch sites also have consensus motifs around the adenosine residue that provide            

a free hydroxyl group for the first transesterification reaction ( Fig 1.2a). For introns             

processed by the major spliceosome, the consensus sequences around the branch           

sites are highly degenerate and hence less conserved, whereas splice site           

sequences are highly conserved across U12-dependent introns (Levine and Durbin,          

2001). Thus, the computational prediction of branch sites is imprecise in higher            

eukaryotes where intronic regions can span several kilobases, many of which in            

humans range between 10 2-10 3 kilobases. In fact, only through recently developed           

sequencing technologies, has it become possible to obtain a detailed map of an             

active splicing branch point in the human transcriptome (Bitton et al., 2014;            

Stepankiw et al., 2015). The analysis of these data suggests that most human             

introns can have multiple branch points, which means that there is often competition             

to react with a single 5′ splice site, and some of these branch points are frequently                

used in a tissue-specific manner (Pineda and Bradley, 2018). 

Between the branch site and intron 3′ ends, U2-type introns have a polypyrimidine             

tract (spanning around 15-20 nucleotides in humans) which is directly recognized by            

the major spliceosome (Schellenberg et al., 2008). Although polypyrimidine tracts          

are absent in U12-type introns, their recognition serves as a key regulatory step             

during early spliceosome assembly. In vitro mutations of polypyrimidine tracts, splice           

sites or branch points have been shown to have a detrimental effect on splicing              

efficiency. In addition, mutations of these canonical splicing signals could account for            

about 10% of the heritable human disorders (Padgett, 2012). For example, mutations            

that disrupt or create splice sites at the laminin A locus can lead to multiple types of                 

diseases, ranging from muscular dystrophy to premature ageing syndromes (Scotti          

and Swanson, 2016). 

1.1.4 Spliceosome assembly and catalysis.  

The assembly of spliceosomal components over nascent splice sites on the           

pre-mRNA molecule is a stepwise process which is highly conserved across           

eukaryotes (Fig 1.2b). Assembling both the major and minor spliceosome start with            

the recruitment of snRNPs to 5′ and 3′ splice sites, which are subsequently             
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rearranged to catalyze splicing thought analogous mechanisms. During the early          

assembly of the major spliceosome, 5′ss and 3′ss are precisely recognized by U1             

and U2 snRNPs respectively, forming the complex E, which is the earliest            

spliceosomal complex that is committed to splicing. This initial step is largely driven             

by base-pairing interactions between the consensus sequences located at 5’ss and           

branch sites, and the corresponding U1 and U2 snRNPs, but it is also supported by               

additional protein factors, such as SF1 and U2AF heterodimers (U2AF65/U2AF35)          

that bind to the branch site and polypyrimidine tract, respectively. Once complex E is              

formed, it undergoes ATP-dependent rearrangements which promote the interaction         

between U1 and U2 snRNPs, leading to complex A formation. Then, recruitment of             

U4/U5·U6 tri-snRNPs to the 5′ss leads to the formation of the pre-catalytic B             

complex, which after the removal of U1 and U4 snRNPs and recruitment of             

additional protein factors, gets to its active form (complex B*) and catalyzes the first              

transesterification reaction . Lastly, snRNP rearrangements promote the formation        

and activation of complex C, which enables the catalysis of the second            

transesterification reaction necessary to complete the splicing process. All these          

result in the formation of exon-exon junctions across transcripts and the release of             

lariat RNAs as secondary products. Once splicing is completed, the spliceosome is            

released from the splice junction. However, some proteins that form part of the B and               

C complexes are deposited 24 nucleotides upstream of exon-exon junctions, forming           

what is known as exon-junction complex (EJC), which promotes stability of mRNAs,            

and is also involved in mRNA transport and translation (Le Hir et al., 2016). 

1.1.5 Precise recognition of splice sites 
The spliceosome has evolved to recognize bona fide splice sites across different            

eukaryotic transcriptomes. However, the splice sites that are recognized by the           

machinery do not always reassemble the consensus sequence, particularly in higher           

eukaryotes, which have weaker splice sites. To be able to recognize these weak             

splice sites, the spliceosome recognizes additional features that complete the          

missing information when splice sites deviate from the consensus sequence. 
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1.1.5.1 Cis-acting regulatory elements 

One of the features that provide additional information for splice site recognition is             

cis-acting regulatory elements that can enhance or inhibit splice site recognition.           

These RNA sequence elements can be located within introns or exons and they are              

involved in defining both constitutive and alternative exons (Matlin et al., 2005). As a              

general rule, exonic splicing enhancers are bound by factors belonging to the SR             

protein family, while splicing exonic and intronic silencers are bound by           

heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs). Both SR and hnRNPs have         

specific RNA-binding domains that allow them to bind pre-mRNA sequences and           

influence the formation of E and A complexes during early spliceosome assembly.  

1.1.5.2 Intron and exon definition  

Additional mechanisms of spliceosomal assembly enable further specificity to         

recognize splice sites. The principle of these mechanisms is to recognize two            

contiguous splice sites simultaneously, thereby dramatically decreasing the chance         

of spurious splice site recognition. To achieve this, spliceosomal complexes can           

assemble in two different ways; (1) Over introns, promoting cross-intron interaction           

of spliceosomal particles, which is known as intron definition, and (2) over exons,             

promoting spliceosomal interactions across exons, known as exon definition.  

The modalities of spliceosomal assembly are highly influenced by the gene           

architecture found in eukaryotes. As a general rule, lower eukaryotic genes are            

characterized by large exons, interrupted by small introns, whereas higher eukaryotic           

genes tend to have the opposite pattern. This means that in lower eukaryotes the              

distances between intronic ends are short enough to allow intron definition. In            

contrast, higher eukaryotes are characterized by presenting relatively small exons          

(~120 nt long in mammals) and introns that can span hundreds to several hundred              

thousands of nucleotides (Ast, 2004). Given this gene architecture, the spliceosome           

assembly is more likely to form cross-exons rather than cross-introns, as exon splice             

ends are considerably further from each other. The proposal of exon definition during             

the early ’90s (Robberson et al., 1990), was fundamental to our understanding            

regarding how splice sites are recognised by the spliceosome in higher eukaryotic            
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organisms. Moreover, since the first and last exons are not flanked by splice sites on               

both sides, 5’ CAP and 3’ polyA structures are also involved in the respective              

definition of these exons. 

Even though exon definition is dominant in higher eukaryotes, long and short introns             

co-exist in their genomes (McCullough and Berget, 1997). This is possible because            

small introns in higher eukaryotes (< 250 nt) can be defined by forming cross-intron              

spliceosomal assemblies. Moreover, artificial expansion experiments of short introns         

in vertebrates have shown that the splicing machinery can adapt to either assembly             

by intron or exon definition, depending on intron size (Sterner et al., 1996). By              

contrast, the expansion of small introns in S. pombe and D. melanogaster abolishes             

their splicing, suggesting that lower eukaryotic organisms cannot perform efficient          

exon definition to initiate early spliceosome assembly (Guo et al., 1993; McCullough            

and Berget, 1997; Mount et al., 1992; Talerico and Berget, 1994). 

1.2 Widespread alternative splicing expands transcriptome and 

proteome diversity in vertebrates 

In vertebrates, nearly all multi-exonic transcripts undergo alternative splicing,         

affecting approximately 95% of multi-exonic human genes (Pan et al., 2008; Wang et             

al., 2008). These alternative splicing events affect ~40% of human exons, which are             

involved in a range of different types of alternative splicing events (Zhang and             

Chasin, 2006). The most common type of alternative splicing in humans is the             

alternative inclusion of full exons, known as cassette exons (Bradley et al., 2012;             

Zhang and Chasin, 2006). There are three other basic types of alternative splicing:             

alternative 5′ss selection, alternative 3’ss selection and intron retention ( Fig 1.3). All            

of these determine the inclusion of sequences that can have an impact on protein              

production or mRNA stability.  

Each one of the different types of alternative splicing leads to the expansion of              

transcriptome diversity by generating isoforms with different combinations of splice          

site selection from a single gene. Alternative splicing can result in the coexistence of              

multiple isoforms from a single gene, and these can be in different concentrations             
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across different tissues. For instance, the GluN1 subunit of the NMDA receptor is             

encoded by a single gene, but it has eight different annotated isoforms with             

alternatively included exons that have an impact on GluN1 subcellular trafficking,           

receptor gating and pharmacological properties of NMDA receptors (Paoletti et al.,           

2013; Rumbaugh et al., 2000; Vance et al., 2012). GluN1 isoforms have overlapping             

expression patterns, but their relative proportions vary across neuronal tissues          

(Paoletti et al., 2013). Moreover, there are metazoan genes such as slo , neurexin             

and Dscam that can produce on the order of hundred to hundred thousand different              

mRNA isoforms through complex regulation of their splice site selections (Graveley,           

2001). The recent development of high throughput screens based on          

CRISPR-based technologies has enabled genome-wide interrogation of exon        

exclusion events, evidencing widespread alternative splicing effects over cellular         

processes and allowing for deeper understanding of some of the mechanisms           

underlying alternative splicing regulation (Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis et al., 2018,        

2020; Thomas et al., 2020). 

 

Figure 1.3: Alternative splicing event types. There are four basic types of            
alternative splicing types. A. Cassette exon inclusion/skipping. B. Alternative 5′ splice           
site selection. C. Alternative 3′ splice site selection. D. Intron retention. Alternatively            
included mRNA segments are coloured in orange.  
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1.2.1 Unproductive splicing events 

The examples above demonstrate the great potential of alternative splicing to           

diversify the transcriptome and proteome in eukaryotic genomes. However, not all           

the generated isoforms lead to stable mRNAs. Alternative splicing is also coupled            

with cytoplasmic mRNA degradation by a pathway known as nonsense-mediated          

decay (NMD) (Lewis et al., 2003; Popp and Maquat, 2013). NMD takes place in the               

cytoplasm, but is highly determined by the EJCs that are deposited after splicing             

along the nascent mRNA transcripts. When ribosomes bind to mRNA during the            

pioneer round of translation, they displace EJCs that are on their path, and if after               

disassembly there are any EJCs still bound to the mRNA, NMD is triggered. Since              

premature stop codons (PTCs) incorporated by alternative splicing favour ribosome          

disassembly, EJCs downstream PTCs are not removed (unless the EJC is covering            

an exon-exon junction that is located ≤ 50-55 nt downstream the PTC) and as              

consequence NMD is triggered.  

Transcriptome-wide studies indicate that around one in three alternative splicing          

events in human and mouse results in isoforms that are predicted to be targeted by               

NMD (Lewis et al., 2003; Pan, 2006; Weischenfeldt et al., 2012). Intron retention is              

one of the main alternative splicing events that lead to NMD, affecting as many as               

three-quarters of the multi-exonic genes in mammals (Braunschweig et al., 2014).           

Additionally, the inclusion of alternative exons or 5’/3’ alternative splices site           

processing can directly incorporate a PTC, or it can induce frameshifts that can             

ultimately result in a PTC inclusion and degradation by NMD. Deep RNA-seq            

analyses have evidenced a large fraction of unannotated splice sites processed in            

very low proportions, which in part is believed to be attributed to stochastic             

mis-splicing events that result in isoforms that are degraded by NMD (Pertea et al.,              

2018; Pickrell et al., 2010; SEQC/MAQC-III Consortium, 2014). Since these splice           

sites are mostly not conserved between species, they are often considered part of             

the transcriptional noise that is generated by stochastic splicing errors. The           

measurement of splicing noise across RNA-seq samples have been used to           
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estimate the splicing error rate to be around 0.7% in normal human cells, but it could                

be higher in some types of cancers associated with higher splice site diversity             

(Kahles et al., 2018; Pickrell et al., 2010) 

The systematic analysis of alternative splicing events that lead to NMD targeting            

have also uncovered highly conserved alternative splicing events coupled to NMD.           

One proposed function of these splicing events is to provide mechanism to            

downregulate gene expression, and this mechanism of gene expression regulation          

was termed regulated unproductive splicing and translation (RUST) (Lareau et al.,           

2004; Lewis et al., 2003; Lykke-Andersen and Jensen, 2015; McGlincy and Smith,            

2008; Nickless et al., 2017). Among these events, the inclusion of exons that directly              

or indirectly introduce PTC is known as poison exons and they affect the gene              

expression of several splicing factors and other RNA-binding proteins (Desai et al.,            

2020; Lareau et al., 2007; Ni et al., 2007; Saltzman et al., 2008). Since RUST is a                 

negative feedback loop mechanism for maintaining homeostatic protein levels for          

some splicing factors, mutations that abolish NMD pathway (such as UPF2           

mutations) indirectly affect a wide range of splicing events (Ni et al., 2007;             

Weischenfeldt et al., 2012). Moreover, neuron-specific expression of certain genes is           

enforced by RUST (also referred to as AS-NMD), which have a key role during              

neuronal differentiation (Zhang et al., 2016; Zheng, 2016).  

One-fifth of the conserved cassette exons between H. sapiens and M. musculus are             

predicted to be poison exons (Baek and Green, 2005). In fact, many ultraconserved             

and highly conserved elements identified across vertebrate genomes are associated          

with poison exons (Lareau et al., 2007; Ni et al., 2007). Recent CRISPR-Cas9-based             

screening have functionally interrogated highly conserved poison exons, and it has           

been reported that many are essential for cell growth and tumour suppression            

(Thomas et al., 2020). 
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1.2.2 Global assessment of alternative splicing and its impact over the           

proteome diversity  

Technological advances in nucleic acid sequencing have led to the development of            

high throughput massively parallel RNA sequencing methods, commonly known as          

RNA-seq (Wang et al., 2009). The continuous development of RNA-seq methods           

and bioinformatics approaches to carry out the data analysis have enabled the            

characterization and quantification of alternative splicing events with unprecedented         

resolution (Engström et al., 2013; Lagarde et al., 2016; Mortazavi et al., 2008),             

positioning alternative splicing as a key RNA processing step to enhance           

transcriptome diversity.  

However, given the substantial amount of isoforms that are degraded by the NMD             

pathway, it is reasonable to ask how much impact alternative splicing has in terms of               

proteome diversity and function. Despite numerous examples where alternative         

splicing plays a key role to regulate protein function, the vast majority of systematic              

evaluations of alternative splicing have been done over the transcriptome level, with            

limited evidence from proteomics data (Lee and Ji, 2017).  

1.2.2.1 Mass-spectrometry based assays: Futile alternative splicing events or lack of           

sensitivity? 

Analyses of publicly available proteomics data from eight large-scale proteomics          

experiments using liquid chromatography coupled to tandem mass spectrometry         

(LC-MS/MS) have found 282 splicing events in human proteins (Abascal et al.,            

2015), which contrasts with the more than 100,000 distinct alternative splicing events            

that transcriptome-wide analyses have reported (Pan et al., 2008; Wang et al.,            

2008). Since the detection of alternative splicing events using proteomics may not be             

as sensitive as the transcriptomics approaches, the extent to which alternative           

splicing impacts proteome diversity remains a matter of debate (Blencowe, 2017;           

Tress et al., 2017a, 2017b). Even though a significant fraction of the splicing events              

observed could lead to RUST (therefore only having an impact over transcript            

diversity), more recent proteomic analyses have identified an increasing number of           
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genes affected by alternative splicing at the protein level (Lau et al., 2019; Wright et               

al., 2016). 

From the experimental point of view, one of the technical challenges that proteome             

analyses have to overcome in order to have a sensitive detection of alternative             

splicing events is to provide enough peptide coverage across gene bodies to detect             

splice junctions (Aebersold et al., 2018; Blencowe, 2017). Peptides that span           

exon-exon junctions are critical to distinguish isoforms and identify alternative          

splicing events. Recent reports have shown underrepresentation of        

junction-spanning peptides in publicly available proteomics data due to a bias in            

fragmentation patterns resulting from trypsinization during the sample preparation         

(Wang et al., 2018). Despite these technical issues, recent integrative analysis of            

transcriptomic and proteomic datasets have shown consistent alternative splicing         

changes after U5 snRNP depletion, demonstrating that changes in alternative          

splicing contribute to both proteomic composition and diversity in humans (Liu et al.,             

2017). Thus, further development of experimental and bioinformatic approaches may          

enable researchers to overcome technical issues of proteomics analyses and          

corroborate or dispute the extensive alternative splicing events reported at the           

transcriptome level. 

1.2.2.2 Alternative splicing events rewire protein interaction networks across tissues  

Transcriptome profiling of vertebrates has unveiled distinguishable patterns of         

alternative splicing across tissues. Since tissue-specific cassette exons have a          

strong bias in their length to be a multiple of three (symmetric exons), their              

differential inclusion is less likely to trigger degradation by NMD (Baek and Green,             

2005; Lewis et al., 2003). While several of these individual tissue-specific alternative            

splicing events have been associated with functional roles in development and           

cellular functions, less is known about the impact of their coordinated splicing events             

across tissues. Systematic analysis of tissue-specific exons showed that they are           

significantly enriched for disordered protein domains, which are often part of protein            

binding domains (Buljan et al., 2012; Ellis et al., 2012). These analyses showed that              

genes with tissue-specific exon inclusion are associated with more binding partners           
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and that they occupy central positions in protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks,           

suggesting that alternative splicing may have a major role in modulating and shaping             

PPI networks across tissues. To test this hypothesis, Yang and colleagues           

performed large scale protein binding profiling experiments of full-length alternatively          

spliced isoforms (Yang et al., 2016). Their results showed that the majority of             

alternative splicing events tested changed more than 50% of the protein interaction            

partners, providing evidence of transcriptome-wide effects of alternative splicing over          

PPI networks.  

1.3 Fine-tuned control of alternative splicing 

The mechanisms that lead to tissue-specific splicing patterns are mainly driven by            

the recognition of cis-regulatory elements (introduced in section 1.1.5.1). These          

elements are bound by trans-acting RNA-binding proteins (RBPs), which can          

promote or inhibit the formation of E and A complexes, that ultimately determine the              

commitment of the spliceosomal machinery to carry out splicing (Matlin et al., 2005).             

Thus, the expression patterns and activity of these trans-acting RBPs can strongly            

drive the tissue-specific alternative splicing patterns that are observed in RNA-seq           

experiments. 

1.3.1 Features associated with alternative splicing events 

To have precise control of an alternative splicing event, having regulatory elements            

that can be bound by RBPs is not the only requirement. In addition, the activity of the                 

regulators must have a significant effect on spliceosome assembly. If the splicing            

signals and context of a given exon lead to a near-optimal recognition by the              

spliceosome, then it is likely that this exon will be constitutively recognized. In fact,              

~60% of human exons are constitutively spliced (Zhang and Chasin, 2006). The            

presence of several features associated with the splice site sequence composition           

and intron-exon structures have been shown to be characteristic of alternative           

splicing events.  
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1.3.1.1 Splice site strength 

One characteristic feature of alternative splicing events is their sub-optimal          

recognition by the spliceosome. This is in part due to their weaker splice sites in               

comparison with constitutively processed exons (Ast, 2004; Carmel et al., 2004;           

Stamm et al., 1994). Deviations from the splice site consensus sequences increase            

the free energy of U1 binding, making splice site recognition less efficient (Carmel et              

al., 2004). This makes the splice site recognition be conditioned by the action of              

regulatory elements that can promote or prevent splicing of a given weak splice site              

(Luco et al., 2011). Computational analyses of orthologous alternative and          

constitutive exons between mouse, rat and human show that alternative splicing           

sites are under selection to be weak (Garg and Green, 2007). Moreover, the             

weakening of alternative splice sites has been proposed as an evolutionary           

mechanism by which constitutive alternative splice sites can become alternative (Ast,           

2004).  

1.3.1.2 Gene-architecture effect on alternative splicing 

The gene architecture of eukaryotes has an impact on alternative splicing. In lower             

eukaryotes, where intron definition is the dominant spliceosomal assembly         

mechanism, intron retention is the most prevalent type of alternative splicing (Keren            

et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2008). Conversely, in higher eukaryotes, where exon             

definition is the most common splicing assembly modality, the most common           

alternative splicing event corresponds to differential inclusion of cassette exons (De           

Conti et al., 2013). Experiments show that increase of mammalian intron size leads             

to exon skipping, which is supported by a computational analysis that shows that             

exon skipping is more likely to occur when the exons are flanked by long introns               

(Fox-Walsh et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2007; Sterner et al., 1996). At the same time,                

experimental expansion of vertebrate exons results in exon skipping (as the exon            

definition is blocked), but when the same enlarged exons are situated in between             

short flanking introns, are included again (Sterner et al., 1996).  

Evolutionary analyses across 17 vertebrate genomes have shown an expansion of           

intron sizes though vertebrate evolution, where mammals have significantly longer          
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introns than their vertebrate ancestors, with primates having the longest intron sizes            

(Gelfman et al., 2012). As predicted by the intron expansion experiments discussed            

above, the expansion of intron size is correlated with the number of alternative             

splicing events observed across vertebrates, with primates displaying the largest          

proportion of alternative splicing events (Barbosa-Morais et al., 2012). Moreover, the           

strength of the splice sites has an effect on intron expansion through vertebrate             

evolution, where the presence of weak splice sites restricts the intronic expansion,            

demonstrating that both splice site sequences and gene architecture are important           

factors that modulate splice site recognition (Gelfman et al., 2012).  

1.3.1.3 Epigenetic modulation 

The epigenetic context also has an incidence over exon definition and alternative            

splicing. Genome-wide mapping of nucleosome positioning shows an enrichment of          

nucleosomes over exons, which is a conserved trend from plants to mammals and             

possibly favoured by higher exonic GC-content (Andersson et al., 2009; Gaffney et            

al., 2012; Li et al., 2018; Luco et al., 2011; Nahkuri et al., 2009; Schwartz et al.,                 

2009; Tilgner et al., 2009; Tillo and Hughes, 2009). Since the length of DNA wrapped               

around nucleosomes (~147 nt) resembles the average exon size, nucleosome          

positioning has been proposed to have a role in exon definition. This model is              

supported by the observation that exons flanked by long introns have higher            

enrichment of nucleosomes than exons flanked by short introns (Spies et al., 2009).             

As mentioned above, splicing recognition of exons flanked by long introns tends to             

be more inefficient and is associated with alternative splicing. Thus nucleosome           

positioning may contribute to exon recognition of intrinsically inefficient splice sites.           

This hypothesis is also supported by the pronounced enrichment of nucleosomes at            

weak splice sites and deceased nucleosome occupancy at pseudoexons (Tilgner et           

al., 2009).  

During transcription, RNA polymerase II slows down upon the encounter of           

nucleosomes and their positioning over exons might have a kinetic effect on splicing             

(Hodges et al., 2009; Keren et al., 2010; Luco et al., 2011). Slowing the elongation               

rate of RNA polymerase II leads to higher inclusion rates of exons (Kadener, 2001;              
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de la Mata et al., 2003; Nogués et al., 2002). Thus, nucleosomes can act as ‘speed                

bumps’, giving more time to RNA polymerase II to recruit splicing factors that allow              

an efficient recognition of splice sites (Keren et al., 2010; Luco et al., 2011).              

Moreover, nucleosomes that are positioned over exons are often subject to histone            

modifications, which can promote the recruitment of additional regulatory         

trans-acting factors, providing an additional regulatory layer of alternative splicing          

control (Andersson et al., 2009; Luco et al., 2011). 

1.3.1.4 Effect of secondary structures 

As the pre-mRNA is being generated, the formation of RNA structures influences            

alternative splicing by diverse mechanisms (Jin et al., 2011). RNA secondary           

structure analyses have demonstrated this association with alternative splicing         

events (Shepard and Hertel, 2008). Local RNA structure formation can have an            

impact on splicing by restricting the accessibility of core splicing signals (Buratti and             

Baralle, 2004; McManus and Graveley, 2011). In addition, RNA secondary structures           

can modulate the activity of cis-regulatory elements by conditioning the binding of            

splicing factors (Buratti et al., 2004; McManus and Graveley, 2011). For example,            

RNA secondary structure formation can restrict the accessibility of MBNL1 and           

RBFOX2 binding sites (Taliaferro et al., 2016). Given that the analysis of RBP             

crosslinking immunoprecipitation (CLIP)-seq data shows that most occurrences of         

consensus RBP binding motifs are not bound in-vivo , RNA structures may provide            

additional contextual features beyond the primary motif sequences (Taliaferro et al.,           

2016; Van Nostrand et al., 2016).  

The formation of RNA structures can also enhance RBP regulatory range by bringing             

distal regulatory elements in close proximity with their exon targets (Lewis et al.,             

2017a). This can be particularly important for RBFOX2 regulated exons since more            

than half of RBFOX2-binding sites are found over 500 nt away from any annotated              

exons (Lovci et al., 2013). Moreover, the formation of long-range RNA secondary            

structures can bring in contact with regulatory elements that are even further apart.             

The best-characterized example can be found in D. melanogaster for the DSCAM            
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gene, where RNA-RNA interactions regulate the selection of exons within arrays of            

mutually exclusive exons (Graveley, 2005; Yang et al., 2011). 

RNA secondary structures may also have direct effects over exon skipping events by             

a mechanism known as “looping-out”, in which inter-intronic base-pairing RNA          

interactions can loop out exons to promote their skipping (Jin et al., 2011). This              

mechanism is supported by the enrichment of conserved complementary sequences          

present in intronic sequences flanking exon skipping events (Miriami et al., 2003).            

Moreover, the artificial introduction of self-complementary regions across exons         

suppresses exon inclusion in yeast, suggesting a cause-effect relationship between          

RNA-structure and exon skipping (Howe and Ares, 1997). The expansion of these            

self-complementary regions through primate evolution is related to primate-specific         

retrotransposons, called Alu elements, which are enriched in alternative exons          

flanking regions, suggesting regulatory roles over alternative splicing (Lev-Maor et          

al., 2008). 

1.4 Non-canonical splicing feature effects over alternative 

splicing 

As discussed above, features that lead to suboptimal recognition of splice sites are             

often associated with alternative splicing events. For example, weak splice sites or            

unusual exon-intron structures are often targets of regulatory features, enabling          

fine-tuned regulation of alternative splicing events. However, there are several more           

extreme examples of this phenomenon, which involves splicing signals or gene           

structures that defy the canonical exon definition model. 

Splice site signals or splicing mechanisms that do not fit the classical model of              

splicing recognition are known as non-canonical splicing events. In the following           

section, I will be discussing different types of non-canonical splicing events, most of             

which are reviewed by Sibley and colleagues (Sibley et al., 2016).  
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1.4.1 Unusual splice sites 

1.4.1.1 A minority group of introns is processed by a dedicated parallel spliceosomal             

machinery  

The first class of splice sites to be considered non-canonical, generally           

corresponding to AT-AC introns, are processed by the minor spliceosome (see           

section 1.1.3). They correspond to around ~0.35% of human splice sites, which is a              

much smaller frequency in comparison with the amount of splice sites processed by             

the major spliceosome (~99%) (Burset, 2000; Parada et al., 2014; Patel and Steitz,             

2003; Tarn and Steitz, 1996; Verma et al., 2018). Yet, they are processed by parallel               

spliceosomal machinery, known as the minor spliceosome, in which the catalytic           

core is based in a dedicated set of snRNPs, including U11, U12, U4atac and U6atac,               

plus U5 snRNP that is the only common in both spliceosomes (Patel and Steitz,              

2003; Tarn and Steitz, 1996). The minor spliceosome processes both AT-AC and            

GT-AG intron, but unlike U2-dependent introns, U12-dependent introns splicing is          

slower and does not depend on the presence of long polypyrimidine tracts as for              

U2-dependent introns.  

1.4.1.2 Non-canonical splice sites 

Despite the fact that the recognition of GT-AG/AT-AC dinucleotides is          

context-dependent, disruption of canonical dinucleotides have abolishing effects over         

splicing efficiency, leading to the accumulation of intermediary splicing products and           

cryptic splice site activation (Aebi et al., 1986; Montell et al., 1982). Even though              

there are strong restrictive rules regarding dinucleotide composition, exceptions to          

dinucleotide spliceosomal rules have been detected. The most common deviation is           

GC-AG introns, which are usually processed by the major spliceosomes and often            

involved in alternative splicing events (Jackson, 1991; Shapiro and Senapathy, 1987;           

Thanaraj and Clark, 2001). The systematic analysis of expressed sequence tags           

(EST), full-length cDNA and RNA-seq have identified additional variants of the           

dinucleotide rules (Burset, 2000; Parada et al., 2014; Sibley et al., 2016). During my              

previous work, I analysed RNA-seq data to provide a bona fide annotation of             

non-canonical splice sites. Since most of the raw detected introns were not            
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biologically meaningful, we developed a systematic set of filters to generate a high             

confidence list of non-canonical splice sites in the human genome (Parada et al.,             

2014). As expected by their weak splice site nature, the number of non-canonical U2              

and U12-dependent introns is limited, but they are highly involved in alternative            

splicing (Parada et al., 2014; Szafranski et al., 2007). Moreover, the presence of             

non-canonical splice sites is often compensated by cis-regulatory elements that          

enable the recognition by the spliceosomal complexes (Brackenridge, 2003; Parada          

et al., 2014). 

1.4.1.2.1 XBP1 intron is the only known nuclear intron that is not processed by the               

spliceosome 

The only nuclear RNA that is known to be processed by non-spliceosomal machinery             

is the one present at XBP1. In metazoans, as part of the unfolded protein response               

pathway, the non-canonical splice sites of XBP1 are recognized and processed in            

the cytoplasm by IRE1α (Cox and Walter, 1996). Efforts to discover novel            

non-spliceosomal splice sites in humans using RNA-seq data have been          

discouraged by the presence of RT-artefacts during the cDNA reverse transcription           

necessary for most RNA-seq technologies (Parada et al., 2014). Even though recent            

RNA-seq analyses in plants suggest the presence of novel nuclear non-spliceosomal           

introns their artifactual origin cannot be discarded (Pucker and Brockington, 2018).           

Newly developed technologies are enabling the direct sequencing of single RNA           

molecules (Garalde et al., 2018), which might open new opportunities for the            

systematic search for nuclear non-spliceosomal introns.  

1.4.1.3 Cryptic-splice sites 

The spliceosome is able to discriminate against suboptimal splice sites due to            

mechanisms that promote splicing fidelity, such as exon definition and activity of            

DEAD/H-box ATPases (De Conti et al., 2013; Semlow and Staley, 2012). However,            

since vertebrates tend to have long introns, for example in humans most of them              

range is between 10 5-10 6 nt long (Coelho and Smith, 2014), the splicing machinery is              

prone to errors and processing of suboptimal substrates. This group of sub-optimally            

recognizing splice sites are known as cryptic splice sites (Sibley et al., 2016).             
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Recognition of cryptic splice sites can lead to the introduction of whole exons (cryptic              

exons) or additional 5′/3′ alternative splice sites, and they often promote the inclusion             

of a PTC and mRNA degradation by NMD. Several surveillance mechanisms that            

disfavour the recognition of cryptic splice sites have been described (Boehm et al.,             

2018; Ehrmann et al., 2019; Zarnack et al., 2013). However, mutations can lead to              

activation of cryptic splice sites which have been linked to cancer and other genetics              

diseases (DeBoever et al., 2015; Singh and Cooper, 2012).  

1.4.1.4 U2AF65 independent splicing 

While non-canonical splice sites are predicted to cause inefficient splice site           

recognition, their processing still depends on the effective recognition of splice site            

signals by the spliceosomal ribonucleic protein complexes. However, in some          

exceptional cases, the recognition of core splicing signals can be bypassed. For            

example, even though U2AF65 is thought to be part of the core spliceosomal             

machinery, a subgroup of zebrafish introns can undergo U2AF65-independent         

splicing. The recognition of most intron branch sites is carried out by the U2AF              

complex, in which U2AF65 is a key subunit that has been shown to be sufficient and                

necessary for the splicing of some introns (Guth et al., 1999; Ruskin et al., 1988;               

Smith and Valcárcel, 2000). Lin and collaborators identified a set of highly stable             

secondary structures that enable U2AF65-independent splicing. These are        

hairpin-like structures formed by Intronic repeats AC and GT, respectively positioned           

at 5′ and 3′ intronic ends and can promote accurate splice definition regardless of the               

absence of polypyrimidine tract sequences (Lin et al., 2016). 

1.4.2 Non-canonical intron-exon structures 

The exon recognition model was originally proposed to explain how relatively small            

exons are recognized from much longer intronic sequences, which in humans cover            

around 23% of the entire genome (Sibley et al., 2016). Even though exon definition              

is the most common spliceosomal assembly across vertebrate genomes, some          

vertebrate gene structures favour intron definition (Gelfman et al., 2012). Particularly,           

some vertebrate small introns can lead to intron definition when their flanking exons             

are medium or large size, evidencing that in some vertebrates spliceosome           
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assembly is able to adapt to different exon-intron structures (De Conti et al., 2013;              

Lim and Burge, 2001; Sterner et al., 1996). 

Both exon and intron definition mechanisms involve simultaneous recognition of 5′           

and 3′ splice sites, which is thought to be an evolutionary adaptation to avoid the               

recognition of spurious splice sites. However, since the spliceosomes correspond to           

large macromolecular structures whose molecular mass is estimated to be ~2.5 MDa            

and given its physical dimensions it has been predicted to span between 85-113-nt             

linearized RNA (Behzadnia et al., 2007; Sasaki-Haraguchi et al., 2012; Wahl et al.,             

2009). Even though the presence of intron and exons that are smaller than 65 nt are                

rare, their existence in vertebrate annotation databases suggests that additional          

mechanisms exist to enable spliceosome assembly around extremely close splice          

sites. 

1.4.2.1 Analysis of short and ultra-short introns 

Even though short introns are relatively common in invertebrates, in mammals they            

represent a minority group (Lim and Burge, 2001). Since the intron length varies             

across eukaryotes, Lim and Burge fit lognormal mixture models to identify           

populations of small introns relative to the different intron size distributions of            

humans and four other eukaryotes. Based on the lognormal mixture models they            

defined a cutoff to extract groups of short introns relative to their species-specific             

size distribution (134 nt for humans). In addition to finding the core splicing signals              

associated with U2-type introns, short introns were also found to have an enrichment             

of G triplets (GGG), which are well known to be associated with intronic splicing              

enhancers (Lim and Burge, 2001; McCullough and Berget, 1997, 2000). This           

suggests the presence of a compensatory mechanism that allows the recognition of            

short introns.  

Further analyses have focused on a group of introns with even shorter sizes:             

ultra-short introns, which in humans are defined as introns 65 nt or shorter             

(Sasaki-Haraguchi et al., 2012; Shimada et al., 2015). Since the size of these introns              

is predicted to be smaller than the amount of RNA that is spanned by the               

spliceosome ( 85-113-nt ), the processing of ultra-short introns defies the standard            
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intron definition model (Behzadnia et al., 2007; Sasaki-Haraguchi et al., 2012; Wahl            

et al., 2009). Despite the theoretical constraints of ultra-short intron processing,           

Sasaki-Haraguchi and colleagues found ultra-short introns annotated in human         

transcript databases. Through RT-PCR and minigene analyses they demonstrated         

that the removal of these introns was dependent on spliceosomal activity and            

strongly depends on the presence of G-rich intronic enhancer sequences. 

Even though further bioinformatic analyses and RT-PCR experiments have identified          

possible shorter introns ( < 43 nt) in the human transcriptome, their detection is often               

associated with non-canonical splice sites that do not reassemble U2-type or           

U12-type core splicing signals (Sasaki-Haraguchi et al., 2012). Among these, XBP1           

is a well established 26-nt non-spliceosomal intron that is removed by the            

endonuclease activity of IRE1α. Potentially novel ultra-short introns have been          

detected in RNA-seq data, and they are mostly associated with non-canonical splice            

sites and strong secondary structures. Since intramolecular RT template switching is           

also a well-known source of spurious intron detection in transcriptomic data (Cocquet            

et al., 2006; Houseley and Tollervey, 2010; Mader et al., 2001; Parada et al., 2014;               

Roy and Irimia, 2008), more evidence is needed to confirm or refute the existence of               

ultra-short microexons shorter than 43-nt, particularly those lacking spliceosomal         

signals.  

1.4.2.2 Microexons 

Since exon definition is the most frequent spliceosomal assembly mechanism across           

vertebrates, the length of exons is also a critical feature that affects splicing.             

Manipulation of exon sizes has indicated that extension or shortening of exons is             

detrimental to splicing efficiency due to interference with the spliceosomal exon           

definition. However, extremely short exons, known as microexons (≤ 30) have been            

reported (Beachy et al., 1985; Cooper and Ordahl, 1985; Santoni et al., 1989; Small              

et al., 1988; Volfovsky et al., 2003). A subgroup of microexons has been identified to               

have strong neuronal-specific inclusion patterns (Irimia et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015).             

The neuronal regulation of microexons is dynamic and has the most highly            

conserved network of alternative splicing events currently described in vertebrates.          
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Flanking intronic regions of neuronal microexons are often associated with strongly           

conserved regions, which largely correspond to cis-regulatory elements that are          

essential for their recognition. 

The regulation of microexon alternative splicing events is closely related to their size.             

In experiments where microexon sequences have been expanded, they lose their           

tissue-specific alternative splicing patterns (Black, 1991). Thus, the size of          

microexons and their effect on exon definition might be another example by which             

sub-optimal recognition of splicing features are related to tissue-specific alternative          

splicing events.  

1.4.2.3 Recursive splicing 

In vertebrates, introns tend to often be an order of magnitude bigger than exonic              

sequences. The removal of some long intronic regions has been shown to be the              

result of the splicing of several smaller introns through a process known as recursive              

splicing. Recursive splicing often involves the processing of 3′ and 5′ splice sites that              

are next to each other, denoted as recursive splicing (RS) sites. Since the             

recognition of adjacent splice sites from RS sites does not promote the inclusion of              

extra exonic sequences, these splice sites are often described as 0-length exons.            

One of the possible mechanisms to avoid steric hindrance during RS site processing             

involves downstream recognition of cryptic 5′ splice sites (Sibley et al., 2015). The             

initial recognition of both RS 3′ splice site and downstream 5′ leads to the definition               

of a longer exon (RS-exon) which enables spliceosomal processing (Blazquez et al.,            

2018; Sibley et al., 2016).  

1.5 Non-canonical nucleic acid structures 

Initial understanding of DNA structure gave fundamental insights into how genetic           

information flows inside the cell and across generations (Watson and Crick, 1953).            

The canonical and most common DNA structure found in living systems corresponds            

to a right-handed double helix, known as B-DNA. Even though B-DNA is the most              

stable structure under physiological conditions, other alternative DNA structures         

have also been characterized. These non-B DNA secondary structures include          
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Z-DNA, hairpins, cruciforms, slipped structures, intramolecular triplexes (H-DNA) and         

G-quadruplexes (Bochman et al., 2012; Kaushik et al., 2016). Even though most of             

the DNA segments are structured as the canonical B-DNA conformation, some           

sequences (here referred to as non-B DNA motifs) are more likely to form alternative              

structures under favourable conditions. Alternative conformations of the DNA are          

often formed as a by-product of biological processes, such as transcription,           

replication, recombination and DNA repair, which can lead to transient          

conformational changes or long term stabilization of alternative DNA structures          

(Kouzine et al., 2017; Wang and Vasquez, 2017). Non-B DNA motifs generate local             

distortions of the B-DNA structure and promote the formation of single-stranded           

DNA, which is vulnerable to damage (Pannunzio and Lieber, 2018). To prevent this,             

a number of helicases are involved in non-B DNA structure destabilization (or            

unwinding). The understanding of the dynamic conformational changes of B-DNA          

structures is key to identifying sources of genome instability         

(Georgakopoulos-Soares et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2010). 

Some non-B DNA structures are not only associated with genome instability and            

recurrent mutations, but they also play a role in gene expression regulation. For             

example, G-quadruplexes are enriched in promoters and nucleosome depleted         

regions, suggesting an active role in gene expression regulation (Hänsel-Hertsch et           

al., 2016; Huppert and Balasubramanian, 2007). Since Non-B DNA structures          

represent deviations from the B-DNA substrate that RNA pol II uses as a template,              

elongation rates during transcription can be affected by the presence of non-B DNA             

structures, which may have a kinetic impact on alternative splicing (Nieto Moreno et             

al., 2015). However, little is known regarding how non-B DNA structures can impact             

alternative splicing or other RNA processing events.  

1.5.1 G-quadruplex formation 

Among non-B DNA structures, G-quadruplexes influence over genomic instability         

and gene expression have been one of the most studied (Fay et al., 2017).              

G-quadruplex formation is driven by the inherent propensity of guanines to           

self-assemble (in the presence of monovalent cations) into planar structures known           
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as G-quartets (Bang, 1910; Gellert et al., 1962). Each G-quartet is composed of four              

guanine nucleotides that interact with each other through cyclic Hoogsteen          

hydrogen-bonds ( Fig 1.4a). The presence of runs of guanines (G-tracts) in either            

DNA or RNA may lead to the formation of consecutive G-quartets that can stack with               

each other to form G-quadruplexes (G4s) structures ( Fig 1.4a-b). Ultimately, the           

formation of a G4 can modulate gene expression at different stages, not only having              

an effect on gene expression levels, but also on RNA processing events. 

Diverse computational and experimental evidence indicates that G4s formed at the           

DNA level (DNA G4) are enriched at promoters and have an impact on their activity.               

Moreover, an increasing amount of evidence suggests an important role of G4s            

formed at the RNA level (RNA G4). During DNA replication and RNA transcription,             

helicase activity is required for DNA and RNA G4 unwinding, therefore G4 formation             

may have an impact over DNA/RNA polymerization kinetics. In fact, recent           

genome-wide DNA polymerization speed measurements indicate a global effect of          

G4s and other non-B DNA structures on DNA polymerization and mutation rates            

(Guiblet et al., 2018). On the other hand, the genome-wide in-vivo formation of RNA              

G4s is a matter of debate and putative effects over gene expression have just              

recently begun to be systematically explored (Biffi et al., 2014; Guo and Bartel, 2016;              

Kwok et al., 2018). RNA G4s may favour or block the binding of RBPs and their                

formation has been related to splicing, 3′ processing, transcription termination, RNA           

localization and translation regulation (Fay et al., 2017).  

One of the first exemplary cases of G4-mediated regulation of alternative splicing            

was found in the hTERT gene, which encodes for the catalytic subunit of the              

telomerase enzyme, and one of its exon skipping events is promoted by the             

stabilization of intronic G4s (Gomez et al., 2004). Gomez and colleagues           

hypothesized that G4 formation can prevent RBP binding to intronic enhancers,           

leading to exon skipping. However, based on different functional assays, G4           

formation has also been proposed to promote RBP binding to splicing enhancers            

(Didiot et al., 2008; Marcel et al., 2011; Ribeiro et al., 2015). Since G4-dependent              

splicing events were often demonstrated by introducing mutations at G4 motifs, it            

was unclear from these results whether the G4 or the linear form of these G-rich               
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sequences act as a splicing enhancer. To disentangle these effects, Huand and            

colleagues showed that mutations that prevent intronic G4 formation but keep G            

tracts intact, led to exon exclusion of an alternative exon in the CD44 gene (Huang et                

al., 2017). Since CD44 intronic G4 motif sequence can be bound by two RBPs that               

have the opposite effect on CD44 exon exclusion, RNA G4 formation may function             

as a switch to promote one RBP binding over the other (Bartys et al., 2019).               

However, the genome-wide effect of RNA G4 formation over splicing factor binding            

remains unclear. 

The implementation of dual-colour splicing reporters to perform high-throughput         

screening of chemical compounds that can regulate alternative splicing in a G4            

dependent manner has made it possible to identify two small molecules, emetine            

and cephaeline, that disrupt G4 formation (Zhang et al., 2019a). Genome-wide           

evaluation of emetine effects on alternative splicing showed substantial alternative          

splicing changes after treatment, with nearly 60% being exon skipping events. 

 
Figure 1.4: G-quartet and G-quadruplex structure. A. Hoogsteen bonding         
between four guanines results in a planar G-quartet formation, which is stabilized by             
metal cations (M+) such as potassium cations. B. G-quadruplex structure formation           
by stacking of three G-quartets with intervening single-stranded loops. C.          
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Consecutive G-tracts are separated by 1-7 bp of intervening sequence (loops).           
Adapted from (Capra et al., 2010). 

1.5.2 R-loop formation 

During transcription, dynamic hybrid structures between DNA and nascent RNA          

transcripts can be formed (Crossley et al., 2019). These RNA-DNA hybrid structures            

are collectively known as R-loops and can be favoured depending on the structural             

DNA context. Formation and/or stabilization of R loops is particularly favourable           

when the non-template strand is G-rich, but it can also be promoted by DNA              

supercoiling, the presence of DNA nicks, and the formation of G-quartets (Duquette            

et al., 2004; Santos-Pereira and Aguilera, 2015). The continuous activity of           

DNA/RNA helicases and ribonucleases H (RNAse H1 and H2) release R-loop           

structures (Santos-Pereira and Aguilera, 2015). Interestingly, R-loops and G4s were          

both found to be unwound by a common helicase in humans (DHX9) (Chakraborty             

and Grosse, 2011). This helicase activity is important to avoid single-stranded DNA            

damage and to preserve genomic stability.  

Similarly to G4s, R-loop detection is enriched at promoters, where their formation            

has been shown to have a kinetic effect on transcription, leading to RNA pol II               

pausing (Chen et al., 2017). The impact of R-loop formation, as well as the formation               

of G4s and other non-canonical nucleic acid structures, impacts transcript elongation           

rates and can have a kinetic repercussion on co-transcriptional events involved in            

RNA processing, such as alternative splicing (Dujardin et al., 2013; Nieto Moreno et             

al., 2015). Moreover, the formation of R-loops and other non-B DNA structures can             

originate due to mis-splicing events. For example, mutations of alternative splicing           

factors can lead to R-loop accumulation, which may have strong implications for            

genomic stability and be relevant in the context of cancer pathogenesis (Li and             

Manley, 2005; Nguyen et al., 2019).  
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1.6 Deciphering the non-canonical splicing code and its 

implications in tissue-specific splicing 

1.6.1 Transcriptomic revolution 

The revolutionary development of sequencing technologies has enabled deep         

transcriptome exploration, providing a precise landscape of gene expression         

patterns across tissues, cell types and organism populations. The first sequencing           

technologies were largely based on experimental procedures initially developed by          

Frederick Sanger. Further improvements of these sequencing technologies allowed         

for systematic sequencing of cDNA libraries to generate expressed sequence tags           

(EST) or full-length cDNA, largely driven by different international consortia (Okazaki           

et al., 2002; Strausberg et al., 2002).  

The public availability of ESTs and full-length mRNA sequences allowed for initial            

cataloguing of alternative splicing events. Despite the fact that microarrays enabled           

the first genome-wide assessments of gene expression and alternative splicing, they           

were only able to quantify genes or alternate splicing events that were previously             

known. It was the development of next-generation sequencing technologies (NGS)          

that allowed the discovery and quantification of transcripts to be performed in a             

single experiment. The main improvement of NGS technologies over the classic           

Sanger sequencing methods was the robust generation of cell-free sequencing          

libraries that enabled a massive parallel sequence of short DNA fragments           

(Shendure and Ji, 2008). While the sequencing of genomic DNA enabled the            

characterization of entire genomes, the massive parallel sequencing of cDNA          

libraries (RNA-seq) revolutionized the way to assess gene expression and          

alternative splicing.  

However, in order to enable the accurate and systematic evaluation of alternative            

splicing events using RNA-seq data, diverse data analysis methodologies were          

developed including read-mapping, splice junction discovery and quantitative        

assessments of gene expression and alternative splicing. After more than a decade            

since RNA-seq was developed, alternative splicing analytical methods are still being           
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advanced, and the detection and quantification of non-canonical splicing events still           

represent a major challenge as they are often excluded from standard RNA-seq            

analyses (Sibley et al., 2016; Stark et al., 2019).  

1.6.2 Alternative splicing tissue-specific code 

Transcriptome profiling of multiple vertebrate tissues using RNA-seq has expanded          

our genome-wide understanding of tissue-specific alternative splicing events (Barash         

et al., 2010; Barbosa-Morais et al., 2012). The quantitative assessment of 3,665            

cassette exon inclusion events across 27 murine tissues made it possible to build a              

predictive model to identify cis-regulatory elements, providing a first glance of the            

so-called “splicing code” (Barash et al., 2010). These studies demonstrated that the            

sequence contained within flanking intronic regions was enough to build a strong            

predictive model of tissue-specific alternative splicing and has inspired the          

development of different machine learning approaches to study tissue-specific         

alternative splicing (Barash et al., 2010; Leung et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2019b).              

Moreover, the use of splicing code models has unveiled a catalogue of            

disease-causing variants, suggesting an important role of these cis-regulatory         

elements regarding the homostatic equilibrium of cellular identity and function (Xiong           

et al., 2015).  

1.6.2.1 Canonical and non-canonical neuronal splicing code 

Among major vertebrate tissues, neuronal tissues have the most distinctive          

alternative splicing patterns, with the biggest set of tissue-specific cassette exons           

(GTEx Consortium, 2015; Melé et al., 2015; Tapial et al., 2017; Yeo et al., 2004a).               

Most of the neuronal alternative splicing events are established during neuronal           

differentiation, where dramatic alternative splicing changes can be observed (Su et           

al., 2018; Vuong et al., 2016).  

1.6.2.1.1 Sequence motif code 

Neuronal alternative exons are characterized by having weak splice sites (Fig 1.5a),            

which means that additional regulatory factors can have a large influence on their             

inclusion (Coelho and Smith, 2014). During embryonic development, RBPs have a           
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combinatorial effect over neuronal splicing (Vuong et al., 2016). Dynamic changes           

on RBP gene expression generate a different molecular context for alternative           

splicing, which leads to a dynamic and conserved network of alternative splicing            

events during vertebrate brain development (Barbosa-Morais et al., 2012; Irimia et           

al., 2014; Torres-Méndez et al., 2019; Vuong et al., 2016; Weyn-Vanhentenryck et            

al., 2018). Immediate intronic flanking regions of neuronal cassette exons have a            

high concentration of cis-regulatory that are binding sites (Fig 1.5a). For example,            

downstream intronic regions of neuronal cassette exons often contain binding sites           

of neuro-oncological ventral antigen 2 (NOVA), serine/arginine repetitive matrix         

protein 4 (SRRM4), RNA-binding protein fox proteins (RBFOX), while both upstream           

and downstream intronic flanking regions can contain motifs for polypyrimidine tract           

binding (PTB) binding. The combinatorial effect of PTB1 binding (which repress           

neuronal exon definition in non-neuronal tissues) and the binding of NOVA, SRRM4,            

RBFOX1 (that promote neuronal exon inclusion in neurons) enables a          

neuron-specific selection of exons.  

1.6.2.1.2 Architectural code  

However, primary sequence motifs are not the only important feature in the            

determination of neuronal splicing. Splicing code analyses suggest that exon-intron          

architectural features are also key determinants of neuronal alternative splicing (Fig           

1.5a). Cassette exons that are alternatively included in neurons tend to be short and              

symmetrical (non-frameshifting) (Barash et al., 2010; Coelho and Smith, 2014). This           

observation was strongly supported by previous well-studied neuronal alternative         

splicing events that involve microexons. For example, SRC is a non-receptor           

tyrosine kinase that is expressed across vertebrate brains and its activity during            

development is critically regulated by the inclusion of a microexon that encodes            

between 5-6 aa ( conserved 6 aa sequence across chicken, rodents and humans             

and 5 aa long in some amphibians such as Xenopus laevis) (Collett and Steele,              

1992; Levy et al., 1987; Martinez et al., 1987). Even though several cis-regulatory             

sequences have been found to promote its neuronal splicing pattern (Fig 1.5b), early             

experimental manipulation of N1 SRC exon have demonstrated that length extension           
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results in the abolition of its neuronal pattern, meaning that exon size itself can be a                

part of the neuronal splicing code (Black, 1991). 

Deeper analyses of microexons have shown that SRRM4, RPBOX1 and PTB1           

contribute to the selective inclusion of microexons in the brain          

(Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis and Blencowe, 2020; Irimia et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015).            

Even though these RBPs regulate a major fraction of neuronal alternative splicing,            

microexons are the most dynamic and conserved sub-group of neuronal exons.           

Microexon alternative splicing patterns are highly conserved across vertebrates and          

their differential inclusion is predicted to have different protein-regulatory properties.          

Microexons residues overlap significantly more with surface protein domains and are           

enriched in charged residues, suggesting that microexon inclusion could regulate          

protein interactions (Irimia et al., 2014). Recent mutational analysis implementing          

CRISPR-Cas9 screenings have enabled a genome-wide interrogation of splicing         

networks that are involved in microexon splicing (Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis et al.,          

2018). The CRISPR-Cas9 screening results and additional siRNA lead         

Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis and colleagues to identify intronic splicing enhancers at         

upstream intronic microexon regions bound by SRMM4 and two novel microexon           

co-activators. Together these factors may contribute to overcoming the steric          

hindrance issues related to microexon definition and contribute to the          

neuronal-specific alternative splicing patterns observed for microexons. Moreover,        

the neuronal code of microexons corresponds to the most conserved network of            

alternative splicing currently described, some being conserved since at least 600           

million years of evolutionary time (Irimia et al., 2014; Torres-Méndez et al., 2019).  

1.6.2.1.3 The RNA structural code 

Another feature associated with the neuronal splicing code is the formation of RNA             

secondary structures (Barash et al., 2010; Coelho and Smith, 2014). Even though            

this RNA structural code has been less explored, it is known that the effects of               

cis-regulatory elements can be modulated by the presence of RNA structures in            

nascent transcripts. One particular example where secondary structures play a role           

in neuronal splicing definition can be found at RBFOX regulated exons, where the             

majority RBFOX binding sites are located within distal intronic regions and           
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secondary structures play a key role to enable their regulatory effect over exon             

definition (Lovci et al., 2013). Lovci and colleagues explored the role of RNA             

secondary structures over RBFOX mediated splicing regulation and they found that           

long-range RNA-RNA base-pairing interactions form RNA bridges that are necessary          

for the regulatory effects of distal RBOX binding sites (Lovci et al., 2013). 

In addition, a non-canonical splicing mechanism called back-splicing is favoured by           

the presence of complementary intronic sequences that can form secondary RNA           

structures. During back-splicing, the second nucleophilic attack is performed over an           

upstream 3′ splice leading to circular RNA products, which are particularly abundant            

in the brain. Moreover, circRNA production is upregulated during neuronal          

differentiation, and a subset gets highly enriched in synaptic compartments          

(Rybak-Wolf et al., 2015; You et al., 2015). RNA structures that favour back-splicing             

are often derived from complementary intronic sequences associated with ALU          

elements  (Jeck et al., 2013).  

All of this suggests that RNA structures can play an important role in the definition of                

canonical and non-canonical splicing. However, the contribution of non-canonical         

DNA and RNA structures over neuronal splicing remains almost completely          

unexplored. 
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Figure 1.5: Neuronal splicing code. A. Schematic summary of the splicing code            
results obtained by Barash and colleagues (Barash et al., 2010). Features           
associated with neuronal cassette exon skipping (top) and exclusion (bottom) are           
shown. Different vertical columns coloured in light blue, orange and green enclose            
sequence features that were significantly found to be associated with cassette exons            
that are differentially included in the central nervous system (CNS). The colour of the              
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letters indicate enrichment (red) or depletion (blue), while the font size corresponds            
to the respective level of enrichment or depletion. Black edges connecting the            
different features indicate co-association, where its thickness indicates different         
levels of co-association significance. B. Extensive experimental data identify different          
cis-regulatory sequences that control N1-SRC microexon splicing. In non-neuronal         
cells, N1 exon definition is disfavored by PTB binding at both flanking intronic             
regions. While in neurons, PTB expression is replaced by a nPTB paralog, which             
together with other RBPs (shown at bottom) promote exon definition. Newly           
identified cis-regulatory elements and protein factors that regulate N1 and other           
neuronal microexons are coloured in grey and displayed with dashed lines. This            
figure was adapted from Coelho and Smith and updated with some new protein             
factors that were suggested by Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis and collaborators (Coelho         
and Smith, 2014; Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis et al., 2018). 

1.6.3 Non-canonical splicing detection and quantification using RNA-seq        

data 

The first transcriptome-wide alternative splicing analyses were based on public          

ESTs. Even though sequenced EST segments are strongly biased to the 3′ end of              

transcripts, these analyses demonstrated the benefits of transcriptome sequencing.         

The initial analyses of EST and cDNA sequences not only enabled genome-wide            

characterization of alternative splicing events but also uncover certain aspects that           

did not fit into the standard model of vertebrate splicing, such as the presence of               

non-canonical splice sites and microexons (Burset, 2000; Volfovsky et al., 2003). 

The development of RNA-seq sequencing technologies enabled a deep exploration          

and annotation of the transcriptome across model organisms and other species.           

However, the aim of annotating splice junctions using RNA-seq data challenged the            

bioinformatic alignment algorithms, because widely used RNA-seq platforms        

generate shorter reads than ESTs and other Sanger based sequence technologies.           

This pushed the bioinformatic field to develop novel algorithms and strategies to            

perform spliced alignments (Engström et al., 2013). To perform efficient splice           

junction detection, different assumptions are made by spliced aligners, which          

involves splice site sequences, exon/intron sizes and splice site usage. For instance,            

Tophat (Trapnell et al., 2009) initially only detected GT-AG splice junctions to reduce             

the probability of spurious splice site detection, enabling the detection of the great             

majority of splice junctions, but completely ignoring some U12-type splice sites and            
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other non-canonical splice sites. Thus, the progressive expansion of our canonical           

splicing model has had a direct impact on the way RNA-seq analyses are performed              

to study splicing, but at the same time, the exploration of non-canonical splicing             

events represent a constant source of bioinformatics challenges.  

The development of “seed and extension” algorithms such as GSNAP (Wu and            

Nacu, 2010) or MapSplice (Wang et al., 2010b) enabled the genome-wide detection            

of non-canonical splice sites. The fundamental heuristic principle of these strategies           

is to map short read sub-segments, called alignment seeds, to the genome and then              

extend the resultant alignment by dynamic programming algorithms (i.e.         

Smith-Waterman). However the seed size requirements, to perform significant         

genome seed mapping, limited the ability to discover novel microexons. As most            

bioinformatics tools are designed to detect and quantify canonical splicing, efficient           

detection and quantification of alternative splicing events required further         

development of bioinformatics and experimental approaches.  

To perform efficient splice junction detection, different assumptions can be made           

about how splicing normally takes place. For instance, Tophat (Trapnell et al., 2009)             

initially only detected GT-AG splice junctions to reduce the probability of spurious            

splice site detection, enabling the detection of the great majority of splice junctions,             

but completely ignoring some U12-type splice sites and other non-canonical splice           

sites. Thus, the progressive expansion of our canonical splicing model has had a             

direct impact on the way RNA-seq analyses are performed to study splicing, but at              

the same time, the exploration of non-canonical splicing events represents a           

constant source of bioinformatics challenges.  

1.6.3.1 Identification of neuronal non-canonical splicing events using RNA-seq data 

As discussed above (see section 1.6.2.1) diverse non-canonical splicing events are           

strongly associated with the neuronal splicing code. However, their detection and           

quantification have required the development of novel bioinformatics approaches.         

For instance, the detection of circRNAs, recursive splicing and microexons have           

required the development of new strategies for RNA-seq alignment. Despite their           

importance to the understanding of neuronal transcriptomics dynamics, the detection          
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and quantification of these alternative splicing events are mostly excluded from           

standard RNA-seq analyses. 

1.6.3.1.1 Recursive splicing detection 

Neuronal transcripts tend to have longer introns than transcripts coming from other            

tissues (Sibley et al., 2015; Thakurela et al., 2013). These long intronic sequences             

favour exon definition over intron definition, where spliceosomal particles are first           

assembled cross-exon to promote the formation of the pre-initiation complex (Ast,           

2004; Hollander et al., 2016). However, in order to complete the splicing process,             

splice sites need to get close so that the second transesterification reaction can take              

place. Therefore different mechanisms have been proposed to promote the splicing           

of very long introns. Recursive splicing has the potential to break down the             

processing of long introns into smaller intron splicing steps, and therefore the fine             

mapping of RS-sites has been of great interest to understand the dynamics of the              

neuronal transcriptome (Blazquez et al., 2018; Dye et al., 2006; Hollander et al.,             

2016; Pai et al., 2018; Sibley et al., 2015). 

The first strategies that were able to achieve a comprehensive mapping of RS-sites             

greatly relied on the quantification of intronic reads. The observation of “saw-tooth”            

coverage patterns spanning intronic regions in total RNA-seq samples led to the            

discovery of RS sites near low coverage valleys (Fig 1.6a). Further systematic            

detection of intronic “saw-tooth” coverage patterns across introns led researchers to           

find 197 RS sites in D. melanogaster and 11 in humans (Duff et al., 2015; Sibley et                 

al., 2015) Novel computational methods applied to nascent RNA-seq data (which           

provides a larger fraction of intronic reads than regular RNA-seq) have enabled the             

expansion of the catalogue of recursively spliced introns by 4-fold in D. melanogaster             

(Pai et al., 2018).  

1.6.3.1.2 Identification of circRNAs 

Even though the initial detection of circRNAs was reported a long time ago, they              

have been considered to be mainly produced by mis-splicing events (Cocquerelle et            

al., 1993). Given that in most analyses only the junction in one transcriptional             

direction is detected, backsplicing events are normally ignored. Development of          
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bioinformatics methods to accurately detect and quantify back-splicing events have          

been critical to have a transcriptome-wide perspective of the biogenesis and possible            

roles of circRNAs.  

The detection of circRNAs using RNA-seq analyses relies on the detection of back             

splice junctions, which unlike linear splice junctions, connect a downstream 5′ splice            

site, with an upstream 3′ splice site (Fig 1.6b). A wide range of methods has been                

developed to enable the systematic detection of circRNAs using RNA-seq (Cooper et            

al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2017). These bioinformatic developments have enabled           

circRNAs to be profiled across different tissues, where a clear enrichment in            

neuronal tissues have been observed, and also the detection possible cis-regulatory           

RNA structures that may have a role in their circRNA biogenesis through fine-tuning             

control of back splicing.  

1.6.3.1.3 Discovery and quantification of microexons 

During RNA-seq analysis, reads are normally mapped to a reference genome using            

splice-aware alignment software, such as STAR or HISAT2. During this process,           

splice junctions can be detected when a read map spans two alignment blocks,             

separated by a long gap, which normally corresponds to intronic sequences.           

However, in the case of microexons, reads tend to span the whole microexon so              

aligners have to find three alignment blocks to successfully map          

exon-microexon-exon junctions (EEEJ). Most of the conventional RNA-seq aligners         

cannot efficiently do this while the reads are being mapped to the genome (Li et al.,                

2015; Wu et al., 2013). 

The efficient discovery and quantification of microexons have required the          

development of specialized multi-step computational workflows (Irimia et al., 2014; Li           

et al., 2015). These methods use the annotated exon-exon junction sequences to            

guide the discovery of microexons. These tools enable the discovery of internal            

microexon sequences based on reads that are frequently misaligned by conventional           

mapping algorithms (Fig 1.6c, more details about these methods will be given at             

section 2.1.1). The development of these computational workflows to detect          

microexons in RNA-seq data enabled the genome-wide detection of microexons          
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across different vertebrates and the identification of a neuronal microexon subgroup           

that have strong brain-specific patterns (Irimia et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015).             

Moreover, these neuronal microexons were shown to be dysregulated in brains of            

individuals with autism spectrum disorders, suggesting the existence of a          

coordinated microexon splicing program whose dysregulation may lead to psychiatric          

diseases (Irimia et al., 2014).  

 

 

Figure 1.6: Development of novel bioinformatic methods have enabled the          
detection of different non-canonical splicing events . A. Sibley and collaborators          
developed a novel bioinformatic approach for RS site detection across vertebrate           
introns (Sibley et al., 2016). Since recursive splicing is a multi-step intron removal             
process, introns containing RS tend to be associated with saw-tooth patterns in the             
intronic read density. Then through sequence analysis, they detect RS sites that in             
some cases are associated with novel splice junctions. B. Splice-aware RNA-seq           
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aligners are able to identify reads that come from exon-exon junctions, by detecting             
two consecutive blocks of alignments. However, common alignment algorithms are          
unable to correctly align spliced reads that come from exon-exon junctions originated            
through back-splicing. Instead, several bioinformatics tools have been developed to          
detect and quantify backsplicing (Zeng et al., 2017). These tools can map reads             
coming from back exon-exon junctions, which otherwise would be unmapped or           
partially mapped (soft-clipped) by the conventional RNA-seq aligners. C .         
Conventional RNA-seq aligners often fail to map reads that span microexons. The            
development of computational methods enabled the discovery of internal microexon          
using RNA-seq data. To identify novel microexons, these methods try to find reads             
with an unmapped section that can be reallocated inside the intronic sequences            
(Irimia et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015). With these novel approaches of RNA-seq              
analysis, cis-regulatory elements were found to be associated with microexon          
inclusion, including binding sites of some RBPs such as SRMM4. Irimia and            
collaborators showed that SRMM4 is downregulated in brain samples taken from           
ASD patients. This figure was adapted from (Sibley et al., 2016).  

1.6.3.2 Genome-wide evaluation of non-canonical RNA-structures effects over        

alternative splicing 

The first genome-wide evaluation of non-canonical alternative splicing events was          

carried out in human and mouse transcriptomes, for which the authors showed            

correlations between alternative splicing and the bioinformatic prediction of non-B          

DNA structures (Tsai et al., 2014). By implementing a logistic regression model, Tsai             

and colleagues found a significant correlation of alternative splicing events with the            

presence of different predicted non-B DNA motifs. They also found that among other             

non-B DNA motifs evaluated, the presence of G4 motifs was highly correlated with             

exon skipping events. While these analyses were only based on in-silico prediction            

of non-B DNA motifs, some experimental approaches have been developed for the            

experimental detection of some of these structures.  

1.6.3.2.1 Genome-wide detection of G4 formation and its impact over alternative splicing            

modulation 

Initial low-throughput detection of G4 formation was based on biophysical and           

biochemical methods, which provided evidence to support the in vitro and in vivo             

formation of G4 at the DNA level (Kwok and Merrick, 2017; Lam et al., 2013). Only                

through recent developments of novel sequencing-based approaches, a        

genome-wide evaluation of G4 formation was possible (Chambers et al., 2015;           

Hänsel-Hertsch et al., 2016, 2017; Kwok and Merrick, 2017; Kwok et al., 2016;             
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Marsico et al., 2019a). First genome-wide detection was based on chromatin           

immunoprecipitation (ChIP) of G-quadruplexes, using antibodies that were able to          

recognize G4 structures in DNA. These experiments were able to detect between            

700-1000 G4s that were formed from G4 motifs (Hänsel-Hertsch et al., 2016; Lam et              

al., 2013). Additional assays were based on the assumption that G4 formation leads             

to polymerase stalling, which can be detected through different sequencing-based          

strategies. These set of experimental methods are called G4-seq and have provided            

a comprehensive experimental identification of DNA sequences that form         

G-quadruplexes in vitro (Chambers et al., 2015; Kwok and Merrick, 2017; Marsico et             

al., 2019a). Moreover, G4-seq technologies could also be adapted to detect           

sequences motifs that lead to G4 formation at the RNA level (rG4-seq) (Kwok et al.,               

2016).  

Even though the in-vivo formation of RNA G4s is still a matter of debate (Biffi et al.,                 

2014; Guo and Bartel, 2016), recent studies suggest that RNA G4 formation can             

modulate in vitro RBP binding to mRNA molecules (Benhalevy et al., 2017).            

However, since many proteins have affinities for G-rich sequences, such as G4            

motifs, it is still unclear whether RBP binding is driven by linear G-rich sequences or               

G4 formation (Fay et al., 2017). Huang and collaborators showed that           

ribonucleoprotein F (hnRNPF) binding sites are enriched in G4 motifs and mutations            

that destroy G4 forming capacity while maintaining G-content, can abrogate exon           

inclusion, by interfering with hnRNPF binding (Huang et al., 2017) (mentioned in            

section 1.5.1). Previous experimental evidence suggested that G4 formation and          

hnRNP F/H binding are mutually exclusive events (Dominguez et al., 2010;           

Samatanga et al., 2013). Thus, the effects of G4 formation on RNA-binding proteins             

is currently not well understood, but effects of G4 formation on alternative splicing             

have been repeatedly suggested by different research groups (Gomez et al., 2004;            

Hastings and Krainer, 2001; Huang et al., 2017; Marcel et al., 2011; Tsai et al., 2014;                

Weldon et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019a) .  
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1.7 Research aims 

In this thesis, I report on computational analyses to study two populations of             

alternative exons defined by their non-canonical splicing features: microexons and          

G4-flanked exons. For this purpose I pursued the following objectives: 

1. Develop, MicroExonator, a novel computational workflow designed to improve         

the detection and quantification of microexons using RNA-seq data. 

a. Implement the different computational steps in a unified, user-friendly         

pipeline using state of the art computational strategies to ensure          

reproducibility and scalability of the analyses. 

b. Perform simulation-based approaches to benchmark against other       

computational methods used for microexon discovery. 

c. Enable integration of MicroExonator results with downstream       

alternative splicing analysis. 

d. Use MicroExonator to study microexon alternative splicing events        

across mouse development and neuronal subcellular types. 

2. Characterize different non-canonical DNA and RNA sequence structures         

associated with alternative splicing. 

a. Calculate the enrichment of different non-B DNA motifs across human          

splice sites. 

b. Analyse G4-seq data to evaluate in vitro G4 formation across splice           

sites of different species. 

c. Perform a detailed characterization of G4 enrichment at splice sites to           

evaluate their association with: 

i. Splice site strength 

ii. Template and non-template strands 

iii. Intron/exon structures 

3. Evaluate the association of microexons and G4-flanked exons with dynamic          

alternative splicing changes induced by neuronal depolarization.  
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2 Chapter II: Reproducible RNA-seq processing for 

detection and quantification of microexons 

 

Collaboration note 

Most of the work presented in this chapter are results that will be published as a                

separate manuscript in a peer reviewed journal. While I conceived the core idea of              

the initial computational analyses with Roberto Munita , the development of the           1

software was exclusively performed by me. Close communication and interaction          

with Ilias Georgakopoulos-Soares was beneficial for this project’s development, who          2

also tested the software in collaboration with Veronika Kedlian . 3

 

2.1 Introduction 

The initial report of microexons dates back in 1985 for the Ubx gene which in               

Drosophila was found to contain two 5 nt microexons (Beachy et al., 1985). This              

discovery was followed by several other reports of constitutive and alternative           

microexons discovered in various vertebrate genes (Cooper and Ordahl, 1985;          

Santoni et al., 1989; Small et al., 1988; Ustianenko et al., 2017). Even though some               

of these microexons were found to be tissue-specific or regulated through brain            

development (Santoni et al., 1989; Small et al., 1988), systematic analyses of            

1 Former Ph.D. student at Department of Cellular and Molecular Biology, Pontificia Universidad             
Católica de Chile and current postdoctoral fellow at the Division of Molecular Hematology (DMH),              
Lund University.  
2 Former Ph.D. student at the Sanger Institute, co-supervised by Serena Nik-Zainal and Martin              
Hemberg. Current postdoctoral fellow at Department of Bioengineering and Therapeutic Sciences,           
Institute for Human Genetics, University of California San Francisco.  
3 Current Ph.D. student at the Sanger Institute, supervised by Sarah Teichmann.  
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microexons were obstructed by technical difficulties associated with their detection in           

mRNA sequences.  

Initial gene annotation of model organisms was extensively carried out by mapping            

of expressed sequence tags (EST) and other cloned cDNA sequences (Dias Neto et             

al., 2000; Okazaki et al., 2002). However, the correct alignment of these cDNA             

sequences was acknowledged to be particularly challenging in the presence of           

microexons (Florea et al., 1998). The development of an algorithm to correct cDNA             

alignments, allowed for the detection of 224 previously unknown microexons across           

human, Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster (Volfovsky et al.,         

2003). Further development of this strategy was directly implemented by GMAP, an            

EST/cDNA alignment tool, which also incorporated a statistical model to avoid           

reporting spurious microexons (Wu and Watanabe, 2005). 

2.1.1 Computational methods for discovery and quantification of        

microexons using RNA-seq data 

The advent of high throughput RNA sequencing technologies (RNA-seq) provided an           

unprecedented opportunity to explore the transcriptome. However, widely used         

RNA-seq platforms, such as Illumina, generate RNA sequencing reads that are           

shorter (50-150 nt) than the average EST length. Two main strategies have been             

developed for short RNA-seq read mapping; (1) Exon-first approach, in which reads            

are first mapped through ungapped alignment, enabling the mapping of reads within            

exonic regions. Subsequently, only unmapped reads undergo a second round of           

spliced read mapping. (2) Seed-extend approach, in which the read alignment           

process is subdivided into units of ungapped alignments, often referred as           

alignments seeds, and only seeds successfully mapped to the genome are extended            

(Garber et al., 2011).  

However, the alignment of reads that span microexons has been identified as a             

particularly hard problem, which can prevent the correct alignment of reads unless            

the aligners have strategies implemented to align to microexons reads (Wu and            

Watanabe, 2005). Among the RNA-seq aligners that have proven to be more            

sensitive to microexon detection, there is Olego (Wu et al., 2013), which combines             
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exon-first and seed-extend approaches to perform RNA-seq alignments. In a first           

step, exonic reads are mapped using an approach similar to BWA (Li and Durbin,              

2009), and during the second step, unmapped reads are split into alignment seeds to              

discover splice junctions through the seed-extend approach. The feature that makes           

Olego particularly sensitive to detect microexons is the use of small seeds during this              

last step to find splice junctions, which enabled Wu and collaborators to identify             

1,665 microexons in mouse retina RNA-seq samples, 37.8% of which were not            

annotated, suggesting great discovery potential of RNA-seq analyses.  

Systematic discovery and quantitative analyses of microexons using RNA-seq data          

have been performed by the implementation of pipelines that integrate multiple           

alignment steps. VAST-TOOLS (Irimia et al., 2014; Tapial et al., 2017) is a             

multi-module analysis pipeline that can quantify alternative splicing events measured          

as the “percent spliced-in” (PSI), which corresponds to the percent of the transcript             

that undergoes a particular splicing event (e.g. cassette exon inclusion). Irimia and            

colleagues developed a module to discover microexons using RNA-seq data which           

was based on bowtie alignments to an extensive library of possible           

exon-microexon-exon junctions (EEEJ) and then many of the discovered microexons          

were deposited in VASTDB. However, this module to discover microexon is currently            

unpublished and the public version of VAST-TOOLS is just restricted to quantify            

alternative splicing events that are annotated on VastDB, a comprehensive and           

curated database of splice sites (Tapial et al., 2017). Thus, microexon analyses with             

VAST-TOOLS are not suitable to discover and quantify microexons that are only            

included under certain experimental conditions (such as disease models) or even           

perform analyses in genome assemblies that are not included in VAST-TOOLS. 

Li and collaborators developed a computational method called Augmented Transcript          

Mapping, ATMap (Li et al., 2015), which can discover novel microexons using            

RNA-seq data. ATMap first maps RNA-seq reads to annotated transcripts using           

Stampy (Lunter and Goodson, 2011). Then, alignments are processed to identify           

insertions at splice sites, which can be re-aligned into the intronic spaces flanked by              

canonical dinucleotides. Even though ATMap strategy was shown to be more           

sensitive for microexon discovery than traditional RNA-seq mappers, this software          
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has not been released to the public domain. Thus, even though these multi-step             

computational methods were proven to be very sensitive in the hands of their own              

developers, no one in the community has been able to use them.  

2.1.2 Reproducible bioinformatics analysis using workflow manager       

platforms 

Computational workflows to discover microexons have proven to be an effective way            

to tailor RNA-seq processing steps in a way that favours sensitive and specific             

discovery and quantification of microexon alternative splicing events (Irimia et al.,           

2014; Li et al., 2015). Both, ATMap and VAST-TOOLS microexon module, rely on             

multiple steps that are performed by software which was developed by third party             

academic groups. These computational software are often deposited in public          

repositories, such as GitHub, where multiple versions of a single bioinformatic tool            

may be released over time. Since a combination of different software versions            

across the software repositories that a given pipeline needs often leads to different             

results, reproducibility of workflow based methods is an important challenge.  

A diverse range of workflow management systems (WMS) have been developed           

over time, but only a few have been consistently used by large communities of              

computational biologists (Di Tommaso et al., 2017; Goecks et al., 2010; Köster and             

Rahmann, 2012; Larsonneur et al., 2018; Leipzig, 2017; Wang and Peng, 2019).            

Different WMS have been designed to enhance bioinformatic reproducibility,         

however their design has been oriented to solve different needs. For example, some             

WMS are oriented towards enhancing the accessibility of computational tools for           

biologists with limited experience in bioinformatics. Galaxy (Goecks et al., 2010) and            

Taverna (Wolstencroft et al., 2013) provide web-based interfaces to build          

computational workflows without the need of any software installation or          

command-line execution. On the other hand, command-line based WMS, such as           

Nextflow (Di Tommaso et al., 2017) and Snakemake (Köster and Rahmann, 2012),            

enable the design of scalable computational pipelines that can work on a standard             

laptop as well as high-performance computing systems (HPCS) and cloud          
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environments. Nextflow and Snakemake enable the implementation of virtual         

environments and cloud containers that can fully ensure bioinformatic reproducibility. 

2.1.3 Computational environments 

Since bioinformatic workflows that depend on different combinations of software          

versions might limit the number of compatible workflows that can be used on a single               

computational environment, the use of environment managers has become essential          

for routine use of computational workflows. Conda ( https://conda.io ) is an open           

source package repository in which each computational software is available as           

relocatable binaries. This allows the dynamic building of isolated software without           

allowing system-wide administrator privileges and enables fine control of package          

versions. Within the computational biology community, the Bioconda project         

(Grüning et al., 2018) greatly expanded the bioinformatic tools available as Conda            

software packages from various language ecosystems such as Python, R, Perl,           

Java, C/C++ and Julia. 

Snakemake enables a direct integration with Conda, which not only allows users to             

run and develop multiple computational workflows on a single workstation, but also            

allows the usage of different versions of software for the different steps of a single               

workflow. Each process within a Snakemake workflow is defined as a rule which             

contains the instruction to process input files and produce specific output files. Each             

rule can be assigned to its own conda environment, thereby enabling the use of              

software that would otherwise be incompatible. The fine control of the environment            

together with the extensive documentation have resulted in Snakemake being one of            

the most extensively used WMSs by the computational biology community.  
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2.2 Results 

2.2.1 Development of a reproducible bioinformatic workflow to discover         
and quantify microexons in RNA-seq data  

MicroExonator is a computational workflow that integrates several existing software          

packages with custom python and R scripts to perform discovery and quantification            

of microexons using RNA-seq data. MicroExonator can analyse RNA-seq data          

stored locally, but it can also fetch any RNA-seq datasets deposited in the NCBI              

Short Read Archive or other web-based repositories. As microexon annotations          

remain incomplete and sometimes inconsistent across different transcript        

annotations, MicroExonator can incorporate prior information from multiple        

databases such as RefSeq (Pruitt et al., 2014), GENCODE (Harrow et al., 2006),             

ENSEMBL (Hubbard et al., 2002), UCSC (Hsu et al., 2006) or VastDB (Tapial et al.,               

2017). To discover putative novel microexons, reads are first mapped using           

BWA-MEM (Li and Durbin, 2009) to a reference library of splice junction sequences.             

Misaligned reads are then searched for insertions located at exon-exon junctions.           

Detected insertions are retained if they can be successfully mapped to the            

corresponding intronic region with flanking canonical U2-type splicing dinucleotides         

(Sheth et al., 2006), decreasing the chances of spurious mapping by incrementing            

the length of the sequence that is aligned inside the intron (Fig 2.1a). To maximise               

the number of reads that can be assigned to each splice site, annotated and putative               

novel microexon sequences are integrated as part of the initial splice tags where             

they were detected. Reads are re-aligned with Bowtie, performing a fast but sensitive             

mapping of reads which is further processed to quantify PSI microexon values and             

perform quantitative filters (Fig 2.1b). 

MicroExonator employs several filters to remove spurious matches to intronic          

sequences which may arise due to sequencing errors (Wu and Watanabe, 2005). To             

illustrate these filters I ran the initial mapping steps over RNA-seq from mouse             

corresponding to 289 RNA-seq samples from 18 different murine tissues and 1,657            

single cells from mice visual cortex (Sloan et al., 2016; Tasic et al., 2016;              
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Weyn-Vanhentenryck et al., 2018). Given the large amount of spurious intronic           

matches that can introduce false positive microexon detection, MicroExonator         

implements a series of filters to provide a high confidence list of microexons (Fig              

2.2a-b). As a first filtering step only those insertions that can be detected in a               

minimum number of independent samples (i.e. technical or biological replicates,          

three samples is set as default) are considered. Additionally, MicroExonator scores           

the sequence context of the detected canonical splice sites to measure the strength             

of their upstream and downstream splice junctions as quantified by a splicing            

strength score (Parada et al., 2014), and a Gaussian mixture model is used to              

exclude matches that have low U2 splice-site score values. (Fig 2.1b). Finally,            

MicroExonator integrates the splicing strength, probability of spurious intronic         

matching, and genomic conservation scores, in an adaptive filtering function to           

remove low confidence candidates. This final filtering step leads to a high quality list              

of microexons, where microexons that have a high probability of spuriously matching            

(generally microexon of 4 nt or shorter) are excluded (Fig 2.2c, Fig 2.2d). Further              

technical specifications and usability are included in the Appendix section. 
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the MicroExonator workflow. A. To discover unannotated           
microexons, RNA-seq reads are aligned with BWA-MEM to the annotated splice           
junctions. The resulting alignments are post-processed to identify insertions at splice           
sites. Inserted sequences are tried to be mapped inside the corresponding introns            
with flanking GT-AG splice sites. B. Both putative novel and annotated microexons            
are quantified and filtered to produce a final list of microexons into transcript models              
which can be used for downstream analysis.  
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Figure 2.2: Quantitative microexon exon filtering. A. Probability of microexon          
spurious matches was calculated taking into account microexon length, splice site           
canonical dinucleotides and the size of the introns in which each microexon was             
discovered (see 2.3 Methods section) . B. A two component Gaussian mixture is             
used to fit the U2 consensus splicing score distribution. Lower U2 splice-site score             
gaussian curve (red line) is assumed to fit the distribution of spurious microexons,             
whereas true microexon distribution of U2 splice-site scores should be represented           
by a gaussian curve with higher U2 splice-site score (green line). C. Distribution of              
U2 splice-site score and mean vertebrate conservation values (phyloP score over           
microexons and their dinucleotides) for the total amount of candidate microexons           
before the final filters. Red dots represent microexons that were filtered out, blue             
dots microexons that were kept in the final high confident list of microexons and              
green dots microexons that were initially filtered out, but were rescued due to high              
conservation values (phyloP score ≥ 2 is used as the default value). D. Proportion of               
microexons that were filtered out, kept or rescued across different microexon sizes.    
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2.2.2 Benchmarking of computational methods for microexon discovery 

To compare MicroExonator with other methods I incorporated a set of synthetic            

microexons into the GENCODE gene annotation (Fig 2.3a-b). The microexon sizes           

were drawn from the previously reported distributions (Irimia et al., 2014; Li et al.,              

2015) with greater abundance of in-frame microexons (Fig 2.3c). Moreover, I           

modified a copy of the mouse reference genome to replace the flanking intronic             

region of simulated microexons with sequences extracted from annotated splice          

sites. To simulate spurious microexons and evaluate their impact over the specificity            

of microexon discovery protocols, I randomly incorporated insertions across splice          

junctions. As these inserted sequences have the potential to map to intronic spaces,             

only microexon discovery protocols that have modules to statistically differentiate          

microexons from spurious matches are expected to perform well in my simulation. 

 

Figure 2.3: Ground truth generation for the assessment of microexon exon           
discovery modules. A. UCSC image showing the new isoforms generated by the            
insertion of simulated microexons. B. Raw size distribution of simulated microexons.           
C. Distribution adjustment to expected symmetric/asymmetric microexon proportions. 
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I used Polyester (Frazee et al., 2015) to simulate reads with a standard Illumina              

sequencing error rate and processed them using either MicroExonator, HISAT2          

(Kim et al., 2015), STAR (Dobin et al., 2013), or Olego (Wu et al., 2013). The results                 

show that the microexon filtering steps allow MicroExonator to distinguish simulated           

microexons from spurious microexons with a sensitivity >80% for all microexon           

lengths (Fig 2.4a-c). Even though all four aligners could detect a significant fraction             

of the simulated microexons, they are all limited in their ability to discover very short               

microexons; STAR’s sensitivity drastically declines for microexons <10 nt, while the           

sensitivity of HISAT2 and Olego drops for microexons <8 nt. Moreover, the direct             

output of STAR and HISAT2’s do not represent a reliable source of microexons, as              

they have low specificity. Using the default parameters results in a false discovery             

rate (FDR) of 43.0% and 33.3%, respectively. Olego had the highest specificity (FDR             

= 13.0%) of the other mappers, while MicroExonator achieves an FDR of 9.8%.             

Since MicroExonator’s false discovery events are concentrated in the shortest          

microexons, discarding microexons <3 nt or <4 nt reduces the FDR to 2.4% and              

0.75%, respectively. 

The simulations also allow us to calculate the ground truth percent spliced in (PSI)              

values for the microexons, and to quantity how frequently a splice junction is             

incorporated in a transcript. MicroExonator is the only method that has low PSI             

errors for microexons <10 nt (Fig 2.4d). Even though MicroExonator’s error rates are             

slightly higher for microexons >10 nt, they are still comparable to other methods.             

Taken together, these results show that MicroExonator is more accurate for           

annotating and quantifying microexons from RNA-seq data compared to         

conventional RNA-seq aligners.  
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Figure 2.4: Evaluation of microexon discovery performance of RNA-seq         
aligners and MicroExonator using synthetic data. A. Size distribution of          
simulated microexons that were detected by the different software. B-C. Specificity           
and sensitivity of detected simulated microexons using multiple available tools for           
evaluation. D. Log10 error PSI values show the accuracy of the microexon            
quantification.  
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2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Annotation guided microexon discovery using RNA-seq data
 

MicroExonator was implemented over the Snakemake workflow engine (Köster and          

Rahmann, 2012), to facilitate a reproducible processing of a large number of            

RNA-seq samples. During an initial discovery module, MicroExonator uses         

annotated splice junctions supplied by the user (a gene model annotation file can be              

provided in GTF or BED format) to find novel microexons. RNA-seq reads are first              

mapped to a library of reference splice junction tags using BWA-MEM (Li and             

Durbin, 2009) with a configuration that enhances deletion detection (bwa mem -O            

6,2 -L 25). The library of splice junction tags consists of annotated splice junctions              

between exons ≥ 30 nt and spanning introns ≥80 nt. For each splice junction, a               

reference sequence tag is generated by taking 100 nt upstream and downstream            

from the corresponding transcript sequence. Splice junction alignments are         

processed to extract read insertions with anchors ≥8 nt that map to exon-exon             

junction coordinates. Inserted sequences are then re-aligned inside the         

corresponding intronic sequence, but only matches flanked by canonical splice site           

dinucleotides (GT-AG) are retained (Fig 2.1a). The obtained reads are re-mapped to            

the reference genome using HISAT2 (Kim et al., 2017). A preliminary list of             

microexon candidates is generated based on reads whose insertions are aligned to            

the intronic spaces with no mismatches (soft clipping alignments are ignored). To            

further avoid misalignment artifacts, reads containing putative microexon sequences         

are mapped to the genome using HISAT2. Reads that map with higher mapping             

scores to the genome than the microexon junctions are discarded.  

MicroExonator is currently available at GitHub      

( https://github.com/hemberg-lab/MicroExonator), where all the code and instructions       

on how to use it are available. Additional technical specifications and usability can be              

found in the appendix.  
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2.3.2 Quantification of microexon inclusion 

In a subsequent quantification module, novel microexon candidates are integrated          

with the provided gene annotation to generate a second library of splice junctions             

tags, where putative novel loci from the discovery phase and annotated microexons            

are integrated at the middle of the tag sequences (Fig 2.1b). Reads are aligned              

again to this expanded library of splice junction tags using Bowtie (Langmead et al.,              

2009), which performs a fast ungapped alignment allowing for 2 mismatches (bowtie            

-v 2 -S). Reads that map to splice junction tags are also mapped to the reference                

genome using Bowtie also allowing two mismatches. Reads that could only fully map             

to a single splice junction tag but no other location are counted towards novel or               

annotated microexons.  

2.3.3 Filtering of spurious intronic matches 

MicroExonator uses a series of filters to distinguish real splicing events from            

spurious matches. For a random sequence of length , where all four nucleotides        Ls      

have the same frequency, the probability of at least one spurious match inside an              

intron with flanking GT-AG dinucleotides can be calculated as: 

 

Equation I.  1 (1 )P s =  −  −  1
4L +4s

K   

 

Where is the number of k-mers of length that are possible to extract from an K        Ls + 4        

intron of length can be calculated as K = - ( . As only intronic matches   . KLi       Li  )  LS + 4      

that are flanked by canonical dinucleotides (4 nt) are allowed, the length of the              

sequence that is searched inside the intron corresponds to . Additionally,         Ls + 4   

splice site signals are evaluated by measuring how well they match the canonical             

splicing motif as defined by the U2 position frequency matrices (Sheth et al., 2006). I               

call this U2-splice score or splice strength (normalized to range from 1 to 100), and it                

is used to build a two component Gaussian mixture model (Figure 2.2b).  
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Microexons shorter than 3nt cannot be identified with high specificity, and thus they             

are reported as a separate list. Microexons that are 3nt or longer, are prioritised              

according to a score ( ) that is determined from the Gaussian mixture model    Ms          

probability and other parameters that are relevant for distinguishing real microexons           

from sequencing errors and other artefacts. The score is computed as: 

Equation II. Ms = 1 − n
1 − P PS U2  

Where is the probability of an intronic match, given a U2 Score, to belong to the  PU2                

component with higher U2 Score from the resultant gaussian mixture model and is            n   

the number of intronic matches. During the final filter, microexons are prioritised            

according to  values.Ms  

 

An adaptive threshold to filter microexons by values is calculated after every       Ms       

MicroExonator run. For this purpose, a linear model is used to fit the number of               

detected microexons as a function of their length, using different values ranging          Ms    

between 0 and 1. MicroExonator suggests the threshold under which the       Ms      

minimal residual standard deviation sum is obtained. A html report file is            

automatically generated at the end of every MicroExonator run, and it contains a plot              

of the variation of the sum of residual standard deviation values under different             Ms  

thresholds.  

By default, MicroExonator uses the suggested score to filter out low scoring      Ms        

microexons, but the threshold can be set manually by the user. If conservation data              

(e.g. phyloP/PhastCons) is provided, then all low scored microexons that exceed a            

user-defined conservation threshold (default value = 2) are also included in the high             

confidence list of microexons and flagged as “rescued”. 

 

2.3.4 RNA-seq simulation  
I used simulations to evaluate the performance of different methods for microexon            

discovery and quantification. I used Polyester (Frazee et al., 2015) to simulate            
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RNA-seq reads from modified mouse GENCODE gene models (V11). To generate           

true positive microexons, I inserted a set of randomly selected sequences with a             

length of 1 to 30 nucleotides inside annotated introns longer than 80 nts (Fig 2.3a-b).               

At the same time, to simulate the splice site sequence distribution, I replaced splice              

site sequences from the simulated microexons with annotated mouse splice site           

sequences. In addition, to simulate spurious microexon matching (false positive          

microexons), I randomly included a set of insertions corresponding to intronic           

sequences at exon-exon junctions that were not flanked by canonical splicing           

sequences. The insertion rates and lengths were simulated parameters extracted          

from real RNA-seq experiments from postnatal forebrain samples. Taken together,          

our simulations provide a realistic set of false positive microexons that emulates real             

RNA-seq experiment condition as closely as possible.  
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3 Chapter III: Microexon quantitative analyses 

across mouse brain development and visual cortex 

Collaboration note 

All of the work shown in this Chapter will be appended to some results from Chapter                

II to publish a manuscript under preparation, in which I will be the leading author and                

Eric Miska and Martin Hemberg will be the corresponding authors. Moreover, the            

results and figures here presented partially correspond to the current last version of             

the results that we are planning to submit within a month from this thesis submission               

date. I produced all the code necessary to carry the complete data analysis and data               

visualization here presented, but the overall product was only possible to           

collaborative efforts carried out by Roberto Munita, Ilias Georgakopoulos-Soares,         

Hugo Fernandez , Emmanouil Metzakopian ,  Maria Estela Andres .  4 5 6

3.1 Introduction 

Even though the first reports of the highly neuron-specific microexon inclusion events            

date several decades ago (Santoni et al., 1989; Wiestler and Walter, 1988), only             

recent genome-wide analyses of microexons have enabled to uncover the landscape           

of neuronal microexon splicing events (Irimia et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015). These              

analyses have shown that microexons are a highly conserved and regulated network            

of neuronal events, which modify a wide range of neuronal proteins involved in             

neurogenesis and axonogenesis, synapse, kinase activity, vesicle transport and         

cytoskeleton regulation.  

Quantitative analyses of microexon inclusion have shown clusters of coordinated          

microexon inclusion events that are progressively included through in vitro neuronal           

4Postdoctoral fellow at UK Dementia Research Institute, Department of Clinical Neurosciences,           
University of Cambridge. Cambridge, UK 
5Group leader at UK Dementia Research Institute, Department of Clinical Neurosciences, University            
of Cambridge,   Cambridge, UK 
6Group leader at the Department of Cellular and Molecular Biology, Faculty of Biological Sciences,              
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile. 
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differentiation (Irimia et al., 2014). These microexon splicing events are largely           

regulated by the combinatorial effects of a range of RBPs, such as SRRM4,             

RPBOX1 and PTB1 (Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis et al., 2018; Irimia et al., 2014; Li et             

al., 2015). Experimental knockdown and overexpression of SRRM4 have been          

shown to have large effects over neuronal cassette exon inclusion and have            

functional consequences for neurite outgrowth and interfere with neuronal         

differentiation process (Calarco et al., 2009; Raj et al., 2011, 2014). The generation             

of knockout SRRM4 mice showed that the loss of this protein factor results from              

impairments of the central and peripheral nervous systems, affecting neurite          

outgrowth, cortical layering and axon guidance (Quesnel-Vallières et al., 2015). Even           

though SRRM4 affects a wide range of alternative splicing events, microexons are            

the main group that is affected by SRRM4 absence and the re-establishment of             

wild-type PSI levels of a single microexon at UNC13B gene was shown to be              

sufficient to rescue a neuritogenesis defects induced by SRRM4 absence          

(Quesnel-Vallières et al., 2015). Together these results demonstrate the key role of            

microexon inclusion for normal neuritogenesis .  

Since clusters of microexons have been shown to be progressively included during            

in vitro neuronal differentiation (Irimia et al., 2014), I hypothesized that there are             

groups of microexons that are differentially included during mouse embryonic          

development and that they have a wide range of effects on neuronal protein             

functions. The massive amount of data that is currently available in public            

repositories enabled unprecedented access to transcriptome complexity, however        

microexons cannot be efficiently detected when standard tools to process RNA-seq           

data are used. Therefore the processing of raw available RNA-seq experiments           

using methods that can reliably identify and quantify microexons are necessary to            

explore their tissue-specific patterns and dynamic splicing changes during         

developmental time. Moreover, since neuronal tissues such as the brain cortex are            

particularly diverse in terms of cell-types, the integration of scRNA-seq data has the             

potential to provide a detailed map of microexon splicing changes across brain            

cell-types. Thus, in this chapter I used MicroExonator to process a large set of bulk               

and single cell RNA-seq experiments in order to explore microexon inclusion           
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patterns during mouse embryonic development and across cortical neuronal         

subtypes. 

3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Microexon inclusion changes dramatically over mouse embryonic        

development 

To investigate how microexon inclusion patterns change during mouse development,          

I analysed 271 RNA-seq datasets generated by the ENCODE consortium (ENCODE           

Project Consortium, 2004). These RNA-seq data originate from 17 different tissues,           

(including forebrain, hindbrain, midbrain, neural tube, adrenal gland, heart, and          

skeletal muscle) across 7 different embryonic stages (ranging from E10.5 to E16.5),            

early postnatal (P0) and early adulthood (8 weeks). In addition, I analysed 18             

RNA-seq experiments from mouse cortex across nine different time points;          

embryonic development (E.14.5 and E16.5), early postnatal (P4, P7, P17, P30), and            

older (4 months and 21 months) (Weyn-Vanhentenryck et al., 2018). Using the            

annotations provided by GENCODE and VastDB I detected 2,966 microexons in           

total, and I quantified their inclusion by calculating PSI values for each mouse             

sample. As some microexons were detected in lowly expressed genes, I only            

retained microexons whose inclusion or exclusion was supported by >4 reads in            

>10% of the samples, and this resulted in 2,557 microexons.  

To characterize the splicing patterns I performed dimensionality reduction using          

probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA) (Roweis, 1998; Tipping and         

Bishop, 1999), and I identified three components that together explain 79.4% of the             

total PSI variance across samples (Fig 3.1a-b). The first principal component (PC1)            

accounts for 56.9% of PSI variance and strongly correlates with embryonic           

developmental stage of neuronal samples measured as days post conception (DPC)           

between E10.5 and E14.5, suggesting a strong coordination of microexon splicing           

during brain embryonic development (Fig 3.1c). PC2 explains 16.7% of PSI           

variability and is exclusively related with muscular-specific microexon inclusion         

patterns that were detected in heart and skeletal muscle, suggesting muscle-specific           
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microexon splicing patterns (Fig 3.1a). Finally, PC3 explains 6.2% of PSI variability            

and it is related to microexon alternative splicing changes in whole cortex postnatal             

samples, suggesting that microexon neuronal splicing keeps changing after birth, but           

to a lesser extent than during embryonic development (Fig 3.1b).  

 

 

Figure 3.1. Microexon inclusion through mouse embryonic development. A.         
Dimensionality reduction using probabilistic principal component analysis of        
microexon PSI values across mouse embryonic and postnatal samples reveals          
correlation with developmental time for PC1. PC2 separates heart and SKM from            
other tissues. B. PC3 is correlated with developmental time of the postnatal brain             
samples. C. PC1 correspondence with embryonic developmental time, here         
expressed as log days post conception.  
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To further investigate tissue-specific microexon changes throughout development I         

performed biclustering of microexon PSI values from the different embryonic          

samples, and I obtained 24 microexon and 17 sample clusters (Fig 3.2a). Each of              

the sample clusters represents a combination of well defined subsets of tissues and             

embryonic states (Fig 3.2b). For example, samples corresponding to brain, heart,           

skeletal muscles (SKM) and adrenal gland (AG) form separate groups, with the only             

exception being E10.5 brain samples which clustered together with embryonic facial           

prominence and limb from E10.5 to E12.0. Consistent with the dimensionality           

reduction analysis, samples from the brain cluster preferentially by developmental          

time rather than by neuronal tissue, suggesting that microexon alternative splicing           

changes are greater between developmental stages than between brain regions.  
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The 24 microexon clusters were further analysed by dividing them into eight main             

categories based on the loading factors of the first two components from the PPCA              

(Figure 3.3). Assuming that PC1 and PC2 represent variance that can be associated             

with brain and muscle respectively, loading factors can be used as a proxy to              

evaluate the tissue-specificity behavior of microexon clusters. Following this logic,          

microexon clusters that have high mean loading factors (>0.03) for PC1 and PC2,             

were considered as neuromuscular (NM1-3). Clusters that have high loading for           

either PC1 or PC2 were considered as neuronal (N1-4) and muscular (M1-3),            

respectively. The remaining microexon clusters correspond to microexon that mostly          

have PSI inclusion levels that do not change across tissues. Thus, those microexon             

clusters that have an average PSI value lower than ⅓ were classified as Excluded              

(E1-6), while microexon clusters with a mean PSI value greater than ⅔ were             

classified as Included (I1-2). Only two clusters did not match any of the classification              

criteria mentioned above, so they were labeled as Other (O1-2). The number ID             

given to each microexon cluster corresponds to ranks computed based on PC1 or             

PC2 mean loading factors. By this way, N1 corresponds to the neuronal microexon             

cluster with the highest mean loading factor for PC1, while M1 is the muscular              

microexon cluster with highest mean loading factor for PC2.  
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Figure 3.3: PPCA loading factors across microexon clusters. A-C. Letters in the x-axis             
denote the different microexon clusters.   
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Studies of standard alternative exons have shown that they typically have weaker            

splice signals than constitutive ones, and that they are less likely to disrupt the              

reading frame (Keren et al., 2010). Thus, I measured the splice site strengths as              

defined by the average U2 score of microexon flanking splice sites and the fraction              

of microexons that preserve the reading frame for each cluster (Fig 3.2d). As             

expected, the included clusters exhibit the strongest splicing signals, while the           

excluded clusters have the weakest splice sites, suggesting that constitutive          

inclusion of microexons relies on strong splicing signals. Moreover, the excluded           

clusters have a lower fraction of in-frame events, implying that they are likely to be               

more disruptive to gene function. Interestingly, neuronal, muscular and some          

neuromuscular clusters have almost as weak splice sites as the excluded clusters,            

but the fraction of in-frame events is on average 79.2%. This is considerably higher              

than the in-frame fractions for longer cassette exons (overall 43.2% and           

developmentally regulated 68.7%) (Weyn-Vanhentenryck et al., 2018). On the other          

hand, non-neuronal clusters have high U2 scores and also the highest in-frame            

microexon fraction. The in-frame fraction of each microexon cluster is strongly           

correlated with the conservation of the coding sequence (Pearson correlation = 0.86,            

p-value < 10 -7, Fig 3.3e), which implies that microexon clusters with higher            

conservation tend to preserve the protein frame. 
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Figure 3.4: Inclusion properties of microexon clusters . A. Number of microexons           
belonging to each cluster. B . Mean loading factors across each cluster for PC1 and              
PC2. C . Mean and standard deviation of PSI values across microexon clusters. D.             
Mean U2 scores and in-frame fraction across microexon clusters. E. Relationship           
between genomic conservation and fraction of in-frame microexons for different          
microexon clusters. 
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Since microexons were previously shown to be progressively included during in vitro            

neuronal differentiation (Irimia et al., 2014), I hypothesized that neuronal and           

neuromuscular microexon clusters are progressively included throughout mouse        

embryonic brain development. Since PC1 strongly correlates with the developmental          

time from the samples (Fig 3.1), it can be considered as a proxy for early neuronal                

developmental time. To display how microexon PSI values relate to PC1, I calculated             

the average PSI value for microexon across tissue clusters and then I sorted these              

values according to the mean PC1 values of each tissue cluster (Fig 3.5). As              

expected, microexon clusters with higher mean PC1 loading factor values show           

greater mean PSI variability tissue clusters (Fig 3.3, Fig 3.5). Moreover, neuronal            

and neuromuscular clusters show a progresive increase of mean PSI inclusion           

values between tissue cluster number 11 and 2, which correspond to a range of              

tissue clusters that consist of neuronal samples extracted from increasingly older           

embryos (Fig 3.2, Fig 3.5). Moreover, across this same range of tissue clusters,             

non-neuronal microexons (NN1) show decreasing mean PSI values, which is in           

accordance with the negative loading factor values that were observed for this            

cluster. All these analyses suggest that there are groups of microexons that are             

progressively included at different rates during mouse embryonic development, while          

there is a minority group of microexon which follows the opposite trend. 
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Figure 3.5: Microexon PSI values across all identified microexon clusters. Grey lines            
correspond to individual microexons, while red lines denote the average PSI value for a              
given microexon cluster across sample clusters.  
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In order to compare the PSI variation across mouse embryonic brain development, I             

defined the group of tissue clusters with lowest absolute values of mean PC1 loading              

factors (C1, C6 and C8) as baseline for null neuronal microexon inclusion (negative             

control). As expected, the contrast of the mean PSI values between these values             

and neuronal and muscular samples revealed distinct patterns across neuronal,          

neuro-muscular and non-neuronal clusters (Fig 3.6).  

 

Figure 3.6: Mean PSI values across neuronal and neuromuscular microexons.          
Each grey line represents mean PSI values for a microexon across all samples from              
a tissue cluster or neuronal developmental stage (x-axis).   
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To quantitatively assess alternative splicing across different sample sets, I integrated           

Whippet (Sterne-Weiler et al., 2018), which provides a module for quantifying           

splicing events (whippet-quant) and a statistical framework to assess alternative          

splicing events (whippet-delta). Given an input gene annotation file, Whippet builds           

contiguous splice graphs (CSGs) to represent each transcript. In a CSG nodes            

represent non-overlapping exonic sequences, while edges represent splice junctions         

or contiguous exonic regions (Fig 3.7). Since the reads are directly mapped to the              

CSG, Whippet enables a fast annotation-oriented quantification of splicing events.          

Thus, I integrated Whippet as an optional microexon re-quantification module          

downstream of the MicroExonator discovery module. For this purpose,         

MicroExonator integrates the final list of high confidence microexons into the gene            

annotation file and generates a gene transfer file (GTF) which enables Whippet to             

quantify annotated and novel microexons, in addition to other alternative splicing           

events. To incorporate MicroExonator quantification results into Whippet’s statistical         

framework, PSI values for microexon splicing nodes are replaced by the ones            

obtained by MicroExonator. In a later step, both Whippet and MicroExonator based            

quantifications are used to assess alternative microexon inclusion across the given           

set of comparisons.  
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Figure 3.7: An overview of Whippet’s computational workflow to quantify          
alternative splicing events. A. Illustration of Whippet’s Node assignment given an           
example gene annotation with two isoforms. B. Representation of the CSG model            
that would be built given the example gene annotation provided above. C.            
Transcriptome indexing from CSGs generated for each annotated gene. D. Read           
alignment to the indexed transcriptome. E. Alternative splicing quantification through          
node PSI estimation, which takes into account the full set of RNA-seq reads aligned              
to edges that connect or exclude the corresponding splicing nodes. This figure was             
taken from Sterne-Weiler et. al 2018.  

 

The implementation of the Whippet quantification module enabled the systematic          

assessment of microexon alternative splicing events across mouse embryonic brain          

development. RNA-seq samples from midbrain, hindbrain and neural tube (MHN)          

were grouped by their correspondent developmental stage and compared with the           

previously defined negative control using whippet-delta. The evaluation of microexon          

alternative splicing events detected using both Whippet and MicroExonator, shows          

an increasing number of inclusion events throughout mouse embryonic brain          

development (Fig 3.8a-b), which is consistent with the gradual inclusion of neuronal            

microexons observed in Fig 3.6. High correlation values can be observed between            

delta PSI values for microexon splicing nodes quantified with Whippet and           

MicroExonator (Fig 3.8c). However, correlation values obtained across different         
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microexon splicing node types differ substantially (Fig 3.8d). While most microexon           

microexons splicing nodes are CE type (here referred as mCE) and flanked by             

strictly intronic regions, some CE are also flanked by AA or AD splicing nodes that               

represent the inclusion of a longer microexon (mAA or mAD) or an exon longer than               

30 nt (AA or AD). Correlation between delta PSI values calculated using Whippet             

and MicroExonator is highest for mCE, mAA and mAD splicing nodes (Fig 3.8d). By              

contrast, microexons that are flanked by exonic (CE_mAA / CE_mAD) or           

microexonic splicing nodes (mCE_mAA / mCE_mAD) had significantly lower         

correlation. These splicing nodes are frequently derived from complex alternative          

splicing events where microexons could be completely skipped or included in a            

shorter form. Whippet was reported to perform particularly well for complex           

alternative splicing events (Sterne-Weiler et al., 2018). However, Whippet PSI          

measurements for mCE_mAA and mCE_mAD splicing nodes are highly correlated          

with their corresponding mAA and mAD nodes (Fig 3.9e), suggesting that their            

measurements may not be independent under Whippet quantification model. Some          

of these highly correlated microexon pairs exhibit lower correlations when quantified           

by MicroExonator, suggesting active competition between shorter and longer         

microexons. Since the MicroExonator quantification module is only based on the           

relative number of spliced reads that represent each set of splicing paths that are              

compatible or incompatible with microexon inclusion, it was able to disentangle the            

inclusion on microexon associated to alternative 5′/3′ splice sites. Competition of           

short and longer forms of microexons have already been reported to have a key role               

for LAR-RTP protein function in synaptic adhesion, thus a precise quantification of            

these events might contribute to deeper understanding of neuronal microexon          

splicing (Won and Kim, 2018; Yamagata et al., 2015a).  
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Figure 3.8: Differential inclusion analysis performed MicroExonator and        
Whippet quantification outputs show similar trends. A-B. Volcano plots showing          
the distribution of delta PSI values of microexon splicing nodes and their            
corresponding probability of being differentially included across MHN samples         
coming from different developmental stages (E10.5-E16.5). Delta PSI measurements         
were calculated using Whippet (A) or MicroExonator (B) microexon inclusion          
quantification. Alternatively included splicing nodes are highlighted in red (excluded)          
and green (included). Coloured numbers indicate the corresponding quantity of each           
group of differentially included splicing nodes. C. Abundance of splicing nodes           
quantified across the different comparisons classified according to the different          
classes mentioned above. Number on top indicate Perason’s correlation index          
values (R). D. Correlation between mCE_AA / mCE_AD and their flanking mAA /             
mAD splicing nodes on Whippet and MicroExonator quantification.  
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I found 422 microexons that were consistently detected as differentially included on            

both Whippet and MicroExonator splice node quantification across at least one of the             

MHN comparisons performed against the defined base group. Interestingly, 323 of           

these microexon changes are maintained for all subsequent stages once they have            

been observed, meaning that they correspond to stable transcriptome signatures          

that are acquired during embryonic mouse brain development (Appendix - Table I).            

The distribution of the developmental stages when these sustained microexon          

changes started to be detected differed. While some microexon clusters showed           

early changes (N1 and N2), other clusters started to be differentially included later on              

(N3, NM1 and NM2) (Fig 3.9a). As forebrain tends to show delayed microexon             

inclusion compared to midbrain, hindbrain and neural tube (Fig 3.1c, 3.6), I pooled             

forebrain samples between E10.5 and postnatal (P0) and compared samples          

grouped by developmental stage with the non-neuronal control sample group. I           

found 401 microexons that were differentially included during at least one forebrain            

developmental stage, with 258 that were sustained through all later developmental           

stages (Fig 3.9b). While all the observed microexon changes across neuronal and            

neuromuscular clusters correspond to inclusion events, microexons from the         

non-neuronal cluster (NN1) only correspond to exclusion (Fig 3.9a-b). 

In agreement with previous studies (Irimia et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015) I also found                

strong inclusion patterns associated with heart and SKM. In addition, I found            

microexon inclusion patterns associated with AG samples (Fig 3.1a-b, 3.6).          

Compared with the set of non-neuronal control samples, I found 81, 109 and 58              

microexons to be differentially included in heart, SKM and AG respectively (Fig 3.9c).             

Most neuronal and neuromuscular microexon clusters show distinct microexon         

inclusion patterns compared to controls, whereas non-neuronal clusters were         

associated with microexon inclusion events in heart or exclusion events in SKM            

samples (Fig 3.9c).  
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Figure 3.9: Differential inclusion analysis of microexons. A-C. Alternative         
microexons detected between non-neuronal tissue samples and midbrain, hindbrain         
and neural tube (F); forebrain (G); adrenal gland (AG), heart (HRT) and skeletal             
muscle (SKM) (H). Microexon splicing changes are represented as the percentage of            
microexons corresponding to each microexon cluster, where microexon inclusion         
fractions are represented with blue bars and exclusion events with upside down red             
bars. D. Intersection between microexon sets that were differentially included across           
sample groups. The vertical bars show the number of microexons corresponding to            
combinations indicated by the connected dots below. E. Area-proportional Euler          
diagram representing the most abundant intersections between differentially included         
microexon sets. 
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The set of microexons that were differentially included across the different tissue            

groups (brain-MHN, forebrain, heart, SKM and AG) overlap. Closer inspection          

reveals high concordance between the set of microexons associated with sustained           

changes in inclusion across MHN and forebrain samples. Surprisingly, I found a            

significant overlap of alternatively included microexons that have concordant         

patterns in AG and neuronal samples (hypergeometric test p-value < 10 -30). Nearly            

all of the AG microexons are also found in neuronal samples (Fig 3.9d-e), but in AG I                 

observed lower PSI values (Fig 3.10). I hypothesize that the mixture between            

neuronal and non-neuronal isoforms found in AG is due to the chromaffin cells in the               

adrenal medulla which are derived from the neural crest and share fundamental            

properties with neurons (Bornstein et al., 2012; Shtukmaster et al., 2013). 

 
Figure 3.10: Differences in PSI score between adrenal gland, brain MHN and            
forebrain tissues. A. Shown by box-plots superimposed with jittered dot-plots. B. Shown by             
line-plots. Statistical differences were assessed by Wilcoxon test while correcting for           
multiple comparisons. Significant p-values are denoted by * (>0.05), ** (>0.01) and            
*** (>0.001).    
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3.2.2 Microexon alternative splicing is coordinated throughout embryonic        

development  

Based on in vitro studies of neuronal differentiation, it has been proposed that             

microexons are an integral part of a highly conserved alternative splicing network            

(Irimia et al., 2014). Our analysis of mouse embryonic data (Fig 3.6) shows that most               

microexons remain included once their splicing status has changed. To explore           

possible functional consequences of these splicing changes I analyzed the          

interactions between the proteins which contain microexons by constructing tissue          

specific protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks for brain, heart, SKM and AG           

using STRING (Szklarczyk et al., 2017). For all four PPI networks the degree of              

connectivity was significantly higher than expected by chance given the same           

number of nodes (p-value<10-16). On average, there were 2.7-fold more connections           

than expected by chance, with brain having the largest number of connections            

(Appendix - Table II). Next, I considered the gene ontology (GO) terms and             

pathways associated with the PPI networks (Fabregat et al., 2018). The Reactome            

pathways that showed a significant enrichment, include parts of molecular          

complexes that are involved in membrane trafficking pathways, e.g. “ER to Golgi            

anterograde transport”, “Clathrin-mediated endocytosis”, “Golgi associated vesicle       

biogenesis”, “Intra-Golgi and retrograde Golgi-to-ER traffic” and “Lysosome vesicle         

biogenesis” (Fig 3.11a-b). I also found a distinct cluster that is annotated as part of               

“Protein-protein interactions at synapses'' (Fig 3.11d). This group includes         

presynaptic proteins, e.g. liprins ( PPFIA1 , PPFIA2 and PPFIA4 ), protein tyrosine          

phosphatase receptors ( PTPRF, PTPRD and PTPRS) and neurexins ( NRXN1 and          

NRXN3 ), which are involved in trans-synaptic interactions with multiple postsynaptic          

proteins, having a key role in synaptic adhesion and synapse organization. The            

interactions of these proteins have been shown to be highly regulated by alternative             

splicing (Takahashi and Craig, 2013), and our results reveal that many of these             

events occur towards the end of embryonic development (Fig 3.11f).   
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In agreement with previous reports that have highlighted the importance of           

microexons for axonal and neurite outgrowth (Ohnishi et al., 2017; Quesnel-Vallières           

et al., 2015), I detected 18 proteins in the PPI network that are annotated as part of                 

the “Axon guidance” Reactome pathway. These proteins are found in the center of             

the network and they are connected with the domains involved with membrane            

trafficking and transsynaptic protein-protein interactions (Fig 3.11a-e). For two of the           

proteins associated with this pathway, the non-receptor tyrosine kinase protein SRC           

and L1 cell adhesion molecule (L1cam), microexon inclusion is known to play a key              

role in neuritogenesis (Kamiguchi and Lemmon, 1998; Keenan et al., 2017), but the             

importance of microexons in other proteins in this pathway remains poorly           

characterised. At early developmental stages (E10.5-E11.5) I found several         

microexon alternative splicing events in genes associated with “membrane         

trafficking” pathways concentrated. A subset, “clathrin mediated endocytosis” is         

associated with microexon changes in the later stages, as most events became            

significant only after E12.5 (Fig 3.11g). Similarly, “axon guidance” microexon          

changes mostly occur at E11.5, in particular the microexon alternative splicing           

events for proteins that interact with L1cam.  

Since microexon inclusion occurs in several waves (Fig 3.6), I hypothesized that the             

temporal dynamics would be reflected in the topology of the PPI network. To             

quantitatively evaluate the position of each gene in the network, I calculated several             

centrality measures. The result is not straightforward to interpret since several of the             

central nodes feature more than one microexon inclusion event (e.g. SYNJ1 , ANK3            

and DCTN2), which sometimes emerge at different embryonic stages . Nevertheless,           

the results show that L1cam and 6 out of 10 of its interactors are amongst the 15%                 

of nodes with highest eigencentraly and that SRC has the highest harmonic            

centrality and betweenness. An investigation of genes corresponding to some of the            

most relevant GO terms revealed that proteins located at more central positions of             

the network (measured as eigencentrality ), have microexons that are included          7

7 Eigencentrality, also known as eigenvector centrally, is a measure of node centrality that is               
computed based on the eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix. This method assigns higher centrality to               
nodes that are more connected, particularly to those that are also connected with other highly central                
nodes. 
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earlier in mouse embryonic brain development (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum, p-values <           

0.05) (Fig 3.11h-i).  
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Figure 3.11: Microexon protein-protein interaction network. A-E) PPI network         
using as input genes that have microexons that are differentially included across            
mouse embryonic brain development. Colours represent different Reactome        
pathways that were enriched on the network; Axon guidance (light blue),           
Protein-protein interactions at synapses (pink), ER to Golgi anterograde transport          
(red), Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (dark blue), Golgi associated vesicle biogenesis         
(green), Intra-Golgi and retrograde Golgi-to-ER traffic (yellow). F) Eigencentrality         
calculated for each gene node in relation to the developmental stage at which each              
microexon was included. G) Effect of microexon alternative splicing over different           
Reactome pathways. Counts indicate the number of microexons that start to be            
differentially included at each developmental stage for different Reactome pathways          
that were significant after taking the whole genome as background. H-I)           
Eigencentrality and earliest developmental stage at which each gene is affected by            
differential microexon inclusion show differences across some of the GO categories           
that were significantly enriched after gene background correction. Statistical         
differences were assessed by Wilcoxon test while correcting for multiple          
comparisons. Significant p-values are denoted by * (>0.05), ** (>0.01) and ***            
(>0.001).  

 

3.2.3 MicroExonator enables the identification of novel neuronal        

microexons 

Of the 343 microexons that were differentially included across brain development, 90            

were not consistently annotated between GENCODE and VastDB. I found 26           

neuronal microexons that are only annotated in GENCODE, and 33 neuronal           

microexons that are not annotated in GENCODE, but are present in VastDB. Despite             

the fact that the mouse genome is comprehensively annotated, I found 35 neuronal             

microexons that are not annotated in GENCODE nor VastDB. Due to the high             

sensitivity and specificity demonstrated in simulations (Fig 2.4), I expect that all 34             

microexons >4 nts are true positives. 

To validate one of the novel microexons, I focused on the Dctn2 gene             

(eigencentrality of 0.76), where I detected two adjacent differentially included          

microexons of length 9 and 6 nts (Fig 3.4a). Neither of these microexons are              

annotated in GENCODE, but the 9-nt microexon are annotated in VastDB           

(MmuEX0013953). Interestingly, the downstream 6-nt microexon that was        

discovered by MicroExonator is validated by spliced ESTs (Benson et al., 2004). I             
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detected differential inclusion of the 6-nt Dctn2 microexon from E10.5 in MHN            

samples, whereas in forebrain it is differentially included from E12.5 (Fig 3.4b).  

Hugo Fernandez performed qRT-PCR experiments to assess the inclusion of the           

Dctn2 6-nt microexon during a mESC to neuron differentiation protocol using one set             

of primers that were designed to amplify Dctn2 isoforms with 6-nt microexon            

inclusion and another set to amplify total Dctn2 isoforms. After normalizing the            

qRT-PCR values using dilution series of neuronal samples, I calculated the ratio of             

6-nt inclusion across mESC, EPI cells and differentiated neurons at two different            

stages (Fig 3.4c). The inclusion ratios from the qRT-PCR measurements indicate           

that the Dctn2 6-nt microexon is included through in vitro differentiation of mESC to              

neuron, consistent with our findings during embryonic development for this          

microexon. These results show that the alternative splicing quantification provided by           

MicroExonator can identify novel microexons, even for model organisms that are well            

annotated.  

3.2.4 Identification of microexons in zebrafish brain. 

To demonstrate how MicroExonator can be applied to species with less complete            

annotation, I analyzed 23 RNA-seq samples from zebrafish brain (Park and Belden,            

2018). I found 1,882 microexons, of which 23.8% are not found in the ENSEMBL              

gene annotation. I used liftover (Hinrichs et al., 2006) to assess whether some of              

these microexons are evolutionarily conserved microexons in mouse, and I          

successfully mapped 401 zebrafish microexons. Of these, 85% mapped directly to a            

previously identified mouse microexon, and most of the remaining 15% mapped to            

longer exons. Mapping the microexons in the other direction, 617 out of the 2,938              

that were identified from the mouse development data mapped to the zebrafish            

genome and 49.7% of those in return mapped to a zebrafish microexon. By             

integrating these results I obtained a total of 402 microexon pairs that are found in               

both zebrafish and mouse. Since 90.3% of the pairs had identical length in both              

species, they are highly likely to correspond to evolutionarily conserved microexons.           

I calculated the percentage of conserved microexons between mouse and zebrafish           

for each mouse microexon cluster, and I found that microexon clusters involved in             
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neuronal regulation (Neuronal, Neuro-muscular, Non-Neuronal and Weak-Neuronal       

clusters) have a significantly higher degree of conservation than the other microexon            

clusters (two-sided Wilcoxon test, p-value < 0.01, Fig 3.4d).  

To compare the microexon annotation between mouse and zebrafish, I calculated           

the number of conserved microexons between these two species that are missing in             

mouse or zebrafish gene transcript annotation. While only 6.9% of these exons are             

missing from the mouse transcript annotation provided by GENCODE, 16.1% are           

missing from the ENSEMBL zebrafish transcript annotation. Moreover, the largest          

fraction of conserved microexons that are missing in zebrafish transcript annotation           

corresponds to neuronal microexons (Fig 3.4e).  

 

Figure 3.12: Discovery of novel microexons in mouse and zebrafish. A.           
Alternative Dctn2 microexons that are inconsistently annotated in mouse GENCODE          
and VastDB annotations. B. Novel 6-nt Dctn2 microexon shows a progresive           
inclusion through mouse embryonic development. C. PSI values calculated from          
normalized RT-PCR measurements show a gradual inclusion of the 6-nt Dctn2           
microexon though in vitro neuronal mESC to neuron differentiation. D. Microexon           
clusters that exhibit neuronal patterning have higher conservation percentage         
between mouse and zebrafish than the other microexon clusters. Every dot           
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corresponds to a different microexon cluster and the colour indicates its type. **             
denotes p-value<0.01 calculated for a two-sided Wilcoxon test. E. Number of           
conserved microexons between mouse and zebrafish that are missing from their           
transcript annotation.  

 

3.2.5 Cell type specific microexon inclusion in mouse visual cortex. 

Our analysis of neuronal development suggested that the main difference in           

microexon inclusion is between time points rather than tissues. However, these data            

do not reflect the diversity of cell types within neuronal tissues, and since the neural               

cortex is one of the most diverse tissues in the murine body, I hypothesized that               

microexon inclusion patterns may vary amongst different subcellular types that can           

be found in the adult mouse neuronal cortex. Full length scRNA-seq experiments            

using the SMART-seq2 protocol have enabled the identification of two main neuronal            

classes, glutamatergic and GABA-ergic neurons, and seven non-neuronal cell-types         

(Tasic et al., 2016). Despite the 3′ bias previously reported for SMART-seq2            

protocol, these scRNA-seq experiments enabled Tasic and co-workers to evaluate          

exon usage and identify alternative splicing events across cell-types. Thus, I           

developed a downstream module of MicroExonator to perform alternative splicing          

analysis of microexons using full-length single-cell data. I used it to identify            

microexon alternative splicing events between GABA-ergic and glutamatergic        

neurons defined by Tasic et al., 2016, containing 739 and 764 cells, respectively. 

I first ran the microexon discovery module with an expanded annotation, which            

included the microexons discovered from our previous analyses. This yielded 2,344           

microexons that were included in at least one cell. Next, I used Whippet to quantify               

the PSI of the microexons detected by MicroExonator for each cell. Since alternative             

splicing analysis heavily relies on the number of splice junction reads detected, the             

sparsity of read coverage scRNA-seq is a technical challenge that needs to be             

overcome in order to reliably identify alternative splicing events. Thus, for each            

neuronal type I systematically pooled GABA-ergic or glutamatergic neurons into          

pseudo-bulk groups of 15 cells, which were subsequently quantified by Whippet           

using an indexed transcriptome that considers all the novel microexons identified           
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during the analysis. The analysis of pseudo bulk PSI values identified a total of 39               

differentially included microexons, 20 of which were also identified from the single            

cell PSI values (Fig 3.13). Moreover, all of these steps were implemented as an              

optional extension of the core snakemake workflow of MicroExonator, which means           

it can be used to identify alternative splicing events between other groups of cells              

profiled using full length scRNA-seq protocols.  
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Figure 3.13: Differences between unpooled and pooled methodologies to         
assess microexon splicing changes in single cell data. For each microexon,           
different delta PSI and probability values were obtained while GABAergic and           
glutamatergic data were processed through pseudo pooling (pooled) or standard          
analysis (unpooled). To get an idea of the consistency of the results across these              
two methodologies. Since the pseudo pooling process was done ten times to avoid             
random arrangement effects, the comparison between pooled and unpooled         
strategies can be measured as the mean of the pooled results (delta PSI and              
probability) minus the ones obtained by the unpooled approach.  

 

Among the genes that contain differentially included microexons between         

GABA-ergic and glutamatergic neurons is a group of eleven genes that encode for             

proteins that localize at synaptic compartments. I found seven presynaptic proteins,           

two postsynaptic proteins and two proteins that have been observed at both            

locations (Fig 3.14a). For example, the type IIa RPTPs subfamily of proteins            

undergoes tissue-specific alternative splicing that determines the inclusion of four          

short-peptide inserts, known as mini-exon peptides (meA-meD) (Pulido et al.,          

1995a, 1995b; Takahashi and Craig, 2013). While meB comprises four residues           

(ELRE) and is encoded by a single microexon, meA has three possible variants that              
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can form as a result of the combinatorial inclusion of two microexons; meA3 (ESI),              

meA6 (GGTPIR) and meA9 (ESIGGTPIR) (Yamagata et al., 2015a). Our analysis           

shows a consistent inclusion of meB in both GABA-ergic and glutamatergic neurons.            

However, I detected cell type specific rearrangement of meA microexons which           

promotes inclusion of meA9 in glutamatergic neurons, while in GABA-ergic neurons           

meA variants are mostly excluded (Fig 3.14b). Alternative splicing of meA/B           

microexons are key to determining the selective trans-synaptic binding of PTPδ to            

postsynaptic proteins, which is a major determinant of synaptic organization          

(Takahashi and Craig, 2013). In addition, I found other alternatively spliced           

microexons in genes that are involved in synaptic cell-adhesion, e.g. Gabrg2, Nrxn1            

and Nrxn3 (Südhof, 2017; Takahashi and Craig, 2013). The microexon inclusion in            

these genes is variable across the core clusters, sometimes showing stark           

differences between GABA-ergic and glutamatergic neuron subtypes (Fig 3.15).         

These results suggest that microexon inclusion is not only coordinated at the            

tissue-type level, but that it is also finely tuned across neuronal cell-types, and these              

differences may be of importance for determining neuronal identity. 
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Figure 3.14: Differential alternative splicing analysis of microexons between         
glutamatergic and GABA-ergic neurons. A. Volcano plot showing an overview          
of the alternatively included microexons between glutamatergic and GABA-ergic         
neurons. Differentially included microexons are highlighted in black. Detected         
synaptic proteins containing cell-type specific microexons are labeled with different          
colours depending on their sub-synaptic localization. B. Sashimi plot showing          
PTPδ microexons that determine the inclusion of meA/B mini-exon peptides.          
Numbers indicate the amount of splice reads that support each splice junction and             
* denote microexons that were detected as differentially included between          
glutamatergic and GABA-erigic neurons. 
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Figure 3.15: Microexon inclusion patterns at synaptic proteins across all          
core clusters of proteins involved in trans-synaptic interactions . Each panel          
shows the inclusion pattering of microexons that were found differentially included           
between GABA-ergic and glutamatergic neurons. Colours indicate the different         
broad types which each cell-type belong to.   
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3.3 Methods  

3.3.1 Microexon analyses across mouse development using bulk        

RNA-seq data  

As a proof of principle, I applied MicroExonator to 283 RNA-seq datasets, obtained             

from the ENCODE project (Sloan et al., 2016), corresponding to embryonic and            

postnatal tissue samples coming from 17 different tissues. For the sequence, I used             

mm10 mouse genome assembly, obtained from UCSC genome browser database          

(Karolchik et al., 2003), and as source of annotated splice junctions I used the union               

of GENCODE Release M16 (Harrow et al., 2006) and VastDB (Tapial et al., 2017). I               

quantified novel and annotated microexons, Percent of spliced-in (PSI) values, by           

using MicroExonator’s built-in scripts or by using Whippet, which provides a one-step            

approach for quantify splicing at the splicing node level (Sterne-Weiler et al., 2018).             

Bi-clustering of samples and microexons were performed applying Ward’s minimum          

variance criterion implemented in R (Müllner and Others, 2013; Murtagh and           

Legendre, 2014) over a MicroExonator distance matrix where the similarity of the            

samples was calculated from the PSI values . Moreover, PSI values were also used              

to perform PPCA using ppca function from pcaMethods R library (Stacklies et al.,             

2007).  

The obtained PPCA loading factors were used to systematically classify microexon           

clusters. Assuming that PC1 and PC2 are related with variance observed at brain             

and muscle respectively, loading factors can be used as a proxy to evaluate the              

tissue-specificity behavior of a given microexon inclusion. Thus, microexons that          

have high loading factors (>0.03) for PC1 and PC2, were considered as            

neuromuscular (NM1-3). The ones that only have high loading factors for either PC1             

or PC2 were considered as neuronal (N1-4) and muscular (M1-3) respectively.           

Additionally, one microexon cluster was found with a significant negative loading           

factor over PC1 (lesser than -0.03), which I considered to be non-neuronal (NN1). I              

also found microexon clusters that have a consistent inclusion (I1-7) or exclusion            
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(E1-5) pattern across all the samples and to perform differential microexon inclusion            

analyses I grouped sample files according to the bi-clustering results. 

To perform differential microexon inclusion analyses I grouped sample files          

according to the bi-clustering results. For each alternative microexon cluster (N1-5,           

NM1-3 and NN1), baseline and signal sample sets were defined. I quantified splicing             

nodes using Whippet quantification module (whippet-quant.jl) and I supplied         

MicroExonator output as input to the Whippet differential inclusion module          

(whippet-delta.jl). I used both MicroExonator and Whippet quantification to assess          

changes in microexon inclusion between every signal cluster and its corresponding           

baseline cluster array. Across the different comparisons, I only considered as           

significant those microexons which have >0.9 probability of being differentially          

included and >=0.1 delta PSI values. To further avoid quantification errors, I only             

selected those microexons that were detected as differentially included using both           

MicroExonator and Whippet quantification. For each signal cluster I calculated          

differentially included microexons enrichment using Pearson’s chi-squared test with         

Yates’ continuity correction (Yates, 1934). Differentially included microexons were         

classified accordingly with the tissue composition of signal clusters in which they            

were found to be differentially included. 

I further analyzed the sets of genes that have microexon differentially included in             

brain, SKM, heart or adrenal gland by building a protein-protein interaction network            

using STRING (Szklarczyk et al., 2017). 

3.3.2 Neuronal mouse dopamine neuron preparation and RT-PCR        

validations 
Mouse embryonic stem cells (mESC) were differentiated into dopamine neurons as           

previously described (Metzakopian et al., 2015). Briefly, mESCs were first          

differentiated into Epiblast stem cells (EPI) using fibronectin coated plates and           

N2B27 basal media (composed of Neurobasal media, DMEM/F12, B27 and N2           

supplements, L-glutamine and 2-Mercaptoethanol) supplemented with FGF2       

(10mg/ml) and Activin A (25mg/ml). After three passages, EPI were differentiated           

into dopaminergic neurons using plates collated with poly-L-lysine (0.01%) and          
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Laminin (10ng/ml) and N2B7 media supplemented with PD0325901 (1mM) for          

48hours (Day 0 to Day 2). 3 days later (Day 5), N2B27 media was supplemented               

with Shh agonist SAG (100nM) and Fgf8 (100ng/ml) for 4 days. Media was then              

changed to N2B27 media supplemented with BDNF (10ng/ml), GDNF (10ng/ml) and           

ascorbic acid (200nM) from Day 9 onwards. During neuronal differentiation cells           

were passaged at Day 3 and Day 9. Cells were collected for qRT-PCR analysis at               

several stages: mESC, EPI, Day 9 neurons and Day 19 neurons. RNA extraction             

was performed using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) and samples analysed with a             

QuantStudio 5 PCR system (Thermo Fisher Scientific). These experimental details          

were provided by Hugo Fernandez, who performed these experiments. 

3.3.3 Systematic microexon identification in Zebrafish brain 

RNA-seq experiments for the Zebrafish brain tissues across different time points           

were obtained from (Park et al. 2018) with GEO accession code GSM2971317.            

Microexon detecting and quantification was performed with MicroExonator using         

default parameters and taking Ensembl gene predictions 95 and danRer11 genome           

assembly as an input. To perform a comparative analysis between mouse and            

zebrafish microexons, I performed a batch coordinate conversion using the liftOver           

script from USCS utilities (Karolchik et al., 2003), which provides an straightforward,            

conservative and non-exhaustive way to find conserved microexons. 

3.3.4 Single cell analyses 

I applied MicroExonator to single cell data from mouse visual cortex (Tasic et al.,              

2016). In addition to MicroExonator PSI quantification, I also computed PSI using            

Whippet for all microexons found in this dataset. To compare microexon inclusion            

rates, I used Whippet to perform an iterative quantification and inclusion analysis. I             

pooled data coming from 2 neuronal cell-types: GABA-ergic and glutamatergic in           

pseudo-bulk groups of 5 cells (or fewer for the last group), and repeated this              

process 10 times. During each iteration, splicing node PSIs values were calculated            

using whippet-quant.jl. Both single-cell and pseudo-bulk were used to assess          

differential inclusion of splicing nodes using whippet-delta.jl to obtain average delta           
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PSI and probability values. Only those that had at least 0.9 mean probability and a               

mean delta PSI value within single cell delta PSI value +/- 0.25, were considered as               

significant. Sashimi plots were generated by adapting ggsashimi’s code         

(Garrido-Martín et al., 2018) to display the total number of reads that is supported              

by each splice site. The read counts were further processed to calculate splice site              

usage rates. 
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4 Chapter IV: Analysis of non-B DNA motifs across 

splice sites 
 

Collaboration note 

The work described in this chapter is currently published as pre-print in biorxiv             

(Georgakopoulos-Soares et al.) and under review in Nature Communications. Both          

Ilias Georgakopoulos-Soares and I conceived the project, and contributed equally to           

the manuscript and bioinformatic analyses. While Ilias Georgakopoulos-Soares        

quantified non-B DNA motifs across the genome, I processed splice sites and took             

the lead compiling an R notebook that generates all of the figures presented here. All               

of our work was done under the supervision of Martin Hemberg and Eric Miska.  

4.1 Introduction 

Nucleic acid oligomers can adopt different conformations. In the case of DNA the             

most frequent structure formed in vivo corresponds to B-DNA, a right handed double             

helix, which is considered the canonical DNA structure. However, different sequence           

contexts, environments and biological processes, such as replication and         

transcription, can favour the formation of non-canonical DNA structures collectively          

known as non-B DNA. More than 20 non-canonical secondary structures have been            

previously reported for DNA, including G-quadruplexes (G4s), hairpins, cruciforms         

and triplexes (Ghosh and Bansal, 2003).  

Sequences that predispose DNA to non-canonical conformations are known as          

non-B DNA motifs and they have been associated to different sources of genome             

instability, such as translocations and double strand breaks (Bacolla et al., 2016;            

Georgakopoulos-Soares et al., 2018). However, some of them can also have           

regulatory roles of gene expression. In particular, G4s have been shown to be             

enriched in promoters and nucleosome depleted regions, and some of them have            
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been found to have important gene regulation roles (Hänsel-Hertsch et al., 2016;            

Huppert and Balasubramanian, 2007). For example, a G4 in the promoter of the             

oncogene MYC acts as a repressor (Hurley et al., 2006; Siddiqui-Jain et al., 2002;              

Yang and Hurley, 2006). Similarly, a G4 in the promoter of the proto-oncogene             

KRAS has a negative effect on expression levels (Cogoi and Xodo, 2006). 

Since many non-B DNA motifs can also lead to similar secondary structures at the              

RNA level, their formation has the potential to affect mRNA processing (Bevilacqua            

et al., 2016a; Kwok and Merrick, 2017; Uzilov and Underwood, 2016). Since the             

presence of an extra 2′-hydroxyl group on RNA molecules promotes additional           

intramolecular interactions within RNA G4s, G4s are more stable in RNA than DNA             

molecules (Fay et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2010). However, the impact of             

non-canonical DNA and RNA structures over alternative splicing remains only          

partially understood (Buratti and Baralle, 2004; Warf and Berglund, 2010) and           

although a role of G4s in splicing has been suggested (Gomez et al., 2004; Hastings               

and Krainer, 2001; Huang et al., 2017; Marcel et al., 2011; Tsai et al., 2014; Weldon                

et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019a), the extent of G4 impact on alternative splicing               

remains to be explored. In this chapter I describe a systematic characterization of             

non-B DNA motifs across splice sites and an exploration of their implications for             

alternative splicing modulation.  

 

4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Genome wide analysis of non-B DNA motifs across splice sites 
 
To investigate the contribution of non-canonical secondary structures to splice site           

definition, we systematically explored the distribution of seven known non-B DNA           

motifs. Since the secondary structures can form both at the DNA and RNA level              

(Bevilacqua et al., 2016b; Biffi et al., 2013; Strobel et al., 2018) and it is plausible                

that DNA structures could have an impact, both strands were considered for this             

initial analysis. In order to characterize the distribution of non-B DNA motifs across             
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splice sites, we calculated the enrichment of non-B DNA motif occurrences across            

splice site flanking regions. The enrichment profiles varied substantially across the           

different non-B DNA motif categories (Fig 4.1), with the highest enrichment found for             

G4s, both at the 3′ss (2.44-fold) and the 5′ss (4.06-fold). High enrichment of short              

tandem repeats was also observed, but that was expected since a subset of them              

overlap with intronic polypyrimidine tracts which are known to be part of the core              

splicing signal (Coolidge et al., 1997; Dominski and Kole, 1991). By contrast, the             

enrichment patterns for G4s or H-DNA motifs cannot be explained by the distribution             

of known splicing signals. 

Alternative splice sites are often associated with weak splice sites, which allow them             

to be modulated by cis-regulatory elemens (Ast, 2004). Thus, if non-B DNA            

structures function as splicing cis-regulatory elements, their enrichments may vary          

across exons flanked by weak and strong splice sites. To investigate the association             

of non-B DNA motifs and splice site strength, we measured the splice strength using              

publicly available position weight matrices (Sheth et al., 2006), and divided the splice             

sites into quartiles based on how well they match the position weight matrix. We              

found that several non-B DNA motifs are not evenly enriched across splice site             

quartiles (Fig 4.2). While some non-B DNA motifs had higher enrichment at strong             

splice sites (splice site quartile 4, Q4), G4s were more enriched at weak splice sites,               

suggesting that they may be associated with alternative splicing events.  
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Figure 4.1: Landscape of non-B DNA motifs across human splice sites.           
Distribution of non-B DNA motifs relative to splice sites. Seven non-B DNA motifs are              
shown, namely direct repeats (DRs), G-quadruplexes (G4s), H-DNA, inverted         
repeats (IRs), mirror repeats (MRs), short tandem repeats (STRs) and Z-DNA.           
Enrichment was calculated as the occurrences of a non-B DNA motif at a given              
position over the median number of occurrences of that motif across a 1kB window              
each side from the splice site. 
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Figure 4.2: Non-B DNA motif enrichment varies with splice strength.          
Enrichment of non-B DNA motifs across splice site strength quartiles. Seven non-B            
DNA motifs are shown, namely direct repeats (DRs), G-quadruplexes (G4s), H-DNA,           
inverted repeats (IRs), mirror repeats (MRs), short tandem repeats (STRs) and           
Z-DNA. 
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4.2.2 G4 enrichment analyses of splice sites 

Since G4s had the strongest enrichment and they were particularly enriched at weak             

splice sites (Fig 4.1, 4.2), we investigated the distribution of G4s across splice sites              

in further detail. To control for the effect of the nucleotide composition of splice sites               

in the distribution of the GC-rich G4s, we shuffled the 100 nt window each side of the                 

splice site while controlling for dinucleotide content. Comparing the observed          

frequency to the median from 1,000 permutations we observed a corrected 2.53-fold            

and 2.73-fold enrichment for the frequency of G4s at the 3′ss and 5′ss, respectively              

(p-value<0.001 in both 3′ss and 5′ss), indicating that the G4 patterns are not driven              

by the sequence composition of splice sites. Since G4 motif enrichment was highest             

across intronic regions that are proximal to splice junctions, we count the number of              

splice junctions that have at least a G4 motif in close proximity. Within 100 nt of each                 

splice junction we identified 19,987 and 20,088 G4s at the 3′ss and 5′ss,             

respectively. In total, 31% of human genes contain a G4 motif near at least one               

splice site within a distance of 100 bp. G4 motifs were found within 100 nt for 8.79%                 

and 8.83% of the 3′ss and 5′ss, respectively. The reported G4 motif frequencies are              

likely a conservative estimate since we do not take into account intermolecular G4s             

or G4s that do not adhere to the consensus motif          

(G 3N1-7G 3N1-7G 3N1-7G 3), (Huppert and Balasubramanian, 2007; Kikin et       

al., 2006; Varizhuk et al., 2017). 

Since G4 formation and template DNA promote polymerase stalling, polymerase          

stop assays have been implemented to detect G4 formation in vitro (Weitzmann et             

al., 1996). Moreover, since polymerase stalling was found to affect base calling,            

Chambers and collaborators were able to develop a genome-wide DNA G4           

formation assay based on high-throughput DNA sequencing, which they called          

G4-seq (Chambers et al., 2015). During this assay G4 are stabilised in vitro using K+               

or pyridostatin (PDS), and G4 formation is inferred by the detection of mismatches             

induced by base calling errors. Improved versions of the G4-seq protocol have been             

used to generate maps of G4 formatting sequences across different species,           

demonstrating a strong enrichment at gene promoter regions and 5′ UTR for human,             

mouse and Trypanosoma (Marsico et al., 2019b). Thus, we analysed these publicly            
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available G4-seq data to corroborate our findings regarding G4 motif enrichments           

around splice sites. 

We first measured the distribution of G4s relative to the splice sites for HEK-293T              

cells (a human cell line) in Pyridostatin (PDS) and K+ treatments from (Marsico et              

al., 2019b). In both conditions, we observed an enrichment of G4-seq peaks relative             

to the 3′ss and 5′ss, but with a more pronounced G4 enrichment in PDS treatment               

compared to K+ treatment (Fig 4.3a). The majority of G4 positions derived from             

G4-seq peaks in K+ and PDS treatments did not overlap consensus G4 motifs (Fig              

4.3b), which could be explained by the wider range of G4 structures that can be               

detected though G4-seq, such as noncanonical long loop and bulged structures that            

cannot be detected with our conservetive G4 motif definition (Chambers et al., 2015).             

From all G4 motifs that we predicted in silico , at least 66.31% and 66.27% were               

detected at G4-seq experiments (under K+ and PDS condition) for the 3′ and 5′ splice               

sites respectively. We also found 20.88% and 21.05% of overlapping peaks between            

G4-seq experiments for 3′ and 5′ splice sites respectively. 
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Figure 4.3: Analysis of high-resolution G4-seq data validates in-silico         
enrichment of G4 motifs A. Distance between nearest G4 motif / G4-seq peak and              
a splice site separately for 3′ / 5′ splice sites. B. Venn diagrams for the occurrences                
of G4s within 100 nt of the 3′ss (upstream) and 5′ss (downstream) using the              
consensus G4 motif, the K+ treatment G4-seq derived G4 peaks and the PDS             
treatment G4-seq derived G4 peaks (Marsico et al., 2019b) and reporting the            
overlapping G4s between them.  
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4.2.2.1 G4s are enriched at weak splice sites  

Weak splice sites are highly involved in alternative splicing and often contain            

additional regulatory elements (Erkelenz et al., 2018; Parada et al., 2014; Sibley et             

al., 2016). To explore the distribution of G4s across weak and strong splice sites, we               

calculated a splicing strength score for all internal exons based on splice site position              

weight matrices (Parada et al., 2014; Sheth et al., 2006). We grouped splice sites              

into four quantiles based on the splicing strength scores, and explored the            

enrichment levels of G4-seq peaks for each quantile separately. We found an            

inverse relationship between the calculated splicing strength score and G4          

enrichment, with the weakest splice sites having the highest enrichment of G4s both             

at the 3′ss and the 5′ss with 2.77-fold and 4.95-fold enrichment, respectively (Fig             

4.4a-b). For both mouse and human, the splicing strength scores for splice junctions             

with a G4 are significantly lower than for splice junctions without a G4             

(Mann-Whitney U, p-value<0.001).  
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Figure 4.4: Splice site strength and distribution of G4 motifs at splicing sites.             
G4s display a stronger enrichment at weaker splice sites. A. Distribution of G4 peaks              
derived from G4-seq with K+ treatment from (Marsico et al., 2019b) at splicing sites              
at 3′ss (upstream) and 5′ss (downstream) and the association with splicing strength.            
B. Distribution of G4 peaks derived from G4-seq with PDS treatment from (Marsico             
et al., 2019b) at 3′ss (upstream) and 5′ss (downstream) and the association with             
splicing strength.  
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4.2.2.2 G4s are preferentially found on the non-template strand  

Since G4s are strand specific, we oriented each instance relative to the direction of              

transcription. Thus, we considered G4s found at the template (non-coding) and           

non-template (coding) strands separately and found them statistically enriched on          

the non-template strand (Binomial tests, p-value<0.001 at 3′ss and 5′ss). Moreover,           

G4s were enriched at both strands relative to flanking sequences (Fig 4.5). At 3′ss              

the enrichment was 3.01-fold and 2.78-fold enrichment scores at the non-template           

and template strands, respectively. At the 5′ss the difference between the strands            

was larger with 5.56-fold and 2.38-fold at the non-template and template strands,            

respectively. Therefore, there was an asymmetric enrichment between the template          

and non-template strands at the 5′ss, but only a weak asymmetry at the 3′ss. 

We also investigated if there was a strand asymmetry when considering the splicing             

strength scores. Indeed, we found a bias in the splicing strength scores dependent             

on the strand orientation of G4s (Mann-Whitney U, 3′ss p-value<0.05, 5′ss           

p-value<0.001). At the 3′ss the enrichment for splice junctions with the weakest            

splicing strength scores at the template and non-template strand was 3.90-fold and            

3.66-fold, respectively. By contrast, we observed a 6.76-fold enrichment for G4s at            

the 5′ss at the non-template strand, but only a 3.66-fold enrichment on the template              

strand at the splice junctions with the weakest splicing strength scores (Fig 4.5). 
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Figure 4.5: Characterisation of G4 motifs across splicing junctions. A. G4           
enrichment for template and non-template strands and stratified by the splicing           
strength scores of the adjacent splice site. The splicing strength scores for splice             
junctions with a G4 are significantly lower than for splice junctions without a G4              
(Mann-Whitney U, p-value<0.001). The splicing strength score bias was found to be            
dependent on the strand orientation of G4s for splice sites with G4s within 100 nt               
away (Mann-Whitney U, 3′ss p-value<0.05, 5′ss p-value<0.001).  
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4.2.2.2.1 Replicated effects are found in independent G4-seq experiments  

In order to corroborate the observed G4 motif and G4-seq peak enrichment (Marsico             

et al., 2019b) patterns, we used additional G4-seq data produced independently.           

Chambers and collaborators performed a G4-seq experiment in primary human B           

lymphocytes (NA18507) under Na +-K+ or Na +-PDS conditions (Chambers et al.,          

2015), both of which promote G4 formation. Even though both Chambers et. al and              

Marsico et al. data were performed using different cell lines and different ionic             

solution as G4 stabilized treatments, both G4-seq data show similar enrichment           

patterns across splice site strength quartiles, displaying the same inverse          

relationship between splice strength quartile and enrichment (Fig 4.6)         

(Mann-Whitney U, p-values<0.001). 

For both the PDS and K+ treatments we find that a substantial fraction of the genome                

is affected, with 31.72% and 10.25% of splice junctions having a G4 within 100 nt               

intronic window. In addition, 67% and 35% of human genes contain a G4-seq peak              

from PDS and K+ treatments within 100 nt of a splice junction, supporting our earlier               

observations using the consensus G4 motif. As a result of these findings, we             

conclude that G4s are a pervasive feature near splicing junctions.  
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Figure 4.6: G4 enrichment    
patterns are consistent across    
different G4-seq experiments. A.    
Distribution of G4 peaks derived     
from G4-seq in presence of PDS at       
template and non-template strands    
and the association with splicing     
strength. B. Distribution of G4 peaks      
derived from G4-seq in presence of      
K+ at template and non-template     
strands and the association with     
splicing strength. C. Distribution of     
G4 peaks derived from G4-seq in      
presence of Na +-PDS at template     
and non-template strands and the     
association with splicing strength. D.     
Distribution of G4 peaks derived     
from G4-seq in presence of Na +-K+      
at template and non-template    
strands and the association with     
splicing strength. A-B. Are based on      
recent G4-seq data from (Marsico et      
al., 2019b) with higher resolution     
than C-D (Chambers et al., 2015).      
But the same trend is shown,      
validating the observation across    
two independent sets of    
experiments. 
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4.2.2.2.2 Template and non-template G4 enrichment patterns across gene body 
Since the enrichment of G4s around promoters have been reported to be biased             

towards the non-template DNA strand (Eddy and Maizels, 2008), we hypothesized           

that strand asymmetries could also be found for the occurrences of G4 around splice              

sites. In order to study the strand asymmetries patterns of G4 motifs around splice              

sites across the gene body, for each gene with nine or more exons, we separated               

the exons of its longest transcript into nine groups: the first four exons, the last four                

exons and the remaining middle exons. For each of the groups, we calculated G4              

motif enrichment at splice sites across both template and non-template strands. We            

found a pervasive enrichment of G4 motifs across the gene body, however            

non-template G4 motifs are consistently more highly enriched at 3′ss than template            

strands (Fig 4.7). In the case of 5’ss, enrichment differences between template and             

non-template strands are smaller, but it gets bigger towards the gene ends. These             

findings provide evidence for widespread variation in the topography of G4s in splice             

junctions; these include the frequency of G4s in the exons and introns flanking the              

splice site, biases regarding the strand preference, the distance from the splice site             

and the positioning across the gene body.  
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Figure 4.7: Template and non-template splice site G4 enrichment across gene body .            
G4 motif enrichment relative to splice sites across exons in the gene body for template and                
non-template strands. Exons were classified according to their gene position. Each panel            
shows G4 motif enchiment across their upstream or downstream regions of exon across the              
gene body. The start and end exonic coordinates are centered at 0 x-axis coordinate and               
they correspond to 3′ss or 5′ss, respectively, except for the first or last exon where               
transcriptional start site (TSS) and transcriptional end site (TES) are indicated.1.2.2.3 Longer            
G-runs exhibit higher enrichment around splice sites. 
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An intramolecular G4 is usually a representation of four or more consecutive G-runs.             

Yet, fewer consecutive G-runs can also result in G4 formation when they are             

complemented by additional G-runs from another DNA or RNA molecule          

(Bhattacharyya et al., 2016; Nasiri et al., 2016). We found minimal to no enrichment              

for single G-runs at both 5′ss and 3′ss (Fig 4.8). However, for two and three G-runs                

we observed a 1.39-fold and a 2.10-fold enrichment at the 3′ss and a 1.67-fold and a                

2.47-fold enrichment at the 5′ss, which may implicate intermolecular G4s in splice            

sites. The highest enrichment was observed for four to six G-runs, indicating that             

intramolecular G4 motifs are more enriched at splice sites than their intermolecular            

counterparts, in accordance with our earlier findings. 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Enrichment of G4 of different G-run lengths. Number of consecutive             
G-runs (G stretches of at least 3 nt separated by 1-7 linker nucleotides) and relative               
enrichment at the splicing junction. The error bands in A-B represent 0.95 confidence             
intervals from the binomial error.  
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4.2.3 Gene architectural features associated with G4-exons  

4.2.3.1 G4s are enriched for short introns  

The length of introns in metazoans can vary across four orders of magnitude             

(Sakharkar et al., 2004). We hypothesized that the enrichment patterns of G4s at             

introns proximal to splicing sites would be associated with intron length. We            

compared the intron length of splice sites that had a G4 motif within 100 bps in the                 

direction of the intron to the ones that did not have this motif. Consistent with our                

hypothesis, we found that introns with a G4 at the 3′ss had a median length of 701 nt                  

while introns without a G4 had a median length of 1,618 nt (Figure 4.9a), (Mann               

Whitney U, p-value<0.001). Similarly, at the 5′ss, introns with a G4 had a median              

length of 379 nt, whereas introns without a G4 had a median length of 1,629 nt                

(Mann Whitney U, p-value<0.001). Interestingly, introns in the range of ~45-85 bps            

were the most enriched for G4s for both the 3′ss and the 5′ss. Moreover, the               

enrichment of introns in G4s declined rapidly with increased intron length, indicating            

that they are preferentially found in the subset of short introns (Fig 4.9b-c,             

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-value<0.001). We also investigated the association        

between splicing strength score and intron length at sites with G4s in the 3′ss and               

5′ss and found that the highest enrichment for G4s was in short introns with weak               

splice site strength (Fig 4.9d-e).  
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Figure 4.9: G4s are enriched in short introns A. Intron size of the upstream and               
downstream introns was calculated for groups with or without a G4 within 100 bps of               
the splice site (Mann-Whitney U p-value <0.001 for both upstream and downstream            
introns). B. Length density distribution of introns upstream and downstream from           
exons that are flanked by G4s or not (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-value<0.001). C.            
Abundance enrichment of intron sizes at upstream and downstream splice sites           
flanked by G4s. A bin size of 10 bps was used with the blue line representing an                 
eighth degree polynomial model. D-E. Heatmap for the relationship between splicing           
strength score, intron length and G4 presence in a local window of 100 nt within the                
splice site for the upstream and downstream introns. Red color represents high            
proportion of splice site regions with G4s, whereas blue color represents depletion of             
G4s.  
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4.2.3.1.1 GC-content controlled associations of G4 motifs and intron size 

Since short introns are more GC-rich than long introns (Lim and Burge, 2001), we              

wanted to compare selected groups of introns that have close GC-content           

distribution (Fig 4.10a). Thus, we divided the intron into two populations, short ( <500              

nt) and long ( >500nt). Then, for different long intron size interval groups, we select               

groups of short and long introns that have the minimum GC-content difference. By             

doing this, differences in the fraction of introns containing a G4 in the splice site               

vicinity (within 100 nt) cannot be attributed to GC-content differences. We found a             

significantly higher fraction of intron splice sites with a G4 in their vicinity (within 100               

nt) for long introns in comparison with short introns, suggesting an inverse            

enrichment direction when GC-content is controlled (Fig 4.10b). 

Moreover, intron size comparisons between template and non-template strands are          

also not subject to GC-content effect since both strands have the same GC             

contribution. Thus, to further investigate the relationship regarding the intron length,           

we separated G4s identified using the consensus motif into non-template and           

template for both the 5′ss and the 3′ss. At the 3′ss introns showed small but               

significant differences in length if a G4 was at the non-template or the template              

strand with medians of 736 nt and 621 nt, respectively (Mann-Whitney U,            

p-value<1e-21). However, if a G4 was at the non-template strand at the 5′ss the              

median intron length was 267 bp, whereas if the G4 was at the template strand the                

median intron length was 539 nt (Mann-Whitney U, p-value<1e-16), displaying more           

aggravated differences in intron length. Therefore, we conclude that the highest           

enrichment is found for short introns, on the non-template strand, downstream of the             

5′ss.  
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Figure 4.10: G4 enrichment at short intron splice sites is driven by GC-content             
A. GC content distribution across selected groups of short and long introns. Intron             
size interval refers to the size of small introns. Long introns were defined as introns >                
500 bp. B. Fraction of splice sites with a G4, controlling for GC content between               
long and short introns. We use Chi-squared test to evaluate significant differences            
between short and long introns (* denotes p-values<0.05 after multiple testing           
corrections). 
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4.2.3.2 G4 are not enriched in microexons 

We also investigated if there is an association between G4s near splice sites and              

exon length. We do not find a significant association between G4s and exon length              

at the 3′ss (median exon length without G4s: 124 bp, median exon length with G4s:               

123 bp, p-value>0.05, Mann-Whitney U), but we find a significant association for            

smaller exons near the 5′ss, albeit with a very small magnitude (median exon length              

without G4s: 127 bp, median exon length with G4: 123 bp, p-value<0.001,            

Mann-Whitney U). Furthermore, we explored if microexons, defined as exons <30 nt            

long (Irimia et al., 2014), (Li et al., 2015) had an enrichment for G4s at their splice                 

sites relative to other exons. However, we could not find a higher density of G4s at                

the introns flanking microexons compared to other exons.  

4.2.4 Abundance of G4s at splice sites has emerged during vertebrate           

evolution 

Alternative splicing is a pivotal step of eukaryotic mRNA processing. To understand            

to what extent splice site regulation by G4s is conserved we considered eleven             

eukaryotes: Homo sapiens (human), Mus musculus (mouse), Sus scrofa (pig),          

Gallus gallus (chicken), Danio rerio (zebrafish), Caenorhabditis elegans (nematode)         

D. melanogaster (fruit fly), Xenopus tropicalis (frog), Anolis carolinensis (lizard),          

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast) and Arabidopsis thaliana (flowering plant). S.         

cerevisiae was excluded from further analysis since we could not find any G4s at              

splice sites and G4s were rare with only 39 occurrences genome-wide. Interestingly,            

we found that the enrichment pattern of G4 motifs at splice sites was restricted to a                

subset of vertebrate species, with minimal or no enrichment in fruit fly, Arabidopsis             

and C. elegans (Fig 4.11). We observed strong enrichment in chicken, pig, human             

and mouse, while lizard displayed limited enrichment levels. Surprisingly, X.          

tropicalis and D. rerio displayed relative depletion. This suggests that alternative           

splicing regulation by G4s is found is restricted to mammals and birds, but absent in               

plants, other tetrapods or fish. However more comprehensive evolutionary analysis          

are needed to completely discard the presence of G4 enrichment in other organisms.  
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Figure 4.11: G4 motifs are enriched in a subset of vertebrates. A. Density of G4               
motifs in a 100 nt window each side across all 5′ / 3′ splice sites of each species.                  
Error bars indicate standard deviation from 1,000-fold bootstrapping with         
replacement. B-C. Enrichment of G4 motifs at splice sites for seven vertebrate (B)             
and three invertebrate (C) species using the consensus G4 motifs.   
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Additional support for this conclusion comes from our analysis of G4-seq derived G4             

maps generated in PDS and K+ conditions. These maps are available for multiple             

model organisms, including three vertebrates (human, mouse and zebrafish) and          

four non-vertebrate species (nematode, fruit fly, arabidopsis and yeast). Consistent          

with the analysis based on the primary sequence, we find an acute enrichment of              

G4s at the 5′ss and 3′ss only in humans and mouse. In particular, we could not find                 

any G4s in the vicinity of splicing junctions for S. cerevisiae, there was no              

enrichment for D. melanogaster and D. rerio , while we observed a depletion in A.              

thaliana  (Fig 4.13).  
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Figure 4.12: Cross specie G4-seq analyses validate findings in-silico. A.           
Enrichment of G4-seq derived G4s at splicing sites at 100 nt splicing site windows in               
PDS and K+ treatments. Error bars indicate standard deviation from 1,000-fold           
bootstrapping with replacement. B. Enrichment of G4s at: 5′ / 3′ splice sites across              
six species for PDS and K+ treatments.  
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4.3 Materials and Methods. 
 

4.3.1 Genome and gene annotations processing 
We obtained genome assemblies from the UCSC Genome Browser FTP server for            

eleven organisms: Homo Sapiens (hg19), mouse (mm10), Saccharomyces        

cerevisiae (sacCer3), chicken (galGal5), Drosophila melanogaster (dm6), zebrafish        

(danRer11), Xenopus tropicalis (xenTro9), Anolis carolinensis (anoCar2),       

Arabidopsis thaliana (Tair10) and Caenorhabditis elegans (ce10) reference        

genomes. 

We downloaded the Ensembl gene annotation files for the associated genomes from            

UCSC Table Browser as BED files for each species (Karolchik et al., 2003). Using              

in-house python scripts we extracted the coordinates of internal exons flanked by            

canonical splice sites (GT-AG introns) for every species. To calculate the splicing            

strength scores, we used publicly available positional frequency matrices from the           

SpliceRack database (Sheth et al., 2006) and previously developed scripts used           

before for the same purpose (Parada et al., 2014). Splice sites were grouped into              

quartiles based on their splicing strength score for the downstream analyses to study             

the distribution of non-B DNA motifs and in particular G4 motifs. The confidence             

intervals were calculated using “binconf” command from “Hmisc” package in R with            

default parameters. Mann-Whitney U tests were performed at 100 nt each side in the              

upstream splice site and at the downstream splice site to compare the splicing             

strength scores of sites with and without G4s. 

4.3.2 Genomic datasets. 

4.3.2.1 Non-B DNA motifs. 
Identification of each non-B DNA motif was performed using the genome-wide maps            

in humans and mice provided by (Cer et al., 2013) and processed as described in               

(Georgakopoulos-Soares et al., 2018). We focused on seven non-B DNA motifs;           
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inverted repeats, mirror repeats, H-DNA which forms at a subset of mirror repeats             

with high AG content, G4s, Z-DNA which forms at non-AT alternating purine            

pyrimidine stretches, short tandem repeats and direct repeats.  

Regular expressions were employed to identify genome-wide consecutive G-runs         

across the human genome, interspersed with loops of up to 7 bps. In total, one to six                 

consecutive G-runs were searched. For each species we generated the          

genome-wide G4 maps using a regular expression of the consensus G4 motif            

(G 3N1-7G 3N1-7G 3N1-7G 3). Orientation of G4s and G-runs was performed        

with respect to template and non-template strands to calculate strand asymmetries           

at genic regions as previously described for polyN motifs (N being Gs, Cs, Ts and               

As) in (Georgakopoulos-Soares et al.).  

Permuted windows of 100 nt each side of each splice junction were generated using              

ushuffle (Jiang et al., 2008) correcting for dinucleotide content. The fold enrichment            

for G4s was calculated as the ratio of the number of motifs found in the real                

sequences and the median of 1,000 permutations of the set of all real sequences.              

The corrected enrichment of G4s at 3′ss and 5′ss was calculated as the ratio of the                

real enrichment of G4s over the background enrichment of G4s at shuffled splice site              

windows. 

To investigate the relationship between non-B DNA motifs or G4-seq peaks and            

splice sites we generated local windows around the splice sites and measured the             

distribution of each non-B DNA motif or G4-seq dataset across the window. The             

enrichment was calculated as the number of occurrences at a position over the             

median number of occurrences across the window. Regardless of the window size            

shown in figures, the enrichment was calculated over a window of 1kB. The same              

approach was used to calculate the enrichment of G4s at splice sites across different              

species. 

The density of G4 consensus motifs or G4-seq derived peaks at local windows was              

calculated as the number of occurrences of the motif or the peak over the total               

number of base pairs examined .  
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4.3.3 G4-seq data 

1.4.3.1 G4-seq BedGraph data were obtained from GEO accession code GSE63874           

(Chambers et al. 2015) for the human genome and analyzed with bedtools closest             

command to identify the closest G4 to splice sites and to calculate the distance. The               

analysis was performed separately for Na+-K+ and Na+-PDS conditions and it was            

compared to the distribution obtained from the G4 consensus motif. G4-seq           

BedGraph data for six species, human, mouse, D. melanogaster, C. elegans, A.            

thaliana and yeast, were obtained from GEO accession code GSE110582 (Marsico           

et al. 2019) and analyzed using the same genome annotations as those used for the               

generation of each G4-seq dataset.  

Coordinates for internal exons flanked by canonical splice sites (GT-AG introns)           

were extracted for each species using the Ensembl annotation versions described in            

(Marsico et al., 2019b) using custom python scripts. 

 

4.3.4 Relationship between G4s and exon / intron length 

Introns and exons were grouped based on the presence or absence of G4s within              

100 nt each side of the 5′ss and 3′ss and further subdivided into those containing a                

G4 on the template or on the non-template strand, separately for the 3′ss and the               

5′ss. For each of the eight groups we calculated the median length of the intron or                

exon in a group and performed Mann-Whitney U tests to calculate the significance of              

the association between length of exons / introns and G4 presence. The R function              

stat_density was used to plot the length distribution of introns with and without G4s              

as modelled by a kernel density estimate. Abundance enrichment of intron length in             

3′ / 5′ splice sites in relationship with presence of G4s was generated in R using the                 

function geom_smooth in an eighth grade model. Correction of GC content in introns             

with different length was performed by grouping introns into small introns (<500nt)            

and large introns (>500nt). Then we calculated the GC content for both groups and              

for each short intron we selected a long intron with a close GC content value, in such                 

a way that GC distribution across short and long introns groups were nearly identical. 
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4.3.4.1 G4s and relationship to exon number 

For the longest transcript of each gene with nine or more exons we separated exons               

into 9 groups, the first four exons, the last four exons and the remaining middle               

exons. To compare the frequency of G4s in splice junctions across the gene body              

we calculated the distribution of G4s in each exon group relative to the 5′ / 3′ splice                 

sites (S5c). We also calculated the distribution of G4s in each exon group relative to               

the 5′ / 3′ splice sites separately for the template and non-template strands. 

4.3.4.2 Relationship between G4s, splicing strength score and intron length 

We calculated the splicing strength score and intron length for the upstream and             

downstream intron of each exon. We separated introns and splicing strength scores            

into deciles and calculated the G4 density at each decile, from which we produced              

two heatmaps displaying the density of G4s as a function of splicing strength score              

and intron length for the upstream and downstream introns.  
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5 Chapter V: Dynamic non-canonical splicing 

responses to neuronal depolarization stimuli 
 

Collaboration note 

Most of the work described in this chapter is currently part of the same manuscript as                

results in Chapter IV (Georgakopoulos-Soares et al.), which is currently under           

revision in Nature Communications. Ilias Georgakopoulos-Soares and I had equal          

contributions to these results; while Ilias Georgakopoulos-Soares quantified non-B         

DNA motifs across the genome, I processed publicly available RNA-seq data and            

splice sites. We also collaborated with Hei Yuen Wong from Hong Kong University             

who performed the validation experiments under the supervision of Chun Kit Kwok.            

Ilias Georgakopoulos-Soares and I both contributed to the experimental design. I           

carried out the analyses to generate all the figures presented in this chapter except              

the ones related to the experimental validation. 

5.1 Introduction 

Splicing patterns undergo dramatic changes during neuronal development, not only          

involving conventional splicing events, but also non-canonical splicing events such          

as microexons. However, neuronal alternative splicing changes are not restricted to           

development; mature neurons also exhibit dynamic alternative splicing changes in          

response to neuronal activity.  

The effect of neuronal activity over gene expression and alternative splicing is often             

studied through the induction of neuronal depolarization by introducing high          

extracellular potassium ion concentrations. These potassium-induced depolarization       

events trigger the opening of voltage-dependent calcium channels that ultimately          

increase the intracellular calcium concentration. Different alternative splicing events         

have been associated with calcium influx triggered by depolarization, among which           
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several are present in genes that encode for ion channels, which have the potential              

to modulate neuronal electrochemical properties and function (Hermey et al., 2017;           

Sharma and Lou, 2011). For example, increase of intracellular calcium induces the            

skipping of exons 5 and 21 of NMDA receptor type 1 ( NMDAR1 ) (An and Grabowski,               

2007; Han et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2007) and the skipping of the so-called STREX                

exon present at the KCNMA1 gene, which encodes for BK (Big Potassium) channel             

(Xie and Black, 2001). While NMDA exon 5 and STREX exon regulate some of the               

ion channel electrochemical properties (Rumbaugh et al., 2000; Traynelis et al.,           

1995, 1998; Vance et al., 2012), NMDA exon 21 encodes for a C-terminal protein              

domain (C1) that promotes NMDAR1 retention at the endoplasmic reticulum,          

preventing it reaching the extracellular membrane (Ehlers et al., 1995; Scott et al.,             

2001; Standley et al., 2000).  

Intracellular calcium increase is a pivotal signalling process that triggers several           

different cellular responses, many of which are promoted by the activation of            

calmodulin-dependent protein kinases (CaMKs). Depolarization experiments on       

excitable pituitary cell line GH3 have shown that skipping of the STREX exon             

involves the specific activation of CaMK IV (Xie and Black, 2001), which was later              

described as a mediator of several exon skipping events through the activation of             

CAMK IV-responsive RNA elements (CaRRE) (Lee et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2005).             

CaRRE are cis-regulatory elements that are bound by hnRNP L, which in its             

phosphorylated form leads to depolarization-induced splicing regulation (An and         

Grabowski, 2007). Additional cis-regulatory elements have also been found and          

novel ones may remain to be discovered (Sharma and Lou, 2011).  

In addition, the architectural splicing code can play a role in the definition of              

alternative splicing events associated with changes in ionic concentrations. In the           

particular case of neuronal microexons, there is already evidence that indicate their            

high responsiveness to depolarisation stimuli; RNA-seq experiment analyses have         

demonstrated widespread microexon skipping events after depolarization of primary         

cultured hippocampal neurons (Quesnel-Vallières et al., 2016). Thus I hypothesized          

that other non-canonical splicing features could be involved in dynamic alternative           

splicing changes induced by depolarization stimuli. In this chapter, the research aims            

are centred on the third research aim of this thesis (see section 1.7). However, since               
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the involvement of G4 formation in depolarization-induced alternative splicing would          

represent a complete novelty in the field, further analyses and experimental           

validations were performed to investigate associations of G4 with this alternative           

splicing pathway. 

 

5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Dynamic splicing responses to neuronal depolarization are        

associated with non-canonical features  

Since non-canonical splicing events, such as microexons and circRNAs, are often           

differentially included in neurons, we wanted to explore how they are associated with             

dynamic alternative splicing responses to neuronal activity. To this end, we analysed            

RNA-seq experiments performed on human and mouse stem cell-derived cortical          

neurons (Hum-ESC CORT and Mus-ESC CORT), mouse developing primary cortical        

neurons (DIV4 Mus-PRIMCORT and DIV10 Mus-PRIMCORT) and aneuploid Tc1 mouse          

neurons (DIV10 Mus-Tc1-PRIMCORT) after four hours of depolarization induced by          

170mM of KCl and an L-type Ca2+ channel agonist FPL64176 (KCl/FPL) (Qiu et al.,              

2016). The depolarization induced by KCl/FPL treatment has been reported to lead            

to a strong and uniform increase in intracellular calcium concentration ( >10-fold            

increase), which is likely to have a significant effect on the CaMK IV splicing pathway               

(Gaspard et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2007; Xie and Black, 2001).  

5.2.1.1 Depolarization triggers genome-wide cassette exon exclusion events that are          

highly enriched in microexons 

We used MicroExonator coupled to Whippet (Sterne-Weiler et al., 2018) to perform            

an integrative quantitative assessment of alternative splicing for both long exons and            

microexons. Splicing node quantification analyses were performed by Whippet         

leading to the identification of a total of 22,344 alternative splicing events, 2,633 of              

which corresponded to core exon differential inclusion events. Among all splicing           

node types from Whippet’s contiguous splice graph (CSG) model, the quantification           
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of core exons splice (CE) nodes inclusion is a direct proxy to assess the differential               

inclusion of cassette exons. Further analysis of CE splicing nodes showed a bias             

towards cassette exon exclusion after the KCl-induced depolarization stimuli as          

2,346 (89.1%) of the differentially spliced CE nodes correspond to exon exclusion            

events. These results are consistent with previous studies which have demonstrated           

exon skipping following depolarisation in individual examples (An and Grabowski,          

2007; Fiszbein and Kornblihtt, 2017; Lee et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2012; Schor et al.,                

2009; Xie and Black, 2001), but to the best of my knowledge this provides the first                

genome-wide analysis demonstrating widespread exon skipping (Fig 5.1a).        

Interestingly, the alternative cassette exons events that were found to be triggered in             

response to the KCl treatment are highly enriched in microexons (Fig 5.1b),            

suggesting their active involvement in dynamic splicing changes in neurons.  

5.2.1.2 Dynamic splicing responses to neuronal depolarization are associated with          

G4s proximal to splice sites 

Additionally, Hum-ESC CORT RNA-seq analysis showed a consistent association of         

G4s to depolarization-induced splicing events. We found an enrichment for          

differential CE splicing node inclusion events when intronic G4 motifs are found            8

within a 100 nt window from splice sites (Fig 5.1c, chi-squared test with multiple              

testing correction, p-value<0.001, odds-ratio=1.57). To provide further support for the          

findings obtained using the consensus G4 motif, we examined the distribution of            

G4-seq derived peaks in PDS and K+ conditions around splice sites of differentially             

and non-differentially included exons. As expected, we found a consistent          

enrichment at the differentially included CE splice nodes (Fig 5.1 c-e). These            

observations are consistent with replicated analyses performed across the         

depolarization RNA-seq experiments from mouse cortical neuron samples (Fig 5.2).          

Moreover, the effect size was larger for the G4 motifs and the G4-seq derived G4               

sites in the non-template strand at the 5′ss in comparison to those found at the               

template strand (chi-square test multiple testing correction, p-value<0.001 when         

using the consensus G4 motif and for both PDS and K+ G4-seq conditions in human               

8 Herein I use the expression “differential inclusion” to refer to both inclusion and exclusion events,                
regardless of the bias found towards inclusion or exclusion. 
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neurons). Taken together, our results suggest that the presence of a G4 near the              

splice junction of cassette exons is associated with dynamic changes of alternative            

splicing in response to KCl induced depolarisation, however additional experiments          

will be required to prove causal effects beyond the correlations reported here. 
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Figure 5.1: Depolarization induces genome wide exon skipping of cassette          
exons. Analysis of depolarization experiments across human and mouse stem          
cell-derived cortical neurons (Hum-ESC CORT and Mus-ESC CORT ), mouse developing         
primary cortical neurons (DIV4 Mus-PRIMCORT and DIV10 Mus-PRIMCORT) and         
aneuploid Tc1 mouse neurons (DIV10 Mus-Tc1-PRIMCORT) (Qiu et al., 2016). A.           
Volcano plot highlighting differentially excluded (blue dots) and included cassette          
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exons (red dots) after neuronal depolarization stimuli. These cassette exon inclusion           
quantification derives from core exon splice node quantification performed by          
Whippet. B. Differential cassette exon inclusion events after neuronal depolarization          
are enriched in microexons. Barplot shows the percentage of all core exons (CE)             
splicing nodes that correspond to cassette exon or microexon differential inclusion.           
Across all human and murine cortical neurons, alternative splicing changes after           
depolarization stimuli is significantly enriched in microexons (chi-squared tests using          
Yates’ correction and also adjusting for multiple testing with Bonferroni multiple           
testing corrections, p-value < 1e-15). C. Differentially included splice nodes          
enrichment of G4 motifs in human stem cell-derived cortical neurons. Odds ratio            
representing the relationship between presence of G4s and alternative splicing          
changes. The odds-ratio significance was assessed by chi-squared tests. All          
p-values were calculated with chi-squared tests using Yates’ correction and also           
adjusting for multiple testing with Bonferroni corrections. D-E. Enrichment of G4-seq           
peaks at 3’ / 5’ splice site vicinity for CE splicing nodes that were or were not                 
detected by Whippet as differentially included after potassium stimulation of          
Hum-ESC CORT (alternative spliced / not significant). G4 maps were generated after           
treatment with PDS (D) or KCL (E), showing consistent results. . Splice sites with G4               
peaks within 100 nt were more likely to be differentially spliced following KCl             
treatment (chi-squared test, p-value<0.001 both at 5’ss and 3’ss). . The error bands             
represent 95% confidence intervals based on a binomial model. 
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Figure 5.2: Mouse cortical neuronal depolarization experiments show        
G4-associated alternative splicing patterns consistent with human results.        
Peaks derived from G4-seq experiments under K+ and PDS are consistently           
enriched at the vicinity of splice sites from exons that are alternatively included after              
KCl-induced depolarization stimuli. The different panels correspond to different K+          
and PSD G4-seq mouse experiments across different mouse cortical neurons; A-B           
Hum-ESC CORT

.
A-B Mus-ESC CORT. C-D DIV4 Mus-PRIMCORT

. E-F DIV10        
Mus-PRIMCORT

.
G-H DIV10 Mus-Tc1-PRIMCORT. The error bands in D-E represent          

95% confidence intervals based on a binomial model. 
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5.2.2 Case study of G4 associated with depolarization induced exon          

skipping events that are evolutionarily conserved  

To gain additional insights into the association between G4s and neuronal alternative            

splicing, we focused our attention on 3 out of 54 cassette exons that are flanked by                

one or more G4s and differentially included after cortical neuron depolarization in            

human and mouse. These exons are found at the SLC6A17, UNC13A and NAV2             

loci, and they are all flanked by one or more G4s (Fig 5.3). The criteria to select                 

these candidates were based on the alternative splicing analysis results that we            

obtained from the deliparization experiments, where all three exons were          

differentially included in human and three or more mouse conditions. Moreover,           

particular focus was given to these exons since the corresponding genes have been             

shown to be relevant for neuronal function, which I further discuss below.  

5.2.2.1 Candidate selection 

SLC6A17 (NTT4/XT1) is a member of the SLC family of transporters which are             

involved in Na +-dependent uptake of the majority of neurotransmitters at presynaptic           

neurons (Zaia and Reimer, 2009). SLC6A17 is involved in the transport of neutral             

amino acids and mutations in this gene have been associated with           

autosomal-recessive intellectual disability (Zaia and Reimer, 2009), (Iqbal et al.,          

2015). Exon seven of SLC6A17, which is skipped after KCl treatment (Delta            

PSI=-0.177), has a G4 50 nt downstream of the 5′ss on the non-template strand. As               

the domains of SLC6A17 include an intracellular loop, two transmembrane regions           

and part of extracellular domains, the KCl-induced alternative skipping of this exon            

may lead to functional structural changes (Fig 5.3, 5.4). Similarly, UNC13A encodes            

another presynaptic protein involved in glutamatergic transmission, and it has been           

associated with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Placek et al., 2019). We identify a G4             

downstream of exon 38, which results in dramatic exon skipping (Delta PSI=-0.369),            

(Fig 5.3, 5.5). Finally, the third target was a G4 located downstream of exon 16 in                

NAV2 (navigator protein 2), which is required for retinoic acid induced neurite            

outgrowth in human neuroblastoma cells (Merrill et al., 2002). Again, KCl treatment            
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resulted in exon skipping (Delta PSI=-0.271), which affects a NAV2 serine rich            

sequence region (Fig 5.3, 5.6).  

 

Figure 5.3: Cassette exons exhibit a strong exon exclusion pattern after           
KCl-induced depolarization A. Volcano plot showing differential inclusion events in          
presence and absence of flanking G4s and the associated probability following           
potassium stimulation with widespread exon skipping after depolarisation in human          
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neuronal cells. B. Sashimi plots showing alternative exon inclusion for the three            
candidates, namely SLC6A17, UNC13A and NAV2 following KCl treatment. Exons          
flanked by a G4 that were used for validation experiments are marked in red. The               
numbers connecting exons represent the fraction of reads supporting each path.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Non-template G-quadruplex motif downstream from an alternatively         
included SLC6A17 exon. Exon highlighted in red is skipped after KCl-induced           
depolarization. Downstream non-template G-quadruplex motif is highlighted in blue.         
G4-seq and additional UCSC tracks are shown. 
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Figure 5.5: Non-template G-quadruplex motif downstream from an alternatively         
included UNC13A microexon. Microexon highlighted in red is skipped after          
KCl-induced depolarization. Downstream non-template G-quadruplex motif is       
highlighted in blue. G4-seq and additional UCSC tracks are shown.  
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Figure 5.6: Non-template G-quadruplex motif downstream an from alternatively         
included NAV2 exon. Exon highlighted in red is skipped after KCl-induced           
depolarization. Downstream non-template G-quadruplex motif is highlighted in blue.         
G4-seq and additional UCSC tracks are shown. 
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5.2.2.2 G4 motif sequences found at SLC6A17, UNC13A and NAV2 promote the            

formation of G4 structures in vitro 

For each of the three candidates we designed RNA oligos that were used by Hei               

Yuen to perform multiple assays which demonstrate that these G4 not only form at              

the DNA level (as shown by G4-seq maps), but they are also formed at the RNA                

level in vitro . Further details the results obtained by our collaborators can be found in               

our preprint manuscript (Georgakopoulos-Soares et al.).  
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5.3 Materials and Methods. 
 

5.3.1 Comparative analysis of RNA-seq experiment. Differential exon        
inclusion following depolarisation. 

  
We analyzed available data (BioProject Accession: PRJEB19451, ENA link:         

ERP021488) for mouse and human ESC-derived cortical neurons, mouse primary          

cortical neurons from wild-type and Tc1 mice stimulated with KCl treatment and            

untreated followed by RNA-seq four hours post-treatment (Qiu et al., 2016). We used             

MicroExonator coupled to Whippet (Sterne-Weiler et al., 2018) to discover          

microexons and integrate them in alternative splicing analysis performed by Whippet           

to assess the differential inclusion of splicing nodes after KCl/FPL treatment and            

controls. We used absolute value of DeltaPSI greater than 0.1 and probability            

greater than 0.9 to define a splicing node as differentially included between            

treatment and controls.  

We calculated the distance between the middle point of G4 motifs or G4-seq peaks              

from each splicing node to determine their association with G4s. Splicing nodes            

whose splice sites were within 100 bps of a G4 motif or 45 bps to a G4-seq peak                  

were classified as G4 associated splicing nodes. Next, we assessed the influence of             

G4s to splicing changes following KCl depolarisation of human and mouse neurons            

by calculating the odds ratio score of each splicing node type. To determine the              

statistical significance of the effect we performed a chi-squared test using Yates`            

correction and also adjusting for multiple testing with Bonferroni corrections. The           

distribution of G4 motifs and G4-seq peaks was profiled around differentially included            

and non-differentially included core exon splicing nodes (CE). The confidence          

intervals were calculated using “binconf” command from “Hmisc” package in R with            

default parameters. Sashimi plots were generated using “ggsashimi” package         

(Garrido-Martín et al. 2018). Inclusion and exclusion path ratios were calculated           

using the total amount of spliced reads supporting each splice junction, where            
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inclusion paths were calculated using the average read count for splice junctions            

flanking each exon side.  

Three putative non-template G4s found in proximity to splicing junctions and which            

were differentially included following depolarisation in human ESC-derived neurons         

and in at least one condition in mice were selected for validation experiments. These              

were: i) a G4 downstream of exon 7 for SLC6A17 ( chr1: 110734886-110734906), ii)             

a G4 downstream of exon 38 in Unc13a ( chr19:17731307-17731346) and iii) a G4             

upstream of exon 16 in Nav2 ( chr11:20072958-20072979) for which RNA          

oligonucleotides at the G4 locations were ordered.  

 

The RNA oligonucleotides used were (G-runs marked in bold): 

1. SLC6A17 oligonucleotide: 

GGGAGTGGGCAGGGGTGGGGG 

 

2. UNC13A oligonucleotide: 

GGGGGGTGGTGGGTGGGGGGTTGGTGGGTA GGGCAGAGGG 

 

3. Nrxn2  oligonucleotide: 

GGGGGTTTGGGCTGGGCTGGGG 
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6 Chapter VI - Discussion and future work 
 

The findings that were described in previous chapters provide some novel insights            

about two non-canonical splicing features: extremely short exon size (microexons)          

and the non-canonical DNA and RNA structures associated with splice sites. In the             

following chapter, these findings are put into perspective and I also highlight future             

research directions to address yet unsolved questions in this field.  

6.1 Development of computational a workflow for reproducible        

detection and quantification of microexons 

The advent of RNA-seq technologies has provided unprecedented opportunities to          

explore the complexity of vertebrate transcriptomes. Numerous bioinformatics tools         

can be used to quantify gene expression and many alternative splicing events.            

However, the detection of splicing events associated with non-canonical features,          

such as introns with non-canonical dinucleotides, recursive splice sites, back splicing           

events or microexons, has required the development of specialized bioinformatics          

methods (Irimia et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015; Parada et al., 2014; Sibley et al., 2015;                 

Wu et al., 2013; Zeng et al., 2017) . 

In chapter II, I presented MicroExonator, a complete bioinformatic workflow for           

reproducible discovery and quantification of microexons. Since MicroExonator was         

implemented using Snakemake as a workflow management system, large volumes          

of data can be handled using HPC systems while ensuring that the analyses are              

reproducible. Simulation-based benchmarking results show that MicroExonator has        

higher sensitivity than widely used RNA-seq alignments tools such as STAR (Dobin            

et al., 2013) and HISAT2 (Kim et al., 2015) (Fig 2.3, 2.4). Moreover, even though               

Olego (Wu et al., 2013) has a module specifically dedicated for microexon discovery,             

sensitivity to find short microexons was comparable to HISAT2, but still inferior to             

MicroExonator (Fig 2.4c). 
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While the benchmark results show that MicroExonator has sensitivity improvements          

particularly for the very short microexons (<10 nt), the evaluation of false-positive            

microexon rates demonstrates that MicroExonator has significantly higher specificity         

than START, HISAT2 and Olego at almost the full range size of microexons (Fig              

2.4b). These results validate the computational strategies implemented in         

MicroExonator to reduce the detection of spurious microexons (Fig 2.2), which have            

been identified as one of the major challenges to perform microexon discovery (Wu             

and Watanabe, 2005).  

 

6.2 MicroExonator enables large-scale reproducible analyses of       
microexon splicing 

6.2.1 Microexon coordination across neuronal development 
Microexon quantitative analysis revealed that the proteins containing microexons         

form a highly connected PPI network during mouse neuronal development.          

Moreover, analysis of the topology of the network suggests that the microexons for             

the most central nodes are included early in development. It is not yet fully              

understood how this coordination is achieved, but it has been proposed that            

microexon inclusion relies on an upstream intronic splicing enhancer which is           

recognized by specific neuronal splicing factors (Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis et al.,         

2018). However, I also identified a large group of microexons that are constitutively             

included across murine tissues, suggesting that their inclusion cannot be dependent           

on tissue-specific factors alone. Instead, our analysis points to a more           

straightforward explanation as the constitutive microexons have stronger splicing         

signals than neuronal microexons. Further analysis of neuronal microexon         

cis-regulatory elements is required to understand how inclusion events are          

coordinated and why there is a small number of microexons that are progressively             

excluded through brain development.  

The predominant mechanism for regulating alternative splicing events during         

neuronal development is through RNA binding proteins (Vuong et al., 2016). In the             
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case of microexons, SRRM4 and RBFOX1 have a critical role in coordinating            

microexon inclusion through brain development, and changes in expression of these           

splicing factors have been linked to misregulation of alternative splicing events in            

individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (Irimia et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015;              

Voineagu et al., 2011). In fact, alternative splicing changes associated with ASD are             

enriched in microexons and they are recapitulated in mutant mice haploinsufficient           

for SRRM4 (Irimia et al., 2014; Quesnel-Vallières et al., 2015). Moreover, a recent             

genome-wide CRISPR-Cas9 screen has identified two additional factors, SRSF11         

and RNPS1, that contribute to SRRM4-dependent microexon regulation, and these          

genes have also been implicated in ASD and other neurological disorders           

(Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis et al., 2018). Another example of a protein where          

imbalances of microexon inclusion have been associated with an elevated risk of            

ASD is cytoplasmic polyadenylation element-binding protein 4 (CPEB4) (Parras et          

al., 2018). I found differential inclusion of a CPEB4 microexon during mouse            

embryonic brain development, and I also found microexon changes in other protein            

factors that are involved in mRNA polyadenylation, such as CPEB2, CPEB3 and            

FIP1L1. All four members of the cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding          

(CPEB) family are involved in translational control and have been found to be             

transcribed in the mouse transcriptome. CPEB transcriptional control has been          

associated with synaptic plasticity, learning and memory (Turimella et al., 2015).           

While the role of these microexons in neuronal function and neuropsychiatric           

diseases remains unexplored, CPEBs function have been associated with ALS and           

human episodic memory (Downie, 2017; Vogler et al., 2009). 

The high degree of conservation of microexons strongly suggests that they are            

functionally important, however detailed mechanisms of how microexon splicing         

impacts neuronal function and development have not yet been carried out for most             

loci. A notable exception is SRC where microexon inclusion leads to the production             

of a well-characterized neuronal splice variant (n-SRC). The SRC microexon          

encodes for a positively charged residue located at an SH3 domain that has been              

shown to regulate Src kinase activity and specificity (Brugge et al., 1985). From the              

STRING analysis (Fig 3.3), I found evidence of SRC-dependent phosphorylation of           
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GIT1, CTNND1 and PTK2 (Chernyavsky et al., 2008; Lim et al., 2002; Wang et al.,               

2010a). The impact of neuronal microexon alternative splicing for these          

phosphorylation events remains unknown. However, recent studies show that n-SRC          

microexon inclusion is required for normal primary neurogenesis and the L1cam           

dependent neurite elongation (Keenan et al., 2017; Lewis et al., 2017b), implying a             

strong phenotype. Another central node in the PPI network that is known to undergo              

microexon alternative splicing changes that are important for axon growth is L1CAM,            

a founding member of L1 protein family. Across the L1 protein family, a sorting signal               

is included due to 12-nucleotide alternative microexons. In the case of L1CAM, the             

12-nucleotide microexon mediates clathrin-mediated endocytosis by interacting with        

adaptor protein complex 2 (AP-2) (Kamiguchi et al., 1998). Our analysis shows that             

the AP-2 mu subunit ( AP2M1 ) is also affected by microexon inclusion through mouse             

brain development. 

6.2.2 Cell-type specific microexon alternative splicing across the mouse         
visual cortex 
Single-cell RNA-seq data are providing unique opportunities to survey cell-specific          

expression profiles. However, with a few notable exceptions (Arzalluz-Luque and          

Conesa, 2018; Gokce et al., 2016; Lukacsovich et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2016),              

most scRNA-seq analyses have focused on the gene rather than the transcript level.             

Here, I applied MicroExonator to GABA-ergic and glutamatergic cells from the visual            

cortex, and to increase power I developed a downstream SnakeMake workflow,           

snakepool. As many splicing events are undetected in single cell data due to poor              

coverage, a pooling strategy is necessary to increase the power to identify significant             

differential inclusion events. 

From the analysis with snakepool, 39 microexons were detected as differently           

included between GABA-ergic and glutamatergic neurons. Fifteen of these cell-type          

specific microexons are found encoding eleven synaptic proteins. Among these, two           

alternatively included microexons were found for PTPRD , a protein known to have a             

key role in modulating trans synaptic interactions and having a direct impact on             

synapse formation (Yamagata et al., 2015a, 2015b). In addition, microexons found in            
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PTPRD and other proteins involved in transsynaptic protein interactions were found           

to have distinctive alternative inclusion profiles across GABA-ergic and glutamatergic          

subtypes (Fig 3.5). 

The differential inclusion of microexons could have profound effects on neuronal           

identity, synapse formation and disease. For example, GABA-ergic neurons were          

found to have higher inclusion levels of an alternative microexon in GABAa receptor             

subunit γ (GABRG2) and this alternative splicing event may have significant           

repercussions for GABA-ergic neuronal function since GABRG2 microexon        

introduces a phosphorylation site that regulates the GABA activated current (Moss et            

al., 1992; Ustianenko et al., 2017; Whiting et al., 1990). Misregulation of this             

alternative splicing event has been associated with schizophrenia in human patients           

(Huntsman et al., 1998; Ustianenko et al., 2017). However, additional analyses of            

alternative microexon patterns across neuronal cell-types will be required to fully           

understand their contribution to neuronal heterogeneity and function. 

6.3 Microexon alternative splicing may shape neuronal       

connectivity  

Taken together, the results of the single cell analysis suggest that microexon            

alternative splicing events may have an influence over synaptic formation across           

different neuronal subtypes (Fig 3.5). The alternative inclusion of some of these            

cell-type specific microexons is also shown to be regulated through mouse           

embryonic development (Fig 3.3). Therefore, it is possible that microexon splicing           

patterns that are cell-type-specific are established during neuronal development and          

have a deep impact on the way the neuronal connectome develops to form a mature               

brain.  

Only very recently have bulk RNA-seq analyses started to uncover alternative           

splicing differences across neuronal subtypes (Furlanis et al., 2019; Saito et al.,            

2019; Wamsley et al., 2018). These strategies are based on the cell-type specific             

mRNA isolation based on fluorescence-activated cell sorting or mRNA-pull down          

approaches, enabling alternative splicing analysis between cellular subtypes by         
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standard bulk RNA-seq. Wamsley and collaborators used these approaches to study           

alternative splicing changes that are regulated during cortical interneuron         

development across specific subcellular types (SST+ and PV+ cINs), where they           

highlight microexon alternative splicing events in PTPRD and NRXN1 as examples           

of developmentally regulated alternative splicing events between E18.5 and P4.          

Moreover, they found that Rbfox1 orchestrates a substantial part of the           

developmentally regulated alternative splicing events that affect synaptic proteins         

(Wamsley et al., 2018). Furlanis and collaborators developed a novel approach to            

perform neuronal cell-type-specific transcriptome profiling, by isolated       

ribosome-engaged transcripts of genetically defined cortical and hippocampal        

neuron populations. The analysis of these results showed the existence of an            

alternative splicing program dedicated to the control of synaptic interactions. Even           

though they report that only 3.8 - 5.3% of the differentially splicing events across              

different neuronal cell-types involve microexons, several of the synaptic proteins          

affected by these events are also affected by differentially included microexon events            

that I detected in bulk and single-cell RNA-seq data (Fig 6.1)   
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Figure 6.1: Summary of synaptic genes affected by alternative splicing events           
across neuronal sub-populations in mouse brain. Cell-type specific alternative         
splicing events found across brain regions (including forbrain, neocortex and          
hippocampus) affect spliceosomal proteins. Furlanis and collaborators uncovered        
alternative splicing programs that might control synaptic interactions and neuronal          
architecture (Furlanis et al., 2019). * denote genes that are also altered by             
differentially included microexon events (presented in Chapter III) detected by          
MicroExonator, either though bulk (red) or single-cell (green) RNA-seq data analysis.           
Schematics adapted from (Furlanis et al., 2019).  

6.4 Non-neuronal microexons 

Differential inclusion analyses from RNA-seq samples corresponding to different         

mouse tissues not only enabled the identification of neuronal microexons, but also            

microexons that are differentially included in SKM, heart and AG (Fig 2.2f-i). To the              

best of my knowledge, there are no reports of alternatively included microexons in             

AG. However, since microexons differentially included in AG highly overlap with           

microexons differentially included in the brain, they are likely to correspond to            

neuronal microexons that are included in neuroendocrine cells, known as chromaffin           

cells, which are derived from the neural crest during embryonic development           

(Bornstein et al., 2012; Shtukmaster et al., 2013).  

Li and collaborators suggest that RBFOX proteins can regulate microexon inclusion           

across brain, muscle and heart (Li et al., 2015). However, the functional impact of              

these microexon inclusion events is largely unknown. Several of the alternative           

microexon events that are common between brain, SKM and heart have an impact             
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on Mads box transcription enhancer factor 2 (MEF2), particularly on MEF2A and            

MEF2D subunits. MEF2 is a transcription factor involved in nervous system           

development, however RBOX proteins were reported to regulate MEF2D alternative          

splicing events that were required for muscle differentiation (Porter et al., 2018;            

Runfola et al., 2015). Even though I did not observe any obvious microexon inclusion              

trend in SKM and heart samples across embryonic development, extensive          

alternative splicing transitions have been observed during postnatal skeletal muscle          

development (Brinegar et al., 2017). Thus, microexon developmental changes could          

be potentially coordinated in later mouse developmental stages that were not           

included in the RNA-seq experiments that I analysed. Moreover, I found 65            

microexons that were differentially included in SKM and/or heart samples (Fig 2.2i),            

which suggest that additional factors might regulate microexon inclusion in muscular           

tissues.  

6.5 The G-quadruplex formation is enriched in splice sites 

 
Even though B DNA is the most common DNA conformation, different sequence            

motifs are associated with the formation of non-B DNA structures (Bacolla and Wells,             

2004). In Chapter IV, I presented the enrichment analyses of different non-B DNA             

motifs, of which G4s show the highest enrichment across splice sites. Similar            

enrichments have been reported by previous in-silico analyses (Maizels and Gray,           

2013; Tsai et al., 2014), however I analysed recently published G4-seq data that             

corroborated the potential of these motifs to form G4 structures near splice sites.             

More in-depth characterisation of G4 enrichment indicates strong differences         

between template and non-template strands; while for the upstream exon intronic           

regions similar level of enrichment was observed for the template and non-template            

strand, higher non-template G4 enrichment was found for the downstream intronic           

regions. The high G4 enchments and the strand asymmetries that were observed            

suggest that G4 positioning around splice sites may be subject to purifying selection,             

which could be tested by analysing differences on allelic variability of template and             

non-template G4s that are located in the vicinity of splice sites. Moreover, recent             
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reports showed that non-template G4 motifs can enhance promoter activity by           

inducing successive R-loop formation (Lee et al., 2020). This capability of           

non-template G4 motifs to promote R-loop formation may mediate transcriptional          

kinetics effects that impact mRNA splicing, however further experiments and          

analyses will be needed to test this hypothesis. 

The evolutionary analyses showed that G4 motifs are a conserved feature in            

vertebrates, and it may be restricted to mammals and birds (Fig 4.11). However, a              

more comprehensive evolutionary analysis is needed to fully characterize G4          

presence in higher eukaryotic organisms. The presence of additional regulatory          

mechanisms is in accordance with higher frequencies of alternative splicing events in            

vertebrates compared to invertebrates (Artamonova and Gelfand, 2007). Moreover,         

G4s display a higher likelihood of DNA mutations (Du et al., 2014) and as a result                

they are likely plastic in nature, enabling rapid splicing changes during evolution and             

the establishment of new functions through alternative splicing and the generation of            

isoform diversity. 

There are certain alternative splicing features that are determinants of exon definition            

in vertebrates. One of them is splicing strength, which largely influences exon            

inclusion frequency across isoforms. While strong splice sites are associated with           

constitutive exons, weaker splice sites lead to suboptimal exon recognition (Luco et            

al., 2011). Thus, this enables alternative splicing events to be modulated by            

additional cis-regulatory elements or epigenetic factors (Ast, 2004). Here I show that            

there is a pronounced enrichment of G4s at weak splice sites and provide evidence              

for widespread contribution of G4 structures to the regulation of alternative splicing.            

Xiao and collaborators have also shown splice site strength-dependent association          

of G-runs across splice sites (Xiao et al., 2009). However, in their analysis they              

studied independent G-runs, that do not necessarily correspond to G4 motifs, which            

were found to be more enriched across splice sites with intermediate 5’ splice             

strength. 
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6.6 Mechanistic models for G4-dependent modulation  

G-runs have been previously reported to be bound by hnRNP F/H, which is known to               

have a direct influence over splice site recognition (Caputi and Zahler, 2001;            

Královicová and Vorechovsky, 2006; Marcucci et al., 2007; Mauger et al., 2008;            

McCullough and Berget, 1997; McNally et al., 2006; Yeo et al., 2004b). Thus, part of               

the G4 motifs studied in Chapter IV, might overlap with G-runs that are targets for               

hnRNP F/H binding. However, whether the formation of G4s could enhance or            

undermine the binding of hnRNP F/H is still a matter of debate. Functional minigene              

assays suggest mutations that have deleterious effects over G4 formation inhibit           

exon inclusion by preventing hnRNP F binding, a positive regulator of exon definition             

(Huang et al., 2017). However, the interpretation of these experiments contradicts           

previous biophysical evidence which shows that hnRNP F binds preferentially to           

single-stranded G-tracts, suggesting that G4 formation could have a rather negative           

effect over exon inclusion (Samatanga et al., 2013). This model of G4 formation as              

an impediment for hnRNP F binding, is consistent with diverse evidence published            

by the Burge laboratory which indicates preferential binding of RBPs to unstructured            

RNA (Dominguez et al., 2018; Lambert et al., 2014; Taliaferro et al., 2016), however              

more experiments and analysis will be required resolve this conflicting evidence.  

Additionally, during transcription G4 formation can be favored by unstranded DNA           

that is transiently generated inside the transcription fork, favoring DNA G4s at the             

non-template strand and RNA G4s. In fact, G4 formation has been associated with             

transcriptionally active promoters, which may lead to genome instability induced by           

double strand break generation (Hänsel-Hertsch et al., 2016; Marnef et al., 2017).            

G4 formation can have kinetic effects over RNA PolII by delaying RNA            

polymerization, in fact gene transcription relies a the co-transcriptional unwinding of           

G4s by dedicated helicase activity (Chakraborty and Grosse, 2011; Paeschke et al.,            

2011). Since transcriptional speed has an impact on alternative splicing, G4           

formation may lead to alternative splicing regulation through a kinetic control of            

transcription (Nieto Moreno et al., 2015). Moreover, transcription can induce          
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RNA/DNA hybrid G-quadruplexes, which can lead to even stronger effects over RNA            

polymerase progression (Shrestha et al., 2014). 

6.7 Depolarisation induced alternative splicing 

To investigate the relationship of non-canonical splicing features with dynamic          

alternative splicing regulation events, we quantified the inclusion of microexons and           

G4-flanked exons in the context of neuronal depolarization. After KCl-induced          

depolarization of human and mouse ESC-derived neurons, I observed genome wide           

changes in alternative splicing patterns, of which around 10% corresponded to exon            

skipping events. These exon skipping events are much more frequently observed           

than exon inclusion and they are enriched in microexons and G4-flanked exons (Fig             

5.1), suggesting that there is a regulated program of alternative splicing events            

induced by neuronal depolarization. The prominent role of G4s and microexons           

suggests that non-canonical splicing features are central to this process.          

Depolarization neurons leads to a strong increase of intracellular calcium, which is            

thought to mediate previously reported exon skipping events (Lee et al., 2007; Xie             

and Black, 2001) (Fig 6.2). However, previous studies have only focused on a             

handful of genes and to the best of my knowledge this is the first time that thousands                 

of exon skipping events have been shown to be triggered after neuronal            

depolarization. 

The molecular mechanisms by which the increase of intracellular calcium          

concentration leads to alternative splicing events (particularly exon skipping), are not           

fully understood. In the case of NMDAR1 and KCNMA1 exon skipping events, the             

increase of intracellular calcium induced by depolarization was reported to activate           

CaMK IV, a calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase protein which can regulate         

splicing selection though specific cis-regulatory elements (CaRREs) which have         

been shown to be associated with hnRNP L binding sites (Ares, 2007; Lee et al.,               

2007; Li et al., 2009; Sharma and Lou, 2011; Xie, 2008). However, the increase of               

intracellular calcium can also lead to CaMK IV-independent alternative splicing          

changes. For example, exon 19 of RBFOX1 is skipped after depolarization, which            

leads to an increase of RBFOX1 nuclear localization and induction of           
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RBFOX1-dependent alternative splicing events (Lee et al., 2009). Another example          

is NCAM exon 18, which does not respond to the CaMK IV pathway, but instead its                

skipping is determined by an increase of H3K9ac across exon 18, that is induced              

after neuronal depolarization. H3K9ac may increase RNA polII elongation rates and           

has a kinetic effect over splicing of exon 18 of NCAM. The presence of G4s near                

splice sites may modulate the effects of intracellular calcium over alternative exon            

inclusion events in a CaMK IV-dependent manner. However, G4 structures could           

also directly respond to changes in intracellular calcium. Miyoshi and collaborators           

showed that structural transitions from antiparallel to parallel G4 conformations are           

induced by Ca2+ (Miyoshi et al., 2003). These structural changes may have a direct              

impact on RNA polII kinetics and splicing, but more experimental evidence will be             

required to prove or disprove this hypothetical mechanism. 

On the other hand, microexons have already been shown to be widely skipped after              

depolarization of primary cultured hippocampal neurons (Quesnel-Vallières et al.,         

2016). Voltage-gated calcium channels are key transducers of membrane potential          

changes of intracellular Ca 2+ concentration under physiological and experimentally         

induced conditions (Catterall, 2011). Analysing differential inclusion of microexons, I          

have found microexons that are differentially included in genes that encode for            

different subunits of voltage dependent calcium channels ( CACNB1 , CACNB4 ,         

CASTSPER2 and CASTPER2 ), and Sodium/calcium exchanger (SLCA1), some of         

which are annotated members of the “presynaptic depolarization and calcium          

channel opening” Reactome pathway (Figure 6.2). Thus regulation of microexon          

inclusion may directly influence intracellular Ca 2+ concentration changes after         

neuronal depolarisation and have the potential to regulate part of the alternative            

splicing events that respond to intracellular Ca2+.  

Finally, in several cases, both types of non-canonical splicing features herein studied            

there were related to the same depolarisation-induced exon skipping events. For           

example a 30-nt microexon at the UNC13A gene, that was skipped after KCl-induced             

depolarization, was found to be flanked by a downstream non-template G4 (Fig 5.5).             

Since UNC13A encodes for a presynaptic protein which plays a key role in             

glutamatergic transmission, alternative skipping of this exon may have a regulatory           
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effect over neuronal transmission and neurological diseases (Placek et al., 2019).           

Another interesting example is the case of a microexon skipping event induced after             

neuronal depolarization at the NRXN2 gene, which is flanked by an upstream            

template G4 (Fig 6.3). This microexon affect an extracellular domain of neurexin-2,            

implicated in trans-synaptic protein-protein interactions that regulate synaptic        

formation. Both of these examples are conserved between human and mouse and            

may be part of a fine-tuned regulatory network of alternative splicing events that             

coordinate synaptic formation across neuronal populations.   
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Figure 6.2: Developmentally regulated microexons can have an impact over          
transmission across chemical synapses. At least two Reactome pathways related          
with transmission across chemical synapses might be affected microexon inclusion,          
these includes “Presynaptic depolarization and calcium channel opening” and         
Neurotransmitter release cycle, where 3/13 and 4/51 genes involved were found to            
be differentially included through mouse embryonic development using        
MicroExonator. Bar highlighted in yellow bar indicates statistical enrichment through          
pathways analysis done using Reactome (Fabregat et al., 2018). 
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Figure 6.3: Template strand G-quadruplex formation upstream a        
depolarization-dependent microexon skipping event in neurexin 2. Template        
G-quadruplex motif is highlighted in blue. G4-seq and additional UCSC tracks are            
shown. 
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6.8 Concluding remarks  

In this thesis, I have successfully developed novel bioinformatics methods and           

analysed high throughput sequencing data to characterise microexons and         

G4-flanked exons. These analyses not only indicate that both short exon size and             

presence of G4-structures are associated with alternative splicing events, but they           

also suggest G4s could be potential regulatory features that drive some of the             

dynamic alternative splicing modulations observed in neuronal cells.  

Since microexons are often missing from RNA-seq analyses when standard tools are            

used, I developed MicroExonator, a novel computational workflow that enables          

reproducible discovery and quantification of microexons on RNA-seq data.         

MicroExonator enabled me to perform the integrated analysis of bulk and single-cell            

RNA-seq data to have an in-depth characterisation of microexons through mouse           

development and neuronal subtypes. On the other hand, I also explored the possible             

association of splice sites with sequence motifs that are known to promote the             

formation of non-canonical DNA and RNA structures. Among the analysed motifs, I            

found a significant and consistent enrichment of G4 motifs across splice sites of             

vertebrates. 

Further analyses of G4-seq data and experimental validations corroborate in vitro           

formation of G4s near splice sites. Lastly, I analysed the association of microexons             

and G4-flanked exons to dynamic splicing changes induced by depolarisation stimuli.           

These analyses showed a transcriptome-wide induction of cassette exon skipping          

events. Moreover, these changes were enriched in microexons and G4-flanked          

cassette exons, suggesting the involvement of these non-canonical splicing features          

in the dynamic regulation of splicing changes upon neuronal depolarisation.  
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6.9 Future Work 

6.9.1 Exploration of large scale RNA-seq sequencing experiments to         

study alternative splicing of microexons 

MicroExonator provides new opportunities to explore large-scale RNA-seq        

experiments that have been made available to the public domain and this has the              

potential to enable a comprehensive characterization of microexon alternative         

splicing patterning across different biological contexts, which may lead to the           

identification of different cellular pathways associated with alternative splicing of          

microexons. MicroExonator can be configured to automatically download the data          

and perform the analysis. Normally, these analyses are limited by the processing            

power and disk storage that researchers have access to, but the versatile            

Snakemake workflow management system enables MicroExonator to be compatible         

with multiple queueing systems (such as LSF or SLURM, implemented at Sanger            

and Gurdon institute HPC systems respectively). Thus, during the next coming year I             

will explore several large collections of RNA-seq data to further elucidate the role of              

the microexon alternative splicing network. In this section will briefly mention the            

public repositories that I will use for these purposes and what potential insights they              

may provide.  

6.9.1.1 Psychiatric diseases 

The network of microexon alternative splicing events have already been shown to be             

associated with autism. However, a number of microexon splicing regulated events           

mentioned in this thesis may be involved in the pathogenesis of other neurological             

diseases. The PsychENCODE project is providing publicly accessible experiments         

generated from about 1,000 phenotypically characterized disease-affected human        

post-mortem brains (PsychENCODE Consortium et al., 2015). The large scale          

multidimensional genomic data generated has already been used to study          

isoform-level dysregulation associated within autism spectrum disorder,       

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, where microexon alternative splicing events         

have been highlighted and are most likely involved in the pathogenesis of these             
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disorders (Gandal et al., 2018). Thus, the analysis of these data has the potential to               

uncover the relevance of microexon alternative splicing under neurological different          

disease contexts.  

1.9.1.2 Primate evolution 

The alternative splicing of neuronal microexons is arguably the most conserved           

network of alternative splicing events so far described (Irimia et al., 2014;            

Torres-Méndez et al., 2019). Recent research conducted by Torres-Méndez and          

collaborators has uncovered a novel protein domain, termed as ‘enhancer of           

microexons’ (eMIC), which drove the evolution of the neuronal microexon splicing           

network (Torres-Méndez et al., 2019). While these results trace the evolutionary           

emergence of this network to bilaterian ancestors, the evolution through primates is            

currently not characterized. Evolutionary studies of microexons might highlight         

alternative splicing events that can act as microsurgery of proteins in regulatory            

regions to coordinate different developmental processes that lead to morphological          

and functional differences of brains across primates.  

In collaboration with Ilias Georgakopoulos-Soares and Professor Nadav Ahituv , I am           9

analysing RNA-seq data collected for different non-human primates to uncover the           

evolutionary trajectory of microexons across primate evolution. We are particularly          

interested in identifying microexons that are specifically gained or lost in the human             

lineage and we are going to focus our analysis on data published by The              

Non-Human Primate Reference Transcriptome Resource (NHPRTR) and       

genotype-tissue expression (GTEx) project (GTEx Consortium, 2013; Pipes et al.,          

2013).  

6.9.1.2 Functional assessment of RBPs enhanced CLIP and loss-of-function         

experiments 

Recent improvements of CLIP assays used for genome-wide identification of RBP           

binding sites have led to the development of an enhancer CLIP (eCLIP) protocol             

(Van Nostrand et al., 2016). These experimental techniques correspond to the           

9 Group leader at Department of Bioengineering and Therapeutic Sciences the University of California              
San Francisco.  
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crosslinking and immunoprecipitation of RBP RNA targets and eCLIP experiments          

that profiled 150 RBPs have enabled the generation of robust splicing regulatory            

maps (Yee et al., 2019) by the ENCODE consortium (Sloan et al., 2016). Moreover,              

the ENCODE consortium has recently released a large collection of RBP knockdown            

followed by RNA-seq experiments across two cell lines. The integration of these            

resources has been used to explore the role of RBPs across different            

RNA-processing pathways, including alternative splicing. Furthermore, independent       

analysis of this data has provided novel insights into the regulation of recursive             

splicing (Blazquez et al., 2018). Further processing of this data might identify novel             

regulatory elements across different exon populations, including microexons and         

G4-flanked exons. 

6.9.1.3 Cancer 

Alternative splicing defects have been recurrently associated with cancer, however          

the role of microexon splicing in pathogenic cancer-associated mechanisms is poorly           

understood. Collin and collaborators have recently identified a microexon alternative          

splicing event that has functional effects over Cytohesin-1 protein function (Ratcliffe           

et al., 2019). This corresponds to an evolutionarily conserved 3-nt microexon that            

induces differential affinity of Cytohesin-1 to triglycine and diglycine, being implicated           

in selective phosphoinositide recognition and affecting signal transduction pathways         

related to cancer cell migration. These results showed the potential of microexon            

splicing research to uncover new mechanisms to drive cancer pathogenesis.  

The Catalogue Of Somatic mutations In Cancer (COSMIC) project is currently one of             

the most ambitious large scale projects at the Sanger Institute (Forbes et al., 2011).              

COSMIC is the largest and most comprehensive curated catalog of somatic           

mutations detected in human cancer, providing valuable resources for exploring the           

impact of somatic mutations in cancer. Recent releases of COSMIC have made            

available the exome sequencing and RNA-seq data across 1020 cancer cell lines.            10

Therefore, the processing and integration of this data may uncover the effects of             

10 Which for now is only internally available, but it will soon be published. 
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annotated somatic mutations that are associated with alternative splicing defects of           

microexons.  

6.9.2 Further developments of single cell data analysis methods for          

microexon splicing analysis 

Single cell analyses have been a revolutionary approach to catalog cellular subtypes            

across different model organisms. Tissues with high cellular heterogeneity, such as           

brain cortex, have been the target of large scale full-length scRNA experiments            

released by the Allen Institute for Brain Science (Tasic et al., 2016, 2018). In this               

thesis I have used part of this data to develop novel approaches to evaluate cell-type               

specific alternative splicing events (snakemake), particularly focusing on microexon         

splicing. However, further improvements are required to consolidate this method.          

Recently developed methods to perform cell-type transcriptomic profiling of neurons          

using bulk RNA-seq, such as RiboTRAP (Furlanis et al., 2019), could be used to              

benchmark different single cell approaches to study alternative splicing between two           

cell-types. This approach is highly attractive since the transcriptome of analogous           

neuronal populations have been profiled between single cell data generated by Tasic            

and collaborators and RiboTRAP data generated by Furlanis and collaborators. The           

integrative analyses of bulk and single-cell RNA-seq experiments might provide          

significant methodological insights as well as novel cell-type specific microexons and           

other splicing events.  

6.9.3 Study of non-neuronal microexons 

The alternative splicing of microexons has been reported to be primarily regulated in             

neurons, but computational analyses have shown that some of them are also            

included in heart, SKM and pituitary gland. Moreover quantitative analyses using           

MicroExonator have also led to the identification of microexons in the adrenal gland             

(Fig 2.2). I proposed that inclusion of microexons detected in adrenal gland can be              

due to the presence of chromaffin cells in the adrenal gland, which share the same               

primordial tissue of origin during embryonic development than other neuronal cells.           

This hypothesis can now be tested through RNA-seq analysis of isolated chromaffin            
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cells, which have been recently generated (Chan et al., 2019). Furthermore, the            

study of other neuroendocrine glands might lead to the identification of microexon            

inclusion in other non-neuronal tissues, such as different components of the           

gastrointestinal tract, gallbladder, pancreas and thyroid.  

Even though microexon inclusion has been reported across SKM and heart their            

functions are largely unknown. Moreover, other types of muscle, such as smooth            

muscle have not yet been studied. Collaborations with Professor Christopher WJ           

Smith will be initiated to explore microexon inclusion in smooth muscle and            

determined if RBPMS, a newly identified splicing factor that control smooth muscle            

splicing events, is implicated in microexon alternative splicing (Nakagaki-Silva et al.,           

2019).  

6.9.4 Tissue-specific splicing of G4-flanked exons 

The results that I have presented in Chapter V indicate that microexon and             

G4-flanked exons are enriched in alternatively included exons induced by          

depolarisation stimuli. In the case of microexons, alternative splicing events are           

strongly associated with neuronal alternative splicing programmes. However, in the          

case of G4-flanked exons we have not yet systematically explored their inclusion            

across different tissues and cell-types. Thus, similar analyses to the ones I have             

conducted for microexons are required to determine if G4-exons are in general            

associated with alternative splicing, or if they are particularly associated with           

tissue-specific or cell type-specific splicing events.  

6.9.5 Elucidating mechanisms of G4-mediated modulation of alternative        

splicing 

The formation of G4 structures can affect alternative splicing by altering the binding             

potential of RBPs to their target sites. As mentioned in section 1.6.2.1, there is still               

controversy about whether G4 formation would promote or block the binding of RBPs             

to the mRNA. Since there is an increasing amount of crosslinking and            

immunoprecipitation (CLIP) experiments that is being generated to determine the          

binding sites of multiple RBPs (Louie et al., 2018; Yee et al., 2019), I plan to do a                  
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systematic analysis of RBP binding sites across splice sites and G-quadruplexes.           

This analysis will provide an unbiased approach to find novel G4 interactors that may              

play a functional role over alternative splicing regulation.  

Another non-exclusive possibility is that G4 formation leads to kinetics effects that            

regulate alternative splicing. G4s have already been reported to have an impact in             

RNA polymerase speed and kinetics, but their effects on splicing modulation remain            

undescribed. However, polymerase speed is already known to regulate splicing and           

control the recognition of weak splice sites (Luco et al., 2011). Thus the integration of               

genome-wide transcription pausing with G4-seq and RNA-seq data might provide          

new mechanistic insight about the kinetic effects of G4 formation in alternative            

splicing.  

6.9.6 Machine learning for motif discovery 

Machine learning approaches have been implemented to uncover novel         

cis-regulatory elements that control tissue-specific alternative splicing (Barash et al.,          

2010; Zhang et al., 2019b). Recent doctoral work of Nicholas Lee has led to the               11

development of a novel convolutional neural network approach to find regulatory           

motifs across different quantitative transcriptome experiments. Collaborative work        

between Nicholas Lee, Jacob Hepkema and I have led the identification of novel             12

microexon regulatory motifs that can quantitatively predict the inclusion patterns          

observed across mouse brain development. Thus, further inspection of these results           

can lead to the discovery of novel cis-regulatory elements involved in microexon            

alternative splicing.  

11 PhD candidate at the Sanger Institute and University of Cambridge, who has also been under the                 
supervision of Martin Hemberg.  
12 Master student from Utrecht University, who have been doing analyses at Hemberg’s laboratory as               
an internship work. 
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